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ABSTRACT
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specification. Interface design arises when two digital components (e.g., a processor and a
memory device) are to be interconnected to build up a system. We have extended a Petri
net specification to describe the temporal behavior o f the interface protocols o f digital com
ponents. The specification describes circuit delays as random variables thus making it suit
able to model process variations and timing correlation. Interface probabilistic timing ver
ification checks that a subsystem, composed of components to be interconnected and the
associated interface logic, satisfies the timing constraints specified by the components’
specifications. Our verification technique not only yields tighter results than previous tech
niques that do not take timing correlation into consideration but also, if the timing con
straint is not satisfied, determines the probability that a constraint will be violated. The sec
ond technique, timing analysis for synthesis, finds fight bounds on the delays of the inter
face logic, which are unknown prior to synthesis, such that all the timing constraints given
in the component specifications are satisfied.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Outline
This dissertation presents results on the topics o f timing verification and timing analysis
for the synthesis o f digital interfaee circuits. This introductory chapter aims to show the
driving ideas that motivated our work and the main contributions in a rather informal fash
ion. Other ehapters will deal with the task of explaining in more detail the framework and
techniques that support the results outlined in this chapter.
We have developed a formal framework that can be the basis for the a better m od
eling o f the timing aspects that play an important role during the synthesis o f high-perfor
mance hardware systems. This will lead, we believe, to the creation o f computer-aided
design

(C A D )

tools that will relieve hardware designers from time-consuming, error-prone

tasks, thus allowing them to focus on more creative steps of the design process. This is
important in view o f the fact that there is a clear trend towards very large and complex
hardware designs, either general-purpose or application-specific chips, while there is con
stant pressure to reduce the time to market. A viable solution is to increase the design
abstraction, and our effort is in that direction.
In the following section we present some basic ideas behind the design and synthe
sis o f hardware interface logic.

1.2 Hardware interface synthesis
Increasingly more complex hardware systems are designed every day that must outper
form (in speed, power consumption, etc.) the previous generation o f hardware devices.
This force creates new challenges to the hardware design flow. An attractive design option
is to construct systems using already developed and tested modules. Such modules can be
as simple as macrocells, or as complex as microprocessors. An important problem of this
approach is system integration, that is interconnecting the off-the-shelf components to
achieve the desired functionality. Integration o f the modules may require designing inter
facing logic which allows the modules to transfer information.

P rocessor

M em ory
device

ack

dal

dat

Figure 1.2.1 Data transfer read interface example.
Let us present a simple example to give a glimpse o f the interface design problem.
We present some terms rather informally but later in Chapters 2 and 3 we shall discuss
them more thoroughly. Figure 1.2.1 shows a system composed o f two components: a pro
cessor and a memory device. A typical operation between the two components is called
data transfer, according to which the processor can read, or write, data from, or to, the
memory device. To accomplish this, each component has extemal lines called ports which
carry signals, which without loss o f generality we assume to be electrical in nature. Ports
can accept signals (called input ports), or emit signals (called output ports), or both (called
bidirectional port). A binary signal can have two values, usually called high and low

respectively. (O f course an electrical signal actually has a continuous value, either voltage
or current, but a binary signal is a convenient abstraction in a digital system).
Figure 1.2.1 shows the ports involved in the read operation. On the processor side,
the rd and ack ports are used to produce a sequence of events, or signal transitions, to tell
the memory device when the processor expects to have the data ready (we use overlining/
underlining o f the names o f ports to identify them as output/input ports). For example by
setting rd to high, the processor indicates that it wants to request a piece of data from the
memory, and it will keep rd high until it detects a high in ack. when the memory detects a
high in çs, it places a piece o f data in 357. A sequence of signal transitions that a compo
nent uses to exercise an interface operation is called a protocol.
Both components are available in different flavors from different manufacturers.
Thus it is likely that the components use different protocols to exchange information. In
our simple example the memory device does not have a port to tell the processor that a
piece o f data is available for reading. For example the interface circuit shown in
Figure 1.2.1 must generate a signal to be fed in into ack. this is called protocol conversion.

Interface design

S ynthesis o r
Im plem entation

V erification

Figure 1.2.2 Interface synthesis task.
Figure 1.2.2 shows the typical steps in the interface synthesis task. This design task
occurs during the integration phase of system design once the modules that comprise the
system have been chosen, interface circuits must be designed to achieve inter-module

communication. The result of the interface synthesis task is a complete implementation of
the system. The system implementation is then checked to meet design constraints, either
by the use of extensive simulation or by the application of formal verification techniques.
If no violations are found, the process successfully terminates, otherwise some steps are
repeated.
An important contribution o f this dissertation is to offer an alternative strategy to
the above iterative process. We suggest that before interface synthesis, a timing analysis
for synthesis

(ta fs)

be performed on the interface design which determines tight bounds

on the interface delays. After such analysis it is possible to decide on the feasibility of the
design (if the design is implementable) and if that is the case, time-driven synthesis tech
niques can be used to complete the implementation. The main problem is that the delays o f
the interface circuitry are not known.
In the following section we shall discuss where the techniques developed in this
dissertation fit in this picture.

1.3 Main contributions of this dissertation
The general direction o f our work is to address the timing aspects particular to the inter
face synthesis task. In particular, we propose a formal framework suitable for the specifi
cation o f systems composed o f components and interface circuits, and two techniques to
analyze and verify timing properties o f such systems.
As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, timing plays an important role dur
ing interface synthesis, and thus timing verification techniques, which can prove that the
system timing behavior is correct, promise to be effective tools to facilitate the design pro
cess. As a matter of fact, interface timing verification research has attracted considerable
attention recently [16, 17, 20, 48, 49, 67, 72, 114],

It is our tenet that in order to verify a hardware interface between two modules, one
does not need to know all the details o f the implementation of the modules. What is
needed is the specification of each module’s interface behavior. This specification is usu
ally given in textual form describing the sequence o f events that define the protocol,
accompanied with timing diagrams that show explicitly the temporal relationships
between the protocol events. One o f our goals is to establish a formal specification ade
quate for describing interface behaviors o f hardware modules. In the literature, various
approaches have been proposed for describing hardware: modal logics [15, 35,
process algebras [92, 63,

8 6

, 72], and nets [115, 29, 79, 124, 114, 93,

6 6

8 8

, 94],

]. Our proposed

representation is an extension and generalization of signal transition graphs [115, 29],
which belongs to the net approach.
Once the formal specification framework was set, we developed two techniques
aimed at supporting the interface synthesis task. Both techniques are rooted in formal ver
ification which, in contrast to simulation, tries to determine that a system satisfies certain
timing properties (i.e., timing constraints) under all circumstances.
The first technique, interface timing verification, is able to verify that a subsystem,
comprising two components to be interconnected and the associated interface logic, satis
fies the timing constraints specified by the components’ interfaces. In this dissertation we
present a novel probabilistic model which not only yields tighter results than previous
models that do not take timing correlation into consideration but also provides more infor
mation to the designer by returning qualitative and quantitative information about the
probability that a constraint will be violated rather than just a fail/pass result as is the case
with traditional interval-based timing verification techniques.
The second technique, timing analysis for synthesis, is a powerful tool during syn
thesis because it treats the interface as a module to be designed, whose timing parameters
are unknown, and finds the delay boundaries that the interface timing parameters must sat
isfy to comply with the timing constraints given in the components’ specifications. If the

solution space is empty, the interface design is infeasible. Otherwise, bounds can be
known about the interface delays that can be used advantageously during synthesis. The
difference o f this preliminary analysis from formal verification is that actual temporal
information about the interface is not completely known in advance o f synthesis.

1.4 Dissertation outline
In this chapter we have introduced infonnally the motivation and goals o f this dissertation.
We address the timing aspects o f the interface synthesis task that must be carried out dur
ing the construction o f modular systems. A fundamental problem in interface synthesis is
to verify that an interface implementation satisfies the timing constraints imposed by the
components that the interface interconnects. High-performance systems and sub-micron
technologies are pushing the timing o f system modules and silicon to the limit. It is o f par
amount importance for

CAD

tools to support verification techniques that help hardware

designers in coping with shorter times to market new products.
In Chapters 2 and 3, we develop a suitable formal representation framework that
makes explicit the various timing relationships that are present in the module protocols. In
Chapter 4, we formulate the timing verification problem as a constraint satisfaction prob
lem that determines if a set o f timing constraints are satisfied and, if that is not the case, it
produces a probability distribution that a constraint will be violated, which can be used to
assess the reliability o f the system. Finally in Chapter 5, we present a technique called tim
ing analysis for synthesis which allows designers to assess the feasibility o f an interface
design prior to synthesis.

Chapter 2
Representation of Interface Specifications
2.1 Introduction
In this dissertation we aim to study temporal properties o f interface logic. As we men
tioned earlier, hardware systems can be constructed using readily available building
blocks, which we call system components, such as processors, memories and I/O devices.
Interface logic has the important function of providing the necessary paths to facilitate the
transfer o f information between components. As we shall discuss in Chapter 3, a compo
nent expects certain events, whose partial ordering is defined by a protocol, for proper
operation.
In this chapter, we present a formal model that we use to represent component pro
tocols and component interconnection. Two o f the main features of our formalism are: that
it represents distinctly the two different timing information present in timing diagrams,
propagation delays, and timing constraints; and that it can handle correlation information
that is present in timing diagrams.

2.2 Petri net model
2.2.1 Petri nets
Petri nets are widely used to model concurrent systems because they have simple and intu
itive semantics.
A Petri net [ 107] is a tuple # = (P, T, F), where
a non-empty set o f transitions, and F

œ

is a non-empty set of places, T is

(P x.I) u (T xP) is the flow relation. The marking

o f a Petri net is a function M : P —^ X that assigns to each place o f the net a (non-negative)
number o f tokens (X is the set of non-negative integers). A marked Petri net is a tuple
N = { p T, F,Mo\ where M^, is the initial marking. The state o f a Petri net can be described
by its marking.
A Petri net is usually represented as a directed bi-partite graph with transition
nodes (bars) and place nodes (circles) and links from transitions to places and from places
to transitions as defined by the flow relation (refer to Figure 2.2.1a).
For any transition t e T, the set o f all its incoming places is denoted as
• t = {p s P: (p, t) e F } . Likewise, the set o f all its outgoing places is written as
f = { p e P: (t,p) e F) . Analogous definitions exist for the set o f incoming transitions
and outgoing transitions of a place p s P, denoted

and p» respectively. The number of

tokens assigned to a p l a c e b y a marking Af is written as M(p).
The firing rule determines the dynamics o f a Petri net, i.e., how the tokens are
propagated through the net. A transition ( e T is enabled at a marking M iff M(»t) > 1.
Every enabled transition may fire. The effect of the firing of a transition is as follows:
After a transition fires, a new marking AT is obtained from M as follows: AT = M — • t + f .

The firing o f an enabled transition t in marking M is written M

M ' where A f is

the new marking after firing t. The pair {t, M ) is called an immediate r-derivative o f M. In
general Af is an ( t ... v)-derivative (or just derivative) o f M if Af

. A M . The double

sequence E S= {(A/'(o)> ■••Mff)-, 0%,^ •••, ?(/)}} is called an execution sequence i f for all
/ = 1,... ,y, A^(/_i) % Af(,). The set o f all execution sequences starting from Afg is denoted
by y(Afo). Note that the sequence o f transitions and the first marking uniquely determine
the sequence of markings. A marking M is said to be reachable from Af if and only if there
exists an execution sequence E S in which, for some i<j, M = A/'(,) and AT = M^Jy
A labelled transition system is the triple (S, 7^ {A , t e T}), where 5 is a set of
states, r is a set o f transition labels, and A ç 5 x 5" is a transition relation for each r e Z
We define the meaning o f a Petri net in terms o f the labelled transition system
(W jy T, {-4 , f e T}) where SM^ is the set o f reachable markings from A/^.
A derivation tree o f the initial marking

is a tree which collects all the deriva

tives o f A/q. The nodes of the tree are reachable markings from A/q. An edge o f the tree
joining M and Af is labelled with the firing action

AT. Derivation trees are usu

ally infinite. A reachability graph is drawn from a derivation tree by collapsing identical
markings, which have the same immediate derivatives, into a single node. Figure 2.2.1b
shows the reachability graph o f the Petri net o f Figure 2.2.1a.
A Petri net marking is live if for each M e SA/q and for each transition t there exists
a marking AT e SM that enables t. A marked Petri net is live if its initial marking is live. A
marked Petri net is t-bounded (or simply bounded) if there exists an integer k such that for
each place p, for each reachable marking M, M(p) <k. A marked Petri net is safe if it is 1bounded.
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{ p l,p 6 } -^ { p 5 ,p 6 } -^ { p 4 ,p 5 }

“
t4

/

{p3,p6}

{P2,PS}

/ f N

{ p l,p 2 } -^ — {pO}—► { p 3 ,|,p4}

a

ti

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2.1 (a) Petri net, and (b) its reachability graph.
A transition t, disables another transition

?2

at a marking M e SM^ if both r, and

are enabled at M and t2 is not enabled in any A f e SM. A marked Petri net is persistent if
no transition can ever be disabled at any reachable marking.
Two transitions t, and
able marking M e
versa. Two transitions

in a marked Petri net are concurrent if there exists a reach

where both t, and

?2

are enabled and neither /, disables

^2

nor vice-

and t2 of a marked Petri net are in direct conflict if there exists a

reachable marking M e SM^ where both

and

?2

are enabled and either r, disables t 2 or

viceversa (or both).
A Petri net is a marked graph if for every place p s P, \»p\ = land |p#| = 1. A
marked graph is persistent for every initial marking M^. Furthermore every strongly con
nected marked graph has at least one live and safe initial marking [96].
A Petri net is a state machine if for every transition t s T, |»r| = land |r*| = 1. Every
strongly connected state machine has at least one live and safe initial marking. The Petri
net subclass o f state machines is isomorphic to classical Finite State Machines if we label
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each transition o f the state machine with an input/output state pair and we interpret each
place as an internal state.
A choice place is a place for which jp»\ > 1. A choice place is said to be unique
choice if at most one o f the successor transitions |p*| ever becomes enabled. A Petri net is
free-choice if for any two transitions r, and tg that share a predecessor place, both

and t 2

have only one predecessor. A Petri net is extended free-choice if any two transitions that
share one or more predecessor places have exactly the same set of predecessor places.
Classic Petri nets as discussed in this section do not have an explicit mechanism to
account for time. Time is o f paramount importance in our application. In the following
section we survey some extensions o f Petri nets that model time explicitly.

2.2.2 Time extensions of Petri nets
From Section 2.2.1 it is clear that classic Petri nets cannot model particular time values,
which is o f paramount importance for performance evaluation and timing verification.
There exist in the literature different flavors o f time extensions to Petri nets that overcome
that problem. In the following, we survey time extensions o f Petri nets that have been pro
posed in the literature that we consider relevant to our work.
Ramchandani [111] associates an execution time r whose domain is the real num 
bers, with each transition o f the Petri net. Ramchandani’s time-extended Petri nets are
called Timed Petri nets. A transition is enabled according to the classic Petri net’s firing
rule. When a transition initiates its execution, it immediately consumes tokens in the set •t
of its input places. The transition takes r units of time to complete its execution before
sending tokens to its output places t*. Thus Ramchandani Timed Petri nets are determinis
tic.
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Merlin [90, 91] increased the expressiveness o f Ramchandani’s Timed Petri nets in
two ways. Firstly he assigned a compact non-negative non-empty interval [d, D] to each
transition o f the Petri net. A transition can fire only if it has been enabled for d time units,
and it must fire if it has been enabled for D time units. Secondly Merlin modified the firing
rule as follows: the tokens in the input places o f an enabled transition t that fires are
removed from *t when t fires. Merlin’s time-extended Petri nets are called Time Petri nets.
In Merlin’s Time Petri nets, two or more transitions can be enabled by a common set of
tokens such that when one transition fires, it disables the firing o f the others. Recall that in
Ramchandani’s Timed Petri nets, the tokens in the input places o f an enabled transition are
committed when the transition starts execution.
A timed execution of a time-extended Petri net fi-om the initial marking Mq is an
execution sequence E S o f S'(A/q) augmented with a non-decreasing sequence o f real non
negative values representing the instants of firing o f each transition such that consecutive
transitions {r,-,

correspond to ordered firing times (or epochs)

The interval

[t,-, x,+i) between consecutive epochs represents the period in which the net remains in
marking M}, where Tq = 0 .
Berthomieu and Diaz [11] used an enumerative analysis technique related to the
reachability analysis method for classic Petri nets to analyze the timed behavior of Timed
Petri nets in which the infinite number of firing times possible fi-om a certain marking M
are finitely represented by state classes. A state class is a pair (Af,D) where M is a marking
and D is a domain which is described as a system of inequalities. We have also developed
a timing analysis for synthesis technique that uses the concept of system of inequalities
although for a different class o f time-extended Petri nets as will be discussed in Chapter 5.
In Generalized Stochastic Petri nets (GSPN) [ 1] a random variable with a known
probability density function is associated to each transition o f the net. Because o f the
memoryless property o f the negative exponential density function/jc) = «

most o f the

research on GSPN has assumed exponential random variables. It has been shown that a
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GSPN with exponential random variables can be transformed to a discrete Markov
chain [1]. However because potentially a transition can take arbitrarily long time to fire, it
is difficult to place upper bounds on a timed execution, and thus the performance analysis
using GSPN has focused on producing probabilistic averages.
To overcome that limitation, Juanole and Atamna [71 ] have proposed the stochas
tic timed Petri net (STPN) model in which the probability density functions o f the random
variables associated with the transitions of the net are o f the form /-(%,) =fc,{Xi) +fjiixl),
where fc^Xj) is the continuous component, and yj,(x,) is the discrete component o f J/(x,).
In [71 ] the authors only considered uniform probability density functions for the continu
ous component.
In the aforementioned time-extended Petri net models, time was associated with
the transitions. Alternatively time can be associated with the places. We have chosen this
alternative due to the intuitive inteipretation in the realm of digital hardware that a mark
ing o f the net has a direct correspondence to the state o f the system, and the firing o f a
transition indicates a change o f state which is idealized to be instantaneous. Thus to us it
seems more natural to associate time with places. Sifakis [117] first defined Timed Petri
nets in which fixed time values were associated with the places.
Van der Aalst [126] introduced an extension to Sifakis Timed Petri nets in which
intervals are associated with the places o f the net. The firing rule is analogous to the one
presented in Section 2.2.3. Our model is a natural extension o f van der A alst’s in the sense
that in it random variables are associated with the places of the net rather than just inter
vals.
Although Ramchandani also used the term Timed Petri nets to refer to his time
extensions, in the sequel we shall differentiate between the Petri net models that assign
time to transitions from the Petri net models that assign time to places by using the term
Time for the former and Timed for the latter; and time-extended Petri nets shall refer in
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general to Petri nets with timing extensions. In the following section we present the timeextended Petri net model that we have developed in this dissertation.

2.2.3 Probabilistic timed Petri net model
The classic Petri net does not include an explicit representation o f time. As discussed in
the previous section, Petri nets have been extended to model time, by assigning arbitrary
time values, time intervals, or random variables to transitions, or places, o f the net. Other
time extensions o f Petri nets were discussed in Section 2.2.2. In this work we have devel
oped a more general Petri net model in order to be able to handle correlation information
which shall be further discussed in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.5.4, that we have called probabi
listic timed Petri nets.
Definition 2.2.1.- A probabilistic timed Petri net is a quintuple N = (P, T, F, Mq, F)
where F is a non-empty set of places, T is a non-empty set of transitions,
F Ç (/* X 7) u (T x /*) is the flow relation, M: P —> N is the marking function and A/ q is
the initial marking ( K is the set o f the non-negative integers), and F:

> x is the time

labeling function that assigns to each place p, e P a random variable (r.v.) x(p,) [105].
The preset (postset) o f a transition t is the set of incoming places to (outgoing
places from) t and is denoted

Similarly the preset (postset) o f a place p is the set of

incoming transitions to (outgoing transitions from) p and is denoted •/? (p*).
The random variables x,’s are used to represent circuit delays as defined by the fol
lowing firing rule:
Firing rule
1. A transition t g T is enabled when every placep &

contains a visible token.
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2. An enabled transition must fire immediately (unless the firing o f another
enabled transition disables the transition instantaneously). When it fires, an
enabled transition consumes a visible token in each place /> e •/ and sends a
token to each placep e i*.
3. A place pj upon receiving a token at time x makes it visible to transitions t e p ’
at time x + x„ where x,- is the random variable associated with place pj. A place
holds a visible token until it is consumed by the firing o f an enable transition.
To illustrate the firing rule, consider the partial Petri net shown in Figure 2.2.2.
Three transitions a, b, and c are connected to transition d through places labeled X|, X2 and
X3 respectively. Let us assume that the transitions a, b, and c fire at times Xg, x^ and x^
respectively. Then a token is placed in the firing transition’s output place at the firing time.
To represent a circuit delay, the place holds the token invisible to its output transition for
certain time controlled by a random variable associated with the place. Let us assume that
the three random variables Xg, x* and Xg are independent and that their probability density
functions are as shown in Figure 2.2.2. According to the firing rule transition d will fire as
soon as there is a visible token in each o f its input places.

tim e

"3

tim e

tim e

tim e

Figure 2.2.2 Probability density function o f the firing time o f a transition.

The firing of transition d, denoted by x^, is a probabilistic event. Our approach to
the analysis o f probabilistic timed Petri nets is to find the probability density function of
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the firing (or occurrence) times o f the transitions o f a net. Chapter 3 describes how this is
accomplished.
The probabilistic timed Petri net that we have introduced is a generalization o f pre
vious Timed Petri net models. In our model arbitrary probability density functions are
associated with the places o f the net. Furthermore, our model admits random variables that
are not independent, a fact that plays an important role in the modeling o f time correlation
that appears in interface specifications of oif-the-shelf hardware components.
Due to causality, it is required that the probability that any random variables x, take
a negative value be zero. (For strict causality, the probability that the random variables
X, = 0 should be zero too.) The set of random variables x„ i= \..M, associated with the
places o f the net are fully described by the joint probability density function (in short pdf)
fx\

•••
In some cases some o f the random variables are independent, so that / may have a

compact form. For example, if all x, are independent then
fx\ ...

^A/) ~yrl(^l) •••

(Eq. 2.2.1)

O f course in order to be able to model time correlation, one has to use the most
general form in which not all random variables are independent.
The probabilistic aspect of our model has practical applications in describing inter
face specifications o f components. An interface specification describes the behavior o f not
one but an ensemble o f components. Thus a probabilistic approach to modeling seems
very adequate to take into account variations in component behavior. Those variations are
due to different instances o f the same class o f components affected by factors such as fab
rication process, and different operational conditions such as temperature variations. We
will exploit that in the reliability analysis o f systems, that is we will be able to quantify not
only if a system meets the (timing) constraints but also if it fails to meet some constraints.
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by how much. How to compute the probability that a constraint can be violated can be
described by a probabilistic measure. This is the topic o f Chapter 4.

2.2.4 Examples of probabilistic timed Petri nets
In this subsection we introduce two simple examples to give a flavor o f probabilistic timed
Petri nets. In particular in the second example we show the fact that time-extended Petri
nets have a different behavior from classic Petri nets. More examples will be shown in this
and following chapters. The firing rule will be discussed in more depth in Section 2.4.1.
The first example shown in Figure 2.2.3 consists of one place and two transitions.
The only random variable associated with the net is described by the probability density
function J^(x) (also shown in the figure). The initial marking is shown in the figure, thus at
time Xq = 0 there is a token in the place of the net. The token in the place is not visible to
transitions

or

?2

until a time x, = x , where the value of random variable x follows the

known p d f B e c a u s e the place is a free-choice place (refer to Section 2.2.1), either
transition

or

^2

will fire (but not both). Once a transition fires, it places a token in the

place which will be made visible at X2 = x, +x.

X

-►

Figure 2.2.3 Petri net with a free choice place labeled with random
variable x.
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Note that there is a non-deterministic choice in the model for the firing o f

or t2 -

We can use non-deterministic choice to abstract out some phenomena that are not relevant
to our verification procedure. For instance if a hardware component is capable o f perform
ing either a read or a write cycle, this can be modeled using a free choice place because
when attempting to verifying that both cycles meet the timing constraints (as will be dis
cussed later) it is not important to know the ratio o f read vs. write cycles, but just that both
cycles can occur. From a performance point o f view, assuming that a write cycle takes, say,
longer than a read cycle, it might be important to determine the profile o f read and write
cycles to be able to quantify the performance of a system. In that case, one could also
assign a scheduling variable to a free-choice place that computes {e.g. deterministically or
probabilistically) which transition (of the several enabled in the current marking) should
fire in an execution o f the net. In the sequel we consider that the choice o f firing transition
is made non-deterministically.

Figure 2.2.4 A probabilistic timed petri net that does not present deadlock.

The second example shown in Figure 2.2.4 consists o f three places and three tran
sitions. If transition

fires, the system deadlocks. Random variables associated with

placesp \ and P 2 are independent and their corresponding pdf’s are Dirac’s delta functions
(if the pdf is the Dirac’s delta function/^(t) = ô(t-Tq), the token is made visible with prob
ability 1 at time T j. At time x = 0 both tokens are put in places p \ and P 2 respectively. The
token i n w i l l be made visible at x = 1, and r, will fire immediately. Similarly the token
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in P 2 will be made visible at

T

=

ti ,

and

will fire immediately. It is clear that unlike the

untimed (classic) version o f the Petri net, the probabilistic timed Petri net in Figure 2.2.4
will never deadlock.
O f course, if more realistic pdf’s are used to model the delays o f places

and P 2 ,

such that the p d f’s are non-zero for a (possibly infinite) interval, then deadlock will arise
in the Petri net o f Figure 2.2.4. However in our probabilistic timed Petri net, unlike classic
Petri nets, one can quantify the probability o f deadlock.

2.3 Signal transition graphs
Signal transition graphs, or STG’s, are a widely used representation of asynchronous digital
circuits [29, 115, 79, 124]. STG’s are Petri nets whose transitions are interpreted as signal
transitions of a circuit. In this section we extend STG’s in the obvious way to use the prob
abilistic timed Petri net proposed in Section 2.2.3. Before doing so, we briefly overview
previous related work on timed

stg ’s.

2.3.1 Previous work on timed signal transition graphs
The work by Brzozowski et al. [ 17] aimed at providing a mathematical foundation to the
interface timing verification problem. Their result holds for a restricted case o f timing
behavior, namely if every signal transition is caused by another single transition.
McMillan et al. [82] presented a more general formulation o f the timing verification prob
lem and proved that it is NP-complete and developed algorithms for sub-cases o f the prob
lem. Independently Burks et al. [20] followed a mathematical programming approach to
solve a class o f problems which includes the interface timing verification problem and
suggested a branch-and-bound algorithm to solve the problem which is worst-case expo
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nential in time. The above research did not use an underlying Petri net model, however it
uses mathematical programming techniques that are the foundation o f the techniques we
shall present in this dissertation.
Stg ’s were first used for the specification and synthesis o f asynchronous digital

circuits in [29, 115]. No time annotation was used in the underlying Petri net model.
Vanbekbergen [124], Rockicki [114], and Escalante and Dimopoulos [46] proposed simi
lar timing extensions to STG’s to represent timing in asynchronous digital circuits.
Vanbekbergen [124] proposed a Petri-net based model, called timed STG’s, that he used to
represent asynchronous circuits with time bounds. Independently Rokicki [114] proposed
another Petri-net based model, called orbital nets, to model a class o f digital logic. Inde
pendently Escalante and Dimopoulos [46] used a Petri-net based model similar to Vanbek
bergen ’s timed STG’s, to specify component interface protocols and associated interface
logic. An important feature o f all three models is that they make a clear distinction
between circuit delays and timing constraints in the specification of component behavior.
Myers and Meng [97, 98] used a conservative estimate of gate delays to remove
redundant edges in an STG; with their technique they could synthesize much simpler cir
cuits thus showing the advantage o f taking timing into account. Hulgaard and Bums [67]
have developed algebraic techniques to find bounds on the maximum time separation
between two given signal transitions o f a timed STG. Their results are exact for Petri nets
without choice, but they also explored approximations for free choice Petri nets.
In the research mentioned so far in this section, timing is represented using inter
vals. In [48, 49] we proposed a more general STG model with an underlying probabilistic
timed Petri net. Thus we needed to develop novel time verification techniques that shall be
presented in Chapter 4. Moreover, as explained in the Introduction, the other main goal of
this dissertation is to determine tight bounds on interface logic prior to synthesis, a tech-
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nique called timing analysis for synthesis that shall be discussed in Chapter 5. Before
tackling those tasks we need to complete the presentation o f our timed STG model.

2.3.2 Components, ports, signals and signal states
A component communicates with its environment through ports. A port has a direction
associated with it. The direction o f a port can be input or output. An input port accepts
information from the environment, while an output port sends information to the environ
ment. Several ports can be grouped together into a combined port. Bi-directional ports can
be modeled as two ports, one o f type input and one of type output. A combined port is an
n-bit port, where n is the number o f single ports that comprise the combined port. A single
port is also called a 1-bit port. Another common term used to describe a port is line. For
example the 32 data lines o f a memory component constitute a 32-bit port.
Signals are the means to convey information. The relationship between a port and a
signal is that a port is an entity that can be physically located usually on the boundary o f a
circuit, and a signal associated with such a port describes the value of the port as a func
tion o f time. Most current implementations o f electronic digital circuits use electrical sig
nals, although optical and other physical media can be used as well. We use a continuous
model o f the time domain (also called dense time) although discrete models have also
been studied in the literature. In general discrete time models are computationally simpler
but suffer the problem o f resolution accuracy (i.e., what is the right granularity to properly
describe the nuances of time, cf. [114]). In this dissertation we consider digital signals.
The range o f values that a digital signal can take is discrete and is called the set o f states of
the signal. The states of a digital signal in a single port, in the simplest case (called binary
case), are logic ‘0 ’ and logic ‘ 1’. Tri-stated signals can be floating, or in a high-impedance
state ‘Z ’, too. We supplement these basic states with the following states:
Valid: This state is particularly useful to describe the state o f a combined port
whose individuals signals are binary. A valid state of a combined port occurs when such a
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port has a value within a range o f allowed values. The particular value o f the signal at the
combined port is not important nor is the fact that the port carries a value that can be used
by another part o f the system. For example, when the value o f a group o f data lines o f a
certain component is valid, it can be read by another component. A valid state for a group
o f signals is an effective way of describing a large number o f states compactly. For exam
ple, a valid state for a 32-bit binary data port (i.e., whose individual ports can take only the
values ‘0 ’ and ‘ 1’) of a memory component may represent 1?~ states. This can be advanta
geously exploited to reduce the number of cases to consider for representation, analysis or
verification purposes whenever the actual value on the port is not relevant.
Invalid; This state is complementary to the valid state of a combined port. The rel
evant piece o f information is not the particular value at the combined port but the fact that
the value should not be used by another component. For example, when the address lines
o f a component are changing, their state is invalid and should not be used for decoding
purposes.
Driven: A tri-stated signal is driven if it is not in a high-impedance state. Thus a
driven binary signal is either ‘0 ’ or ‘I ’. A driven signal can be valid or invalid. For exam
ple a don’t care state ‘X ’ of a binary signal can be modeled using a driven state.

state

driven

valid

■O'

floating

invalid

7’

Figure 2.3.1

Signal states.
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Floating; A tri-stated signal is floating if it is in a high-impedance state.
We define the includes binary relation I on the set o f signal states as shown by the
directed graph in Figure 2.3.1 such that there is a directed edge from state

to state

$2

if

S| IS 2 - The include relation is important when trying to determine if two ports can be con
nected (refer to Definition 2.3.4). Before we discuss this, we need to give some basic defi
nitions on the description o f signals which are adapted ifom a similar treatment described
in [17].
Definition 2.3.1.- A (possibly infinite) timed state sequence o f port p is the
sequence ISp = {sq. Tg, .s ,,..., t„_i,
Si ^

and Xj <

where j,- are signal states and t,- are times, such that

for / = 0, ..., n - \ and y = 0, ..., n-2. The sub-sequence {Tq, •• -, T«_i}

is called the time sub-sequence o f ISp.
Definition 2.3.2.- A signal transition is a pair (s|,

53

) of states where 5, # S2 -

Definition 2.3.3.- I f ISp = {sq, Xq, J], ..., x„_,, ^„} is the state sequence o f port p,
the

corresponding timed signal transition sequence o f port p is given by sequence

lip

{^"^0’ *^0’

( ^ 1, *^15 *^2^5 • • *’

15
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A timed state sequence is an enumerative description of the signal associated with
a port p {i.e., the values that port p takes as a function o f time). The time subsequence
{Xg, ..., x„_,} indicates the instants when the port change state. The port is in state jg dur
ing -°o < x < Xg, in state

during x„_| < x < °o, and in general in state 5,- during x,_, < x < x,-

for /' = 1, ..., n - \ .
A signal transition describes a change in port p from state S| to state

Although

the values o f the time sub-sequence are not strictly increasing, i.e., any number o f signal
transitions are allowed to occur at any instant x, we only consider in this work state
sequences (or timed signal transition sequences) for which there is a finite number o f sig
nal transitions that occur at any given time x.
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Definition 2.3.4.- Let us assume that two ports p \ and p i, having input and output
direction respectively. If for any given time x the values o f the ports p^ and P 2 are s, and $ 2
respectively, and .s, 7*^2, where /* is the reflexive and transitive closure o f /, then ports
and P2 are said to be compatible.
The definition o f compatibility of two connected ports, one o f them being an input
port and the other being an output port, restricts the state o f the output port to those
included by the state o f the input port, i.e. those states at or below the input state node in
the state graph o f Figure 2.3.1. Two compatible ports can be connected via a wire. In that
case the value o f the input port follows the value o f the output port.
The alphabet A{p) o f & port p is the set o f signal transitions {(s,-, Sy)} o f the timed
signal transition sequence Itp. Notice that A(p) is finite. The alphabet o f a set o f ports P is
given by A { P ) = ^

A (p) .

pe P

We use the following notational conventions: a port whose direction is always an
input is denoted with its name underlined. A port whose direction is always an output is
denoted with its name overlined.
We deal now with some implementation issues. The logic levels o f a signal are
implemented as physical values o f a circuit. Without loss o f generality let us consider the
implementation of logic levels using voltage levels. For a port that uses positive logic, a
low voltage corresponds to logic ‘0’ and a high voltage corresponds to a logic ‘1’. For a
port that uses negative logic, a low voltage corresponds to logic ‘ 1 ’ and a high voltage cor
responds to a logic ‘O’. To distinguish the logic implementation o f a port, we append a
as a suffix to the name o f a port p that uses negative logic {e.g., p*). Because logic values
rather than voltage values are more meaningful in the description o f signal transitions, we
use the terms asserted {negated) to denote a signal transition from ‘0 ’ to ‘ 1’ (from ‘I ’ to
‘0’), independently o f the logic implementation.
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transition

symbol

{negated, asserted)

P+

{asserted, negated)

P-

{invalid, valid)

P^v

{valid, invalid)

P~v

(‘Z ’, driven)

p-r
pi

{driven, ‘Z ’)

Table 2.3.1. Notable transitions on port p.
For some notable transitions we use the special symbols given in Table 2.3.1.
Please the reader be aware o f our usage o f negated with the opposite meaning of
asserted {cf. [119]), although in other areas negated has the connotation of logic inversion.

2.3.3 Timed signal transition graphs
In the previous section we proposed a signal state lattice to describe the value o f a port.
The lattice allows us to define compatibility o f port connection in a straightforward way.
In this section we introduce signal transition graphs (STG’s) which are Petri nets whose
transitions are associated with signal transitions.
Definition 2.3.5.- An (extended) timed

STG

is a tuple S = Ov,

à ) where N is a

probabilistic timed Petri net, Y is as set of ports, and À: T —) A(Y) u {e} is a signal transi
tion labeling function which assigns transitions t G T o f the Petri net to signal transitions
a e A(Y) or the silent signal transition e, where A(Y) is the alphabet of K
In the sequel we use the terms transition and signal transition interchangeably
whenever there is no possibility o f confusion.
Figure 2.3.2 shows a probabilistic timed Petri net (left) and a corresponding timed
signal

transition graph (right).

{P0 ’P h P 2 ’P 3 }’ the

set

The Petri net consists of the set

o f transitions

T = {tg, t,,

^3 },

the

o f places

flow

relation
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Figure 2.3.2 Signal transition graph.
f"= {(Po.'b),

(fo^z), W

3),

(Pi.^i), (P2 / 2), (P3'^3)},

A/g = {(Poj), (Pt,0), (P2 ,0 ), (P3 ,0 )},

r=

and

the

the
time

initial

marking

labeling

function

{(Po,i7o), (Pu'^i), (P’2 ’^ 2 )> (Pzy'^s)}- The joint probability function/^,.j 2 t 3 ('^^o> "Ci, Tg, T3 )

fully characterizes the set of random variables X = {Tq, 1 1 , X2 , T3 }. To draw the STG we use
the usual convention according to which a place with a single input transition and a single
output transition is shown as an edge labeled with the random variable associated with the
place. The set o f ports is T = {clk^, add, as, ds}, and the signal transition labeling function
is A.= {(?o,êZ^+)>

ih^add+J), (t3,0s+)}.

2.3.4 Signal transition graphs and signal transition sequences
In Section 2.3.2, we introduced timed signal transition sequences o f tuples
which describe a change in the value o f a port at time

5;_i, s),

from state 5,_] to state 5 , to

describe the signal activity at a port. In that subsection our main goal was to formally
define a signal transition and we were not concerned about how to represent the behavior
o f ports using such a sequence. A (potentially infinite) signal transition sequence describes
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one possible observation o f the activity at a port. An also potentially infinite set of signal
transition sequences is necessary to describe all the possible behaviors even o f simple
ports. For example, if the places of the timed STG shown in Figure 2.3.3 are associated
with independent random variables whose probability density function is the uniform
probability density function defined in the interval [1, 1.01], one possible signal transition
sequence is the infinite sequence {(O, a+), ( 1, 6+), {l, a -), (3, b- ) , ...} as it is the also infi
nite sequence {(O, a+), (l.OOl, b+), (2.001, a -), (3.001, b-}, ...}, and so on.

b-

a—

Figure 2.3.3 Simple STG.

Thus signal transition sequences are limited in their expressiveness in the sense
that they describe only one observation. Typical component interface specifications com
prise the behavior o f an ensemble of components and thus they must allow for variations.
Rather than listing a possibly infinite set of observations, signal transition graphs can com
pactly describe the behavior o f an ensemble of variations. Signal transition sequences are
useful as the formal underlying semantics of a single observation. For instance they are
used in [11] to analyze the behavior o f time Petri nets. O f course in [11], sequences are
grouped into classes. A class potentially represents an infinite number o f observations. On
the other hand, signal transition sequences are more general than timed STG’s, that is, there
are sets o f signal transition sequences which cannot be expressed by a timed STG. For
example an infinite sequence in which events a, b, c, and d appear randomly such that a
given event cannot be followed by itself.
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From the previous discussion it is clear that a timed STG is a compact representa
tion o f multiple possible behaviors. In the sequel we shall use STG’s to describe timed
behaviors. However notice that a brute force approach to the analysis o f timed STG’s is not
feasible, due to the infinite number o f sequences that one has to consider. In the following
section we discuss a subset o f timed STG’s for which we have developed techniques that
analyze “classes” o f behaviors rather than individual sequences.

2.4 Subclass of STG s
Analyzing the timing behavior of an arbitrary net topology is a difficult problem. In this
dissertation we have developed timing analysis techniques for the sub-class o f Petri nets
which describe only AND and OR causality.

2.4.1 And and o r causality
The interface timing verification has been formulated as the solution o f a set o f linear/min/
max inequalities [6]. In this section we link this result to two types o f causality discussed
in the concurrent systems community: AND and OR causality.
We first present the classical definitions o f an d and OR causality, without explicit
time. A transition t is said to be AMD-caused by a set 5 o f transitions if t occurs after all the
transitions in S in all signal transition sequences (refer to Definition 2.3.3). Similarly, a
transition t is said to be OR-caused by a set S o f transitions i f t occurs after the first transi
tion in S occurs.
When delays are taken into consideration, the definitions o f an d and OR causality
are modified as follows: the effect o f a transition takes place at time x, +Xj, where x, is the
time when the transition occurred and Xj is the delay o f the transition. (Notice that in our
case, the delay is given by a random variable.) A transition t is said to be AMD-caused by a
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a

b

V”
(a)

(c)

Figure 2.4.1 Causality classes; (a) AND causality; (b) OR causality;
(c) and (d) Petri net constructs.
set S o f transitions if t occurs after all the effects of transitions in S have taken place in all
possible signal transition sequences. Similarly, a transition t is said to be OR-caused by a
set S o f transitions if t occurs after the earliest effect of a transition in S has taken place in
all possible signal transition sequences. For example in Figure 2.4.1a, transition c occurs
only after the effects o f a and b have taken place. In Figure 2.4.1b, transition c occurs as
soon as the earliest effect o f a or è takes place.
Figures 2.4.1c and d depict the corresponding Petri net constructs [131]. Clearly,
AND causality is a direct mapping o f the firing behavior of our probabilistic timed Petri

nets: transition c will fire only when there are visible tokens in all its input places; the
tokens in places labeled with random variables i , and

%2

make the token visible to transi

tion c sometime after transitions a and b respectively have occurred (the delay is con
trolled by the respective random variable).
The Petri net fragment that implements OR causality is more involved (refer to
Figure 2.4.1). For the sake o f the following presentation, we distinguish between the three
silent transitions 8 by assigning a subscript to each o f them. We also use the convention o f
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calling a place labeled with random variable z, a x place. The random variable t , (or X2 )
represents a delay after transition a (or b). Places labeled with random variables Xg, are
bound to make tokens visible immediately (i.e., the probability density function o f the ran
dom variable is the Dirac’s delta function at the origin). Let us assume that transition a
occurs first and that the value o f x, is less than the value o f X2. Thus the silent transition E,
will fire sometime after x, and when it fires, it will send a token to place Xg,. The place Xg|
will make the token visible immediately and transition c will fire after delay x,. When c
fires, the token in places Xg| and Xg2 are consumed and a token is sent to place Xg^. After
transition b fires, another token is sent to place Xg2 after X2 , and then the silent transition

£3

fires, putting a token back in place Xg2. Notice that for proper operation o f the OR causality,
there must be a token in place Xg2 at the beginning o f an OR cycle. In Section 2.5.2 we shall
use the concept of a constraint rule to guarantee that the OR sub-net is properly initialized.
For the sake o f clarity from now on we adopt the more compact representation
shown in Figures 2.4.1 a and b. We call these two compact representations a n d and OR arcs
respectively. In the sequel we shall develop a timing verification procedure for the sub
class o f Petri nets w hich have only AND and OR causality arcs.
Let us consider the multiple AND join, that is a transition with multiple incoming
places, shown in Figures 2.4.1a and c. Places are associated with random variables x,
which, without loss o f generality, are assumed to have independent probability density
functions/i,(x,). After the firing of a transition, say a at time x„, a token is made visible to
transition d at time x^ + x,, with pdfy^(x,). According to the firing rule, c fires when all
tokens in a, and b are visible, which happens at:
x^ = max(x„ + x„ X* + X2 )

(Eq. 2.4.1)

Similarly for a multiple OR join (refer to Figures 2.4.1b and d), transition c will fire
as soon as the first o f a or 6 occurs, which happens at:
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T<, = /w/«(To + X|,Tft + T2 )
Note that both

and

(Eq. 2.4.2)

and OR causality collapse to linear causality (/.e., one transition

is uniquely caused by another transition) if there is only one predecessor to the generated
transition d.

2.4.2 The A oc class of timed signal transition graphs
We have developed timing verification and analysis techniques for a subclass o f signal
transition graphs. Although limited to this subclass o f STG’s, we have been able to describe
interface specifications for a great variety o f off-the-shelf components using this subclass
that we have called the AOC class. A oc stands for AND and OR causality STG’s.
The AOC class o f nets comprises STG’s with the following properties:

1. Only AND and/or OR causality are allowed (refer to Section 2.4.1).
2. All the places of the STG are safe (refer to Section 2.2.1), except the unique
choice places of OR causality edges which are /r-bounded, where k is the num
ber o f edges.
The AOC class is more general than the class of marked graphs which is properly
included in AOC. Recall that OR causality introduces unique choice places, which are not
allowed in marked graphs, and aoc

stg ’s

are not necessarily strongly connected. However

neither tree choice, nor arbitration choice, are allowed in aoc (refer to Section 2.2.1).
It is possible to represent AOC STG’s using
that we have called

aoc

and

and OR arcs (Figures 2.4.1a and b),

directed graphs or di-graphs, although it is straightforward to

obtain their Petri net representation of an AOC di-graph.
Definition

2.4.1.-

Q = (Tq, Pq, A^o,

ctçi, Y,

An

AOC

di-graph

is

the

labeled

di-graph

where 7^ is a non-empty set of nodes, P q c Pq x Tq is
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a set o f edges,

Pjj —> K is the initial marking function that assigns to each edge a

non-negative number o f tokens (K is the set o f the non-negative integers), Fjj : P q ^ x is
the time labeling function that assigns to each edge /?, e f ^ a random variable (r.v.) T(p,),
ctQ : Tq —> ( a n d ,

or }

is the causality type function that assigns to each node the type
7^ -^ A (Y ) u {e} is a signal transition labeling

AND or OR, 7 is a set o f ports, and

function which assigns to each node a signal transition a e A(Y) or the silent signal transi
tion E, where A(Y) is the alphabet o f Y.

Notice the analogies between an AOC di-graph Q = (Tq^ Pq,
and

an

STG

'L = {N, %A.)

and

its

associated

N = {P, T, F, Mo, F). The sets o f nodes and edges,

probabilistic

Fq, c/q, Y, "Kç)
timed

Petri

net

and Pç^ o f the a o c di-graph describe

the connectivity o f the graph; P, T and F in the STG achieve the same purpose. The mark
ing, time labeling, and signal transition labeling functions have similar form. The only
function characteristic o f AOC di-graphs is the causality type function ctç^ which is used to
specify the firing semantics as discussed in Section 2.4.1.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.4.2 (a) An AOC di-graph; (b) equivalent timed STG.
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An example o f AOC di-graph is shown in Figure 2.4.2a. Signal transition c is ANDcaused by transitions a and d, while transition d is OR-caused by b and c. The equivalent
timed STG is shown in Figure 2.4.2b. Although we shall use the graphic representation of
AOC di-graphs, which is more compact, in our figures, we shall refer to the

Q=

Pçj, A/qo,

aoc

digraph

ctçif Y, Xç) or its equivalent STG 'L = (N ,Y,X ) with the associated net

N = {P, T, F, A/q, r) indistinctly.

2.5 Interface specifications
In the previous sections we have presented timed STG’s which are suitable to describe the
(internal) behavior of components. However, specifications of components include infor
mation about the environment. For instance, a component may specify that an input signal
should not be changed in certain interval during which the input is being sampled. If those
environment specifications are not followed, the component may not behave as expected.
In this section we introduce a new type o f timing relationship, different fi-om the
places of the probabilistic timed Petri net that are suitable to model (circuit) delays. We
called them constraint rules. In the literature, the term “constraint” has been used to desig
nate both circuit delays and timing constraints. To avoid confusion, we differentiate them
explicitly and when we want to refer to both we called them timing relationships. It shall
be clear from our formal description o f constraint rules, that circuit delays and timing con
straints have different semantics. Vanbekbergen [124] and Rokicki [114] used two types of
places with different firing semantics to describe delays and timing constraints. We argue
in the following section that places are not the best model for timing constraints.
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2.5.1 Constraint rules
Event-rule (ER) schemata were introduced in [22] to analyze the performance o f asyn
chronous circuits. It was modified in [98] to represent timing constraints in a circuit speci
fication. An ER schema consists of a set of atomic actions, called events, a set o f causal
dependencies between them, called rules, and an initial marking, which is a subset o f the
set of rules. A rule is o f the form {e,f, e, x) where e and/ are two events, e is defined to be
1 if the rule belongs to the initial marking and 0 otherwise, and x = [/, u] is a compact
interval with lower bound / and upper bound u. In [98] timing constraints and delays are
treated in the same marmer. In this dissertation we make the distinction between timing
constraints and circuit delays. We adapt the ER system as follows:
Definition 2.5.1.- A constraint rule associated with the timed probabilistic Petri
net N = {P ,T, F, M q, T) is a tuple

tj, A^, e) where r„ tj e T is a pair o f transitions of

the net, A^ g 3 is a non-empty compact real interval (3 is the set o f compact real
intervals [112]), and e is an integer in {0, 1}.
Let us denote the time o f firing of the z-th occurrence o f transition a as
interval A,y of a constraint rule Cy =
Â:-th occurrence o f transition tj

The

tj. Ay, e) defines a time window with respect to the
given by x,,(;t) +

such that the (A+e)-th occurrence

o f tj (ty(;t+e)) m ust occur within this window for any occurrence index k. Notice that the
bounds of Ay are not required to be non-negative.
Definition 2.5.2.- The set o f constraint rules Cyy= {c,y} associated with the timed
probabilistic Petri net A = (P, 7] F, Mq, F) denotes a set of timing constraints given on tran
sitions o f the net N.
As illustrated in Figure 2.5.1 for constraint rule
occurrence of transition

fires at time

Cy

= {a,b, A ^,0), once the t-th

then the (Â:+e)-th occurrence o f transition
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Figure 2.5.1

Constraint rule for transitions a and b.

must occur during the interval %a{k) + A,, where interval addition [112] is used, other
wise the constraint rule is violated. It is said that transition b is constrained by the firing o f
transition a, or equivalently that transition a is constraining transition b.
Although constraint rules are defined for transitions o f a probabilistic timed Petri
net, the extension o f constraint rules to be defined for signal transitions o f a signal transi
tion graph can be done in the obvious way by using the signal transition labeling function
X o f the STG (refer to Section 2.3.3). Graphically in an AOC STG, a constraint rule can be
depicted as a directed edge from the constraining transition to the constrained transition,
labeled with the constraint interval, as shown in Figure 2.5.1. We use the convention that
constraint edges are drawn using dotted lines. Because 8 can take only the values 0 or 1, in
the former case the directed arc connects two transitions belonging to the same cycle; in
the latter case, the directed arc “folds back” connecting a transition belonging to a current
cycle to a transition which belongs to the next cycle (called e constraints in [46]).
There is no causality implied in a constraint rule because the lower bound of the
constraint interval can be negative, in which case the constrained transition can occur
before the constraining transition. As a matter of fact if the upper bound o f the constraint
interval is also negative, the constrained transition must occur before the constraining tran
sition. We shall give an example in Section 2.5.5. It is this fact that makes difficult to rep
resent timing constraints using places.
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The trivial constraint interval is A = (-«>,+0 0 ), which signifies that the constrained
transition is not constrained at all by the firing o f the constraining transition. I f the con
straint interval is non-negative (i.e., its lower bound is non-negative), the constraint rule is
called a sequencing constraint.
The basis o f our timing verification and timing analysis for synthesis procedures is
the satisfaction o f the constraint rules. In Chapter 3 we develop some concepts that shall
prove useful to check that the constraint rules are not violated.

2.5.2 Or causality revisited
In Section 2.4.1 we mentioned that for proper operation o f the OR causality sub-net (refer
to Figure 2.5.2) it is required that there be a token in place
place Tg| due to the firing o f the first of

or

before a token arrives at

for any k > 0 . In this section we show

that sequential constraint rules (refer to Section 2.5.1) can be used to detect this potential
problem.

:a,

(b)
(a)
Figure 2.5.2 OR causality constraints.
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Consider the sub-net shown in Figure 2.5.2a where transition c is OR-caused by
transitions a and b. We shall show that by adding the sequential constraint rules

C| = (£ , a, A|, l) and C2 = (£ , b, A j, l), it is guaranteed that, in a correct behavior, the t-th
3

3

occurrence o f transitions a and b must precede the (A+l)-th occurrence o f transition c.

Theorem 2.5.1.- Let us assume that the initial marking assigns a token to place Xg2
and no tokens to places Xg, and Xg3 . Then if constraint rules

= (£3 , a. A,, l) and

C2 = (£3 , b, A2 , 1 ) are satisfied, where A, and A2 are non-negative non-empty compact
intervals, there is a token in place Xg2 before a token arrives at place Xg, due to the firing o f
or

for any index& > 0 .
Proof.- Clearly for /t = 1 the OR sub-net is properly initialized. We have to check

that this is also the case for i > 1 . If the sequential constraint rules c, and Cj are satisfied,
then, using the fact that A, and A2 are non-negative non-empty compact intervals, the Â:-th
occurrence of tiansition

£ 3

must precede the (t+ l)-th occurrence o f both transitions a and

b, for any k > \ . When transition

£ 3

fires, it sends a token immediately to place Xg2 . But

place Xg2 makes the token visible immediately. Therefore a token is visible at place
prior to or at the same time as the first o f the (Æ+l)-th occurrences o f transitions a or b. □
In our short-hand graphical notation, w e describe constraint rules c, and C2 as con
straint edges from a virtual transition

which is AND-caused by transitions a and b.

Notice that in this case the same random variable is associated to two edges, the original
OR edge and the virtual AND edge. Thus the firings o f the virtual

and

£ 3

are indistin

guishable.

2.5.3 Interface specifications
The aim of this chapter is to develop a formal representation capable o f describing accu
rately the temporal behavior o f off-the-shelf components o f hardware systems, in parti cu-
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lar components o f microprocessor-based systems. Because a system is comprised o f the
interconnection o f several components, there are two facets in component specifications:
the internal operation o f the component and the set o f constraints that the environment
must satisfy for proper operation. In the previous sections we have developed two formal
structures: timed signal transition graphs suitable to model delays, and constraint rules
suitable to describe timing constraints. In this section we put both structures together to
form a new structure that we call interface specification.
Definition 2.5.3.- Given a timed signal transition graph 1. = {N ,Y,X ) and a set of
constraint mles C^= {Cy} associated with net N, an interface specification is the pair
'F = (S, Q>In preparation for the examples of component interface specifications, in the fol
lowing section we present a simple transformation

2.5.4 Projections
Our goal is to use interface specifications to formally specify the behavior o f hardware
components. Manufacturers usually provide this information in the form o f timing dia
grams and associated timing parameters. In this section we address the problem o f inter
preting the timing information from the timing diagrams to construct an equivalent
interface specification.
As mentioned in the previous section, an interface specification consists of a timed
signal transition graph and a set of constraint rules. The signal transition graph is com
posed o f places, transitions, the connectivity o f the net, the initial state, a set of random
variables associated with the places, and a set o f signal transitions associated with the tran
sitions. A constraint rule defines an occurrence window for a transition with respect to a
reference transition. Thus in our model, operational timing is captured by the set o f ran
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dom variables, and environmental timing is specified by the A,y windows of constraint
rules.

sigA

—

4 |— 4 "

sisB

Figure 2.5.3 A simple timing diagram.

In component data sheets, timing parameters may be classified as delays and tim 
ing constraints (a common nomenclature is to call them switching characteristics and tim
ing requirements respectively), although sometimes there is no indication o f the type o f
parameter and ingenuity tfom the part o f the designer is required to interpret the parame
ters correctly. Consider for example the simple timing diagram shown in Figure 2.5.3. The
timing diagram describes three timing relationships between two signals, sigA and sigB
(according to our notation, sigA is an output signal, and sigB is an input signal). One can
interpret timing relationship
delays. It is easy to see why

as a timing constraint, and the other two,

and

is a timing constraint, if one considers that it goes fi-om an

output signal transition to an input signal transition, and therefore it could not be an inter
nal propagation delay, but a restriction on the environment. Analogously,

should be a

delay because it relates an input signal transition to an output signal transition.
The sequence o f signal transitions implied by the above timing relationships is
described by the graph shown in Figure 2.5.4, where solid lines represent the two delays,
and the dotted line describes the timing constraint.
Timing parameters are usually given as intervals

'^maxl in the data sheets. For

the timing diagram o f Figure 2.5.3, the timing parameters are:

= [5, 10], t^ 2 ~ [0, 10],
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sigA+

h\

SigA-

sieB+

Figure 2.5.4 Interface specification corresponding to the timing diagram
shown in Figure 2.5.3.
and

= [5, <»). The problem we want to address is how to convert the timing parameters

into the parameters o f the corresponding interface specification. For a constraint timing
parameter, which is to be transformed into a constraint rule

tj, A,j, e), the mapping

o f the timing parameter to the window A,y is direct. For a delay timing parameter, the map
ping is not as straightforward because in our model a delay is modeled using a random
variable, and the set o f random variables o f the probabilistic timed Petri net is character
ized by a joint probability density function (pdf). To solve this problem, let us first take a
look at possible representations of delay information.
Delays can be modeled in increasing degree o f accuracy by: a fixed
parameter [111, 117]; a value belonging to an interval [124, 114, 67]; or a random variable
with a certain probability density function [49]. The single value case is the easiest to ana
lyze but not very realistic when considering an ensemble o f components subject to differ
ent conditions (e.g., temperature variations). Cemy and Khordoc [72] have previously
identified that timing specifications o f components describe more complex timing behav
ior than AND and OR causality. They have developed timing verification techniques under a
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different framework based on process algebra which includes what they have called con
junctive constraints to model timing correlation.
Probabilistic models have proved expressive in related domains o f gate-level
power estimation [99, 100], and gate-level timing analysis [70]. In this dissertation we use
both intervals and random variables to describe delays. Furthermore, we have made a con
nection between the interval representation and the probabilistic representation by means
o f the concept o f projections which is discussed in the rest o f this section.
Our probabilistic interface timing verification manipulates the joint probability
density function o f the random variables to obtain a detailed picture o f the temporal
behavior of the circuit. Our timing analysis for synthesis is to be used prior to synthesis,
when some timing parameters are still missing, thus an interval analysis is more appropri
ate. In this section we show the relation between the interval representation and the statis
tical representation of a delay.
For the sake o f simplicity, let us first consider the case in which all the random
variables are independent. Then the joint probability density function is given by:
f x \ ...

*■*5

'• •y%Ay(^Af)

(Ëg. 2.5.1 )

where the set o f random variables is {x,| 1=1, ...M }- Thus each random variable x,- is char
acterized by its pdf/^,(x,). Chip manufacturers usually have process data that can be used to
construct the pdf’s that characterize the delays of a component [23]. In the data sheets,
manufacturers only provide the boundaries of the values o f the pdf’s. Thus a delay param
eter [x„„„, iniaxl defines an infinite set o f pdf’s which are non-zero in the interval
[x,„/,„ x,nax] and are zero otherwise (refer to Figure 2.5.5).
The case in which some or all the random variables are not independent is more
interesting. In that case, one needs to know the expression for the joint pdf
f x \ ... i a X ^ I ) ■• - 5 ^ A f)'
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Figure 2.5.5 Probability density function o f an independent delay.
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elk

add

^CHAV "'*y

A\
1
----- ^CLSA — *

Figure 2.5.6 Timing relationship between add and as.
To get an intuitive idea o f the problem, consider the following example taken from
a microprocessor data transfer cycle. The address lines add are used to select a particular
device. In order to avoid incorrect selection while the address lines are changing, a strobe
signal as is used to indicate when the add lines contain a valid address. The timing rela
tionships between the add and as* signals and the clock are shown in Figure 2.5.6. There
are four signal transitions o f interest: clkQ and clk\, the rising and falling clock transitions
respectively, add+^ that indicates the moment when the address lines are guaranteed to be
in a valid state, and as+, the high-to-low transition on the negative-logic signal as* (refer
to Section 2.3.2).
Typical values o f the timing parameters are given in Table 2.5.1. There are four
timing parameters specified in the table. For instance

is the duration from the rising

edge of the clock (state 0) and the instant when all the address lines are valid. A minimum
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and a maximum value are given for each timing parameter due to variations in temperature
and fabrication process. The manufacturer guarantees that a chip will perform within the
minimum and maximum given times.
Symbol

Timing parameter

Min

Max

Unit

^CHAV

Clock high to Address valid

0

40

ns

'CLSA

Clock low to as asserted

0

40

ns

^AVSA

Address valid to as asserted

20

-

ns

fCHCL

Clock high to Clock low

35

45

ns

Table 2.5.1. Timing specifications (Motorola MC68030)
Figure 2.5.7 shows a graphical representation o f the timing diagram shown in
Figure 2.5.6. One can identify two clock transitions, which are indexed by the correspond
ing states, the instant when the address lines contain a valid address, and the assertion o f
the address strobe signal. The four timing parameters o f Table 2.5.1 label the edges in the
graph.

add+
'

^A V S A

as+
Figure 2.5.7 Signal transition graph.

With the exception o f

which is the object o f our discussion, the other timing

parameters describe causal relationships between the corresponding signal transitions. For
instance, the range of

i" Table 2.5.1 specifies that the (high) pulse width o f the input
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clock signal should be between 35ns and 45ns. Timings Ichav &rid tcisA describe the delay
from the respective clock transition to add+^, and as'+.

elk - f

lo g ic

^

add logic^

% add

Figure 2.5.8 Generation of the address lines and address strobe signals.

The fourth timing parameter, t^vsA^ specifies that add+^ always precedes as+ by at
least 20 ns. One may be tempted to add a causal edge from add+^ to as+ (as shown by the
dashed edge in Figure 2.5.7). However it turns out that t^ysA is not a propagation delay. To
understand this, one needs to refer to Figure 2.5.8 where a possible implementation o f the
circuit that generates signals add and as is depicted. Two logic blocks drive as and add
respectively to their appropriate values (taking as inputs the clock and other internal sig
nals which are not shown for the sake o f simplicity).
Let us call d] and d 2 the delays from clk^ to as+ and add+^ respectively. From the
parameters in Table 2.5.1, it can be inferred that

e [0,40] and

^ [35, 85] without

taking tyiysA into consideration. It is clear that there are some combinations o f values for d\
and c?2 for which t^ysA is not satisfied. For example if d^ = 40 and d 2 = 35. Notice that we
have chosen the maximum value for d\ and the minimum value for d 2 However the sources of delay variation {e.g. process fabrication tolerances, tem
perature effects, etc.) are likely to affect both delays in the same direction, making the
above choice o f values for the delays improbable. Thus we say that

and fi?2 are not inde

pendent of each other but are correlated. That is, the probability that rf, take certain value
is not independent o f the value that ^ 2 takes. Figure 2.5.9 shows a joint probability density
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function o f two variables. Note that for different values of x, the range o f values that}» can
take varies. A similar behavior is expected between (f, and d 2 , i.e., the values o f the delays
are not independent of each other.

Figure 2.5.9 Joint probability density function.

Once the joint probability density function is known, it is possible to perform a
timing analysis o f a design [48]. However if complete information about the joint proba
bility density function is not available, a simplification is possible i f the boundary values
of the function are known. The general idea is to look just at the possible values that the
delays can take, disregarding the probability information. In that case a worst-case analy
sis can be performed. The effect of the specialization can be seen as the projection o f the
probability density f u n c t i o n ..,x„) into the hyperplane X |.. .x„.
In Figure 2.5.10 the shaded area describes the projection of the probability density
function fd\,caidx,d 2) , which better expresses the intention of the timing information pro
vided by the manufacturer (c.f. Table 2.5.1), namely that the values that the delays d^ and
c?2 can take are such that always the transition of the add lines to valid precede the asser
tion of as by at least 20 ns {i.e., d ^ - d 2 ^ 20 ns). If d^ and d2 were independent, the projec
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tion would be the rectangle whose perimeter is depicted by a dashed line. Note that the
boundary o f the projection in Figure 2.5.10 can be described by linear expressions on d\
and d^. Although arbitrary boundaries can be used {e.g., the dark area shown in
Figure 2.5.10), linear boundaries have a clear computational advantage, and lend them
selves to a concise description.

Figure 2.5.10 The projection (dark region) and a linear projection (gray area) o f a
probability density function for delays d^ and c?2 -

Now we proceed to formalize the concept of projection of a joint pdf.
Definition 2.5.4.- The projection of a joint probability density function
/ t i

...ïw(T|,

...,T y » f )

is the maximal set {(t„ . . . , T j

...,x ^ ) > 0 } (with respect to

inclusion).
Geometrically, the projection o f a joint pdf can be represented as a region in the Mdimensional euclidean space R ^. As mentioned before, it is sometimes convenient to
approximate the actual projection by another region which contains the original region but
whose representation is easier. Convex regions have the property that any two points in the
region can be connected by a line that is included in the region [ 109]. In this dissertation
w e only consider a particular type of convex approximations.
Definition 2.5.5.- A hyperplane in
that a , T, + ... 4-

is the set o f points (t,, ..., %i^) e R ^ such

= P, for the set of given constants a , , ... a ^ , p e ./?.
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A half-space is the portion of

lying on one side o f a hyperplane. A closed half

space is a half-space including the hyperplane.
is the intersec

Definition 2.5.6.- A polyhedral set, or in short polyhedron, in
tion of a finite set of closed half-spaces.
Definition 2.5.7.- A /inear projection o f a joint p d fX i...
dral set P S that includes the projection o

f

...,

is a polyhe

..., x^).

In the sequel a polyhedral set shall be referred simply as a polyhedron. It is well
known that a polyhedral set is a convex set that can be described by a set o f inequalities on
the variables x, [104].
Now we address the problem o f extracting a linear projection fi’om the correlation
edges o f an interface specification.
Definition 2.5.8.- Given two transitions Iq, t„ e T o f a probabilistic timed Petri net
N ={ P ,T , F, Mq,

r), the sequence IqIj ..

is called a directed path if all the transitions are

distinct and for any i , i = \ , ... n, there exists a pj such that (t,_,, Pj) e F and {pj, tj) e F, for
i= 1 . . . / 2.
Definition 2.5.9.- A directed path is called simple if for each pair of adjacent tran
sitions

in the path, there exists only one place/>,• such that

g F. The delay of

n

a simple directed path is given by d (t^, t^) = ^ x , , where x,- is the random variable
/= 1
associated with place p,.
Definition 2.5.10.- Given three transitions tg, t,, and t j ^ T o f a probabilistic timed
Petri net N=(P, T, F, Mq, T), transition tQ is called a simple fo r k transition for r, and t2 if
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there exists a simple directed path from Iq to t, and there exists a simple directed path from
Iq to t2 - The time separation from

to

denoted 1 ,2 - T,,, is given by:

4^0, h) - 4^0, f|)Definition 2.5.11.- A timing parameter Uy associated with two transitions t, and tj
of a net A' = {P, T, F, M q, F) is the tuple (t,-, tj, py, Xy) where py is a place o f the net such that
( tj,p y )

e f and

( p y , tj)

e /% and Xy g 3 + is a non-empty non-negative compact real inter

val (34- is the set o f compact non-negative real intervals [112]).
A timing parameter K y represents a causal delay from transition r, to transition

tj,

modeled by the random variable associated with place p y whose unique input transition is
tj

and whose unique output transition is

tj.

Definition 2.5.12.- A correlation rule ^y associated with two transitions
a n e t # = {P, T, F, M q , F) is the triple = { tj,

tj

and

tj

of

where p,y g 3 is a non-empty compact real

interval (3 is the set o f compact non-negative real intervals [ 112]).
A correlation rule describes a time restriction on the time separation x ,2 t\ to Î2 , such that x ,2 —
from

tj

to

from

e p,y. A correlation rule is represented graphically as an edge

To distinguish a correlation edge from delay edges and constraint edges, we

use the convention o f drawing correlation edges as dashed lines (refer to Figure 2.5.7).
Correlation rules and delay timing parameters can be used to construct a projection
of a joint p d f with the interpretation given above. The collection of timing parameters and
correlation rules o f a specification describes a region of possible values for the delays T.
The following procedure simply describes how to construct such a region.
Procedure 2.5.1.- Construction o f the projection o f a joint p d f o f a probabilistic
timed Petri net A^= {P, T, F, M q , F) given a set o f delay timing parameters {Tty} and a set o f
correlation rules {p/,}.
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1. For every timing parameter Ky = (t„ tpPij, x,y) such that Xy =

'^ijjnax\ a

< Xy < Xy^^x are generated.

pair o f linear inequalities

2. For every correlation rule (j)ÿ = (/,, ty,p,y) such that p,y = [p,y,^,„, p,y>ax]> a pair o f
linear inequalities p,y

< x,^ -

< p,y

.

In this dissertation we further restrict that a correlation edge be placed from transi
tion /| to transition

only if there exists a simple fork transition tg for f, and

the expressions of the form p,y

< x, -x ^ < p^y

In this case

can be computed in a simple way.

The following Lemma states that also the region of possible values o f the delays Ô accord
ing to the specification is a polyhedral set. Thus such region can be thought o f as a linear
projection o f the pdf/^,

^i/x,, ..., x j .

Lem m a 2.5.2.- Let N = (P, T, F, M q, F) be a probabilistic timed Petri net and let
n = {71,y} be a set o f timing parameters and 0 = {<t>,y} be a set of correlation rules. If for
each Py from transition r, to transition tj there exists a simple transition fork for r, and tj,
then the region defined by both IT and 0 is a polyhedral set.
Proof.- Step 1 of Procedure 2.5.1 defines an M-dimension cube in

described by

Xy „,i„ < Xy < Xy „,ax, wWch is clcarly a polyhedral set. We now show that the addition of
correlation inequalities Py

< X, -X , < Py

correlation rule (j),y = ((,, 7,,py) from

generates a polyhedral set. Consider a

to tj. If there is a simple fork transition for 7, and tj

then, according to Definition 2.5.10, x, -X ,

can be expressed as the difference

^ x ,. - ] ^ x . . Thus a constraint rule specifies:
j
j

P g , m in ^

-

P<y.

2 5 .2 )
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Equation 2.5.2 defines a region in

between two hyperplanes. Therefore the region con

structed by Procedure 2.5.1, provided that each pair o f transitions related by a correlation
rule has a simple fork transition, is thus described by a linear set of inequalities.

□

Notice that a correlation rule is not part o f the flow relation o f the Petri net. How
ever it is often convenient to show a correlation rule in an interface specification at the STG
level as a different type o f edge between two signal transitions. In the sequel we draw a
correlation rule as a correlation edge between two signal transitions o f the interface speci
fication as shown in Figure 2.5.4 (the correlation edge is labeled with t^ysA)In the following section we show some examples o f interface specifications of
commercial components which contain time correlation information.

2.5.5 Examples of interface specifîcations
From the previous sub-section, an interface specification of a component consists o f two
parts: a signal transition graph X and a set o f constraint rules C, which is denoted com
pactly as 'P = X -t- C. There is a graphical representation for both STG’s and constraint
rules. We shall represent in this dissertation interface specifications in graphical form for
its m ore intuitive grasp. However it should be clear that a textual description, which is
more convenient for large specifications, is also possible.
Although the fundamentals presented here can be applied to different areas, the
examples we use throughout this work are from microprocessor-based systems. In
Chapter 3 we shall discuss the interface design problem in the context o f microprocessorbased systems. Microprocessor components can be classified into processors (i.e., CPU’s,
DSP’s), memory devices (eg., RAM, ROM), and l/o devices (eg., parallel ports, serial ports).

Systems are built around standard buses to facilitate the integration o f system components.
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The interface behavior o f a component describes the protocols followed by the
ports o f the component to be able to communicate with other components. Informally a
protocol is a predefined series o f events. Events are encoded in hardware components as
signal transitions. Interface protocols can be described by interface specifications. As
mentioned before, an interface specification has two parts: the description of the internal
operation o f the component and a set of restrictions on the environment o f the component.
The interface behavior o f microprocessor components can be quite involved. It is
convenient to separate the overall behavior into sub-behaviors. For example a CPU may
transfer data to and from other devices, may accept external hardware interrupts, may arbi
trate the use o f its data transfer lines by other active devices (called masters, refer to
Section 3.2.1 ), or may support cache coherency mechanisms. Each o f these capabilities is
specified by a protocol. The overall component behavior is given by all its capabilities. At
this moment we have concentrated on studying protocols o f capabilities. An area o f future
research is to develop extensions to our approach that work with the overall behavior.
Component behavior are usually given in the form o f timing diagrams in the m an
ufacturer’s data sheets. We prefer to use a formal description, interface specifications, for
it allows us to develop formal methods for timing analysis and verification. The internal
operation o f the single capability protocols that we have studied can be easily described
using AOC STG’s. In this section we illustrate the read cycles {i.e., the protocol o f the read
capability) o f the Texas Instrument SM64C16 SRAM device, and the Analog Devices
SHARC DSP. We shall use other interface protocols in subsequent chapters o f this disserta

tion.

2.5.5.1 SRAM read cycle
The Texas Instrument SM64C16 SRAM device is a static random access memory device
organized as 4,096 words by 4 bits. Although this is an early device, the new static RAM
chips follow the basic interface protocol o f the SM64C16, only with faster timing parame
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ters. The interface protocol of the SM64C16 is representative o f other static

r a m ’s

with

different configurations. There are four group o f signals: data lines (4-bit bidirectional
ports that are represented by a 4-bit input port D and 4-bit output port 0 , address lines
(12-bit input port J ) , and control lines (1-bit input ports E*, and IV*), and power lines
(GND and VCC). The

after a name of a port indicates that it uses negative logic (refer

to Section 2.3.2). The power lines do not play any role in the protocol description. IV* is
the write signal, which is ‘ 1’ if the cycle is read, and 'O’ if the cycle is write. E* is the
enable signal, which is 'O’ if a read or a write cycle is taking place, or ' 1’ if the device is in
standby mode.

• tc ( rd ) tv (A )

invalid » -la (

invalid

AO: 11

v alid
I

valid
previous
cy cle

vali3~
invand

Figure 2.5.11 Timing diagram o f an SRAM read cycle from address.

The read protocol or cycle o f the SM64C16 device is described in the manufac
turer’s data sheets [120] by two timing diagrams, reproduced in Figures 2.5.11 and 2.5.12.
The first timing diagram (refer to Figure 2.5.11) shows the sequence o f signal transitions
on the data lines (the output port) caused by signal transitions on the address lines (the
input port) when the control inputs are: W* is '1 ’, or negated, and E* is 'O’, or asserted.
Both ports alternate values between a valid state and an invalid state. There are three tim
ing parameters in the timing diagram:

4(x), and

The first parameter,

is a

timing constraint that restricts the width o f the valid state o f the address lines. The other
two parameters,

and

are propagation delays o f a signal transition in the data lines

caused by a signal transition in the address lines. In the data sheets o f the SM64C16, prop
agation delays and timing constraints are differentiated (they are called switching charac-
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teristics and timing constraints respectively). However in other data sheets (e.g. [95])
there is no indication o f the type o f timing information and some ingenuity from the
designer is required to identity the timing relationships.

th ( W )r d

t s u ( W ) rd

- lc(rd) tc n ( E )

R*

■ta(E)

Idis(E)

Q0:3 ,

valid

Figure 2.5.12 Timing diagram of an SRAM read cycle from enable.

The second timing diagram (refer to Figure 2.5.12) describes the sequence of sig
nal transitions of the data lines as caused only by the control signals. The address lines
must be valid prior to or simultaneously with the high-to-low transition o f E* (i.e., E*+, a
transition from negated to asserted). The timing constraints are: /(,(«/)) a restriction on the
pulse width o f £*; and t^u(.W)rd
Æ*. The propagation delays are:

a set-up and hold times o f W* with respect to
the propagation delay from E*-+ to Q\',

propagation delay from E*+ to Q+^,; and

the

the propagation delay from E*~ to Q l (for

the special signal transition symbols, refer to Table 2.3.1).
The value ranges o f the timing parameters are given in Table 2.5.2. A constraint
parameter Ay can be transformed into the constraint rule Cy = (t„ tj. Ay, e). A delay parame
ter is transformed to a place o f a probabilistic timed Petri net. Such a place is associated
with a random variable. The set o f random variables of the Petri net are characterized by a
joint probability density function (pdf). If all the random variables are assumed to be inde
pendent, each random variable is characterized by its pdf. Chip manufacturers count with
data that can be used to construct either the joint pdf, or the independent pdf’s [23]. In the
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timing parameter

range (ns)

^cÇrd)

(Q

[25, oo)

^v(A)

(D)

[0, oo)

fa(A )

(D)

[0, 25]

(Q

[0, oo)

(C)

[0, oo)

^su(IV)rd
^h(lV)ni
ten(E )
^a(E)

(D)

(D)

(dis(,E)

(D)

[5,0°)
[0,25]
[0, 15]

Table 2.5.2. Timing parameters for the 25 ns version o f the SRAM device
(C: timing constraint; D: propagation delay).
data sheets, manufacturers only provide the boundaries o f the values of the pdf’s. Thus a
delay parameter
val

defines an infinite set o f pdf’s which are non-zero in the inter

and are zero otherwise.

w *-

E *+

^o(£)

Q-

' »^h(Hyri

Figure 2.5.13 Partial interface specification of the SRAM read protocol.
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One would like to combine the information o f the two timing diagrams into a sin
gle specification. This is accomplished by the interface specification shown in
Figure 2.5.13. As before, solid edges describe delays, and dotted edges describe timing
constraints. With the exception o f the thick edge, which requires further explanation, the
other edges can be easily identified from the timing diagrams in Figures 2.5.11 and 2.5.12.
At the end o f the read cycle there are two concurrent actions: the data lines become invalid
after the address lines become invalid; and the data lines are tri-stated after the enable line
is negated. Then the following three scenarios are possible: the data lines first become
invalid and then tri-stated, or the data lines become at the same time invalid and tri-stated,
or the data lines become tri-stated (forcing the data lines to invalid too). O r causality is
invaluable in this case to model the three aforementioned scenarios by stating that the data
lines become invalid either after the address lines become invalid or after the data lines
become tri-stated due to the negation o f the enable signal. If the p d f characterizing the ran
dom variable associated with the thick edge/place is the Dirac’s impulse function, then the
place makes the token visible immediately as desired.

W*-^
^su(wvrf. '

Figure 2.5.14 Interface specification of the SRAM read cycle.
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In the timing diagrams some information is implicit, namely the sequencing o f
states o f a signal. That is, a port cannot be in two states simultaneously and thus imple
ments a sequential process. Additional edges that guarantee port sequencing complete the
interface specification o f the SRAM device, which is shown in Figure 2.5.14. Notice that
the delay edges (solid lines) connect an input transition to an output transition (except for
the special OR causality edge from Q i to Q-^). The added edges to transitions o f input
ports

E* and W* are clearly timing constraints (with associated interval A = [0, <>=•)

which indicates a precedence constraint) because the ports are manipulated by the environ
ment.
However the four added edges to transitions of Q require further explanation. The
edge from Q+^, to Q-^, is a precedence constraint that checks for an inconsistent specifica
tion that assigns value ranges for

and

such that transition Q-^, occurs after

Q+^r Using the same argument, one can see that the edge fi'om Q i to Q t must be a prece
dence constraint. The edge from Q -^ to g i is actually not necessary because the OR cau
sality edge from Q i to Q-^, ensures that Q-^, will occur not later than Q i.
Finally the edge from Q t to Q+^ is a correlation edge shown as a dashed line (refer
to Section 2.5.4). This correlation edge specifies that the value of delays
not independent, so that delay

is always smaller than

and

are

From Table 2.5.2, and our

previous discussion on transforming delay parameters to pdf’s o f random variables, one
can see that while

is a positive number not exceeding 25 ns,

can be take any

value greater than or equal to 5 ns. The correlation edge restricts the values o f both
and

so that sequentiality o f the data lines is always observed. Let us call t , and

the

random variables associated with the delay places labeled respectively with timing param
eters tg„(g) and r„(g). The linear projection o f the joint p

d

f

to Procedure 2.5.1 is described by the following set of inequalities:

'^2 ) obtained according
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5 <Ti < oo
0 < T2 ^ 25
0<T2~T|

and it is shown in Figure 2.5.15.

25--

5-25

Figure 2.5.15 Projection o f the probability density function

>^2 )-

2.5.S.2 Dsp read cycle
The Analog Devices SHARC (Super Harvard ARchitecture Computer) DSP is a highly par
allel high-performance processor. In this section we model the
The read cycle is described in the

sharc ’s

sharc ’s

read cycle.

data sheet [4] by the timing diagram

reproduced in Figure 2.5.16. Four groups of ports are involved in the read cycle: the 1-bit
CK clock input line, the 32-bit input ADD address lines, the 48-bit bi-directional D AT data
lines (as output lines), and the control lines RD and ACK.
The value ranges of the timing parameters are shown in Table 2.5.2. The timing
parameters are classified in the data sheet as switching characteristics and timing require
ments. Timing requirements correspond directly to our timing constraints; however
switching characteristics specify not only propagation delays but also time correlation
data, as explained below.
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^HACKC

^hsdatÎ
‘SSDATI

Id a d r o

Crh

— \

r

\

Figure 2.5.16 Timing diagram o f the SHARC read cycle.

timing parameter

range (ns)

^SACKC (C )

[6 , oo)

^HACKC ( Q

[-1 , oo)

^SSDATI (C )

[3 ,0 = )

^HSDAT! (C )

[2 ,0 0 )

^ A A K (C )

(-0 0 , 10]

^DADRO (D )

[0 , 8]

^H AD RO (D )

[0 , oo)

^DRWL (D )

[8 , 1 3]

^DRDO

(D)

^DARL (R^)
h w (R )
h w R (R )

[1 ,4 ]
[2, °°)
[ 1 3 ,0 0 )
[6, oo)

Table 2.5.3. Timing parameters for the 40 MHz version o f the sharc
(C: timing constraint; D: propagation delay; R: correlation data).

dsp

The interface specification of the SHARC read cycle is shown in 2.5.17. Once the
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type of timing information has been determined, the construction of the interface specifi
cation from the timing diagram is straightforward. Each timing parameter of the timing
diagram is represented by an edge in the specification o f the corresponding type (delay,
timing constraint or correlation). Sequentiality edges have been added as discussed before.
Notice that CK^+ corresponds to CKq+ of the next cycle.

DAI+,

'«II'

~é£KAD D -z

M L -:
Figure 2.5.17 Interface specification of the SHARC read cycle.

Notice that the lower bound of the timing constraint

is a negative value.

Specification formalisms in which timing constraints are modeled with places o f a Petri
net {e.g., [124] and [114]) will have problems handling “negative-valued” timing con
straints, because tokens in places behave causally.
We now discuss briefly the correlation edges. Consider the edge

As dis

cussed in Section 2.5.4, this edge does not describe a causal (delay) timing relationship
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from transition ADD+^ to transition

which will imply some circuitry that generates

RLh- using ADD+^ as one o f its inputs. The manufacturer can guarantee that RD+ always
follows ADD->r^ because delays

îdadro

^nd toRwi are not independent (due for example to

the proximity of the circuits that generate RD+ and ADD+^ in the chip wafer, so that they
are affected similarly by fabrication process variations and temperature changes). A simi
lar argument can be applied to understand why the edges
tial edge)

(rwri

(the added sequen

specify time correlation data.

'd a r l

RD*+ ^

QKi+

A D D -z

RD *- '

Figure 2.5.18 Construction of a linear projection o f the joint pdf
./t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 ( ^ 1 ’ ^2> ^ 3 ’ ^4» ^ s ) '

Notice that the associated transitions to each correlation edge have a simple fork
transition (refer to Definition 2.5.10). The random variables T, associated with the delay
edges o f the interface specification are shown in Figure 2.5.18. The expressions generated
by step 2 o f Procedure 2.5.1 are:
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■^2 “ '^1 G
T3 +T3 - t2 £ tjiw
■^2 “ "^5 G

-

hwR

1:4 G tA D D _ S E Q

The linear projection o f the joint p

d

f

h ’ '■^3 »'^4 >'^5 ) is a region in R^,

so that we do not attempt to visualize it. However, standard techniques can be used for its
manipulation [109].
We shall come back to the interface specification of the SRAM and the

dsp

read

cycles in Chapter 4 where we shall use linear projections to construct joint pdf’s given
some assumptions.

2.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented interface specifications, our formal framework to
describe the behavior o f hardware components used to build up a system. An interface
specification consist o f two parts: a description o f the component’s internal operation, and
a restriction on the component’s environment. The first part can be described using an
interpreted Petri net called timed signal transition graph. The second part can be specified
as a set o f constraint rules.
In the following chapter we shall address the interconnection o f components.
There we shall show that the behavioral properties of the system can be inferred by study
ing a “merged” graph which consists o f the interface specifications o f the components that
comprise the system. Furthermore, if the components caiuiot be connected directly and
glue logic is necessary, we show that the system consisting o f the components plus the
interface logic can be described as a graph which contains the interface specifications o f
the interconnected components plus additional edges that represent the interface logic.

Chapter 3
Timing and the Interface Design
3.1 Introduction
As hardware systems become more complex, the design process shows a trend towards the
use o f CAD tools that automatically carry out the clerical, time-consuming, and error prone
synthesis and verification tasks. Timing is a critical aspect of the design which, except in
toy systems, cannot be separated from other parts o f the design such as design specifica
tion, synthesis, and verification. This is particularly true for high-performance systems, for
which achieving the maximum possible throughput is of paramount importance.
In the previous chapter we presented a formal framework to specify the interface
behavior o f components, that we called interface specifications. Those components are
independent modules that can be used to build up more complex systems. The main goals
o f this chapter are; to show how interface specifications can be used to facilitate the
description and validation o f systems composed of an aggregation o f components; and to
provide the foundation of our verification and analysis techniques that will be discussed in
Chapters 4 and 5.
In the following section, we discuss the interface design problem, that arises when
a hardware system is to be constructed using predefined modules (e.g., off-the-shelf
microprocessor components, parameterized libraries, special function cores, etc.). Our
main contribution is the formulation o f the interface design problem as the “merging” o f
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interface specifications. The rest o f the chapter discusses the concept o f time-consistency
as applied to the interface design problem.

3.2 Interface design problem
Reuse is a powerful concept that makes it possible to construct more complex systems out
o f pre-existing ones. In this dissertation we use microprocessor-based systems as one
example, although the underlying ideas are applicable to other areas where a system is
composed o f well-defined sub-components or modules. An essential ingredient that
empowers reuse is a clean component interface.
In the case o f microprocessor-based systems, a system is composed o f off-the-shelf
components that can be classified as processors, memory devices, and input/output (or i/O)
devices. Single-processor systems are rapidly being superseded by multi-processor sys
tems, with a complex memory hierarchy and high-throughput i/o, to satisfy the demands
for increasing power. In the previous chapter, we introduced a formal specification o f
interface behavior o f digital hardware components called interface specifications. In this
section we use interface specifications to specify the temporal behavior o f complete sys
tems composed o f off-the-shelf components and interface, or glue, logic.

3.2.1 System integration and interface design
System integration is the process o f building systems out of pre-existing components. In
microprocessor-based systems, it may not be possible to cormect the components directly
together. For instance, a memory device may expect a positive logic signal to initiate a
read, while the processor may use a negative logic signal. This type o f incompatibility is at
the physical (electrical in this case) level, and signal conditioning (e.g., an inverter) is
involved. A more serious incompatibility arises when a processor initiates a read differ
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ently from what the memory device expects. We say that the processor follows a different
protocol from the one used by the memory. Interface logic is a circuit that m ust be placed
between microprocessor components to resolve incompatibilities so that the components
can exchange information. In this section we introduce some terminology and provide an
example to illustrate our ideas.
Microprocessor components are complex modules themselves, and they may per
form different operations. For example, a processor typically is capable o f transferring
data with other components, o f accepting external hardware interrupts, o f allowing other
processors to take over its data transfer lines, etc. Such operations are called capabilities,
e.g., the data transfer capability, the bus arbitration capability, etc. The logic and temporal
behavior o f a capability can be described by a protocol. Informally a protocol is a series o f
actions, or atomic operations, that are used to perform a capability. Components are con
nected to other components through input and output ports (refer to Section 2.3.2). The
actions o f the protocol are encoded as signal transitions, i.e. changes on the values of the
ports.

master

Ü _

Ü —,

interface

interface

\ü r„

interfaci

arbiter

master

interface

interface

arbitration
lines
data transfer bus

Figure 3.2.1 Multi-master system.

Consider for example a microprocessor system which consists o f multiple masters
shown in Figure 3.2.1. Among its several capabilities (such as transferring data, accepting
hardware interrupts, etc.), a master is able to initiate a data transfer via a shared resource:
the data transfer bus. This capability is called bus arbitration. The bus arbitration lines are
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used to guarantee that at most one master requesting the bus takes over the

dtb

at any

given time. A bus arbitration protocol is defined by the standard bus, and each o f the mas
ters may use a different bus arbitration protocol. The interface logic placed between a mas
ter and the standard bus generates the input actions to both components.

REQ*

r+

r—

fl+

ACK*
DTB

Figure 3.2.2 Master bus arbitration protocol.

Protocols are usually given in the component data sheets in the form o f timing dia
grams. The timing diagram o f a bus arbitration protocol used by a typical master is shown
in Figure 3.2.2. According to our notation (refer to Section 2.3.2) in Figure 3.2.2 input sig
nals are underlined and output signals are overlined. The

reo */ ack *

signals which can be asserted and negated, while the

is a group of lines that are ini

dtb

signals are control

tially in a high-impedance state, and are driven by the master (when the master takes over
the bus).
The bus arbitration protocol can be described by a sequence of actions. The master
signals to the arbiter that it wants to use the bus by asserting the output req * signal (a
suffix identifies a negative logic signal), and it waits for ACK* to become asserted before it
can take over the bus. When the master ends its transaction, it releases
then releases

ack *

req *.

The arbiter

so that another arbitration cycle can take place.

An interface specification embodies the previous protocol description with a pre
cise meaning. The actions of the protocol correspond to signal transitions. For clarity, we
use short names to describe the various signal transitions: req+ (req-) indicates the change
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"3tEi

req-

Figure 3.2.3 Interface specification o f a bus arbitration protocol.
from asserted to negated (negated to asserted) o f the REQ* signal; similarly ack+ (ack-')
indicates the change fi’om asserted to negated (negated to asserted) of the

ack *

signal;

diB'^ (3tBi) indicates the change fi'om tri-stated to driven (driven to tri-stated) o f the DTB
lines. The interface specification shown in Figure 3.2.3a describes the bus arbitration pro
tocol. From Section 2.5.3, we know that an interface specification consists o f two parts:
the internal operation o f the component (delays), described by a timed signal transition
graph, and a restriction on the behavior o f the environment (timing constraints), given as a
set o f constraint rules. Delays and constraints are graphically represented as solid and dot
ted edges respectively (correlation edges can also appear in an interface specification as
discussed in Section 2.5.4). Each delay edge is associated with a random variable

and

each constraint is labeled by a timing interval A,-. For example, in Figure 3.2.3, the random
variable

represents the internal propagation delay in the master from the receiving of the

bus grant (ack+\ to the driving o f the DTB lines; and the interval A„ specifies that a grant
{agk+) is expected to occur some time after the master issues a request {req+).
Notice that an interface specification, as discussed in Section 2.5.3, combines two
types o f information, a specification of the internal operation o f the component, given by a
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timed signal transition graph (with underlying Petri net), and a restriction on the behavior
o f the environment o f the component, given by a set of constraint rules. The underlying net
is not connected, and thus, tokens cannot propagate through the net. The main objective of
this section and the following section is to introduce the concept o f complete graph, which
informally is a signal transition graph that describes the “complete” operation o f a system
composed o f two or more components, and thus there is an additional requirement that the
graph be connected. Please the reader be aware that our usage o f complete is different
from the concept o f complete graphs studied in Graph Theoiy [73].

Figure 3.2.4 A bus arbitration protocol variant.

An interesting variation o f the protocol shown in Figure 3.2.3, which is called Jiill
handshake, is the bus arbitration protocol shown in Figure 3.2.4, followed by typical DMA
devices. This variation is called a partial handshake, for reasons that shall become obvi
ous. The difference is that while in the original protocol, req- is generated after the master
has released the

dtb

lines, in the latter req- is generated just before the release o f the

dtb

lines. Let us examine the implications o f this modification. There is a potential problem in
the second protocol, if the arbiter grants the bus to another master before the current mas
ter tri-states dtb . The constraint edge

checks for this hazard. (Notice that

is an exam-
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pie o f a constraint edge between two output signal transitions). However if the delay from
rëq- to a new grant ack+ is larger than the delay

then potentially the second protocol

can display higher throughput because the arbitration for a new cycle occurs concurrently
with the releasing o f dtb by the current master.

DMA

VMEbus

M*
BG*
BBSY*

Interface

REQ

d£K'

B U SY

dtb

dit

DMA

dtbr.
re q -

àc 0

bgick-

d tb l'

Figure 3.2.5 Bus arbitration interface: (a) structural view; (b) behavioral
view.

Suppose that one wants to build up a system with our DMA device around the VME
bus. The VMEbus bus arbitration protocol is more involved [69]; it implements the arbiter’s
behavior. The VMEbus standard defines three control signals (BR*. BG*, and BBSY*) and
one status signal (BUSY) (refer to Figure 3.2.5). The structural view o f the system is
shown in Figure 3.2.5a. Notice that the DMA device uses two signals to perform bus arbi-
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tration while the VMEbus defines three controls signals and a status signal for bus arbitra
tion. Thus interface logic is required to convert the two different protocols.

For the sake o f clarity of the graph representation, we use the following short
names: br for BR*,

for 5G*, bbsv for BBSY* and B for BUSY. The VMEbus bus arbitra

tion interface specification is shown in Figure 3.2.5b. After a request is received (br+) a
grant is generated {bg+). A master being granted the bus acknowledges the grant by assert
ing the grant-acknowledge signal (bbsv+) to which the arbiter responds by releasing grant
(bg-). bbsv is used to speed up the arbitration similarly to the partial handshake described
previously by allowing the arbitration to take place while the last part o f the transaction is
still in progress. The master must wait until the busy status signal (B) is negated before
driving the bus lines.

d tb t

A;
^ d tb l
■■ B - <
(a)

' 'd t b l

B-

(b)

Figure 3.2.6 Bus busy status signal: (a) strobe relation; (b) actual relation.

The last piece of information describes the relationship between the use o f the bus
(dtb) and the busy status signal (B). A desirable behavior is that transitions B+ and B “ffame” the utilization o f the bus (between 3/FT and 3?3i), as shown in Figure 3.2.6a. This
is known as a strobe relation, and has the advantage that B becomes negated only after the
bus lines have been released by the master, so that by monitoring B it is possible to avoid
bus collisions. However the VMEbus allows the designer to use one o f the
address strobe signal) as the indicator o f the status o f the bus. Then

dtb

lines (the

and B actually

observe the relation shown in Figure 3.2.6b. Thus constraint link A|o needs to be added to
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prevent the possibility o f a bus collision. All constraint places A,- in Figures 3.2.5 and 3.2.6
are assigned the interval [0, <») except A3 and A4 , which according to the VMEbus
specifications [69] are assigned intervals [30, «>) and [9 0 , 0 0 ) respectively, indicating a pre
cedence requirement.
The question that arises is whether it is possible to carry out the design of an inter
face between two components whose protocols are described by these interface specifica
tions (refer to Figure 3.2.5b). In this dissertation, we shall assume that a designer (human
or machine) has produced a design. In the following paragraphs we give an informal dis
cussion o f some ideas o f how to go about carrying a design needed to substantiate our def
inition o f what we have called a “complete” graph, which is used to describe a system
consisting o f two (or more) interface specifications together with the interface logic that
accomplishes the system integration. We stress that our aim is not to derive a theory about
the construction o f complete graphs but rather to introduce some basic requirements that
we have identified. As a matter o f fact in the following sections and chapters w e shall
assume that a complete graph is given.
First notice that the interface acts as the environment o f each component. There
fore the interface must generate the necessary input actions expected by one component
using the output actions. One possible approach is to add delay edges fi’om the output sig
nal transitions to the input transitions. For example, a delay edge may be added that con
nects req+ to br+. This is the approach considered in this work. Then the system can be
described by a graph which contains the interface specifications o f the components that
are to be interconnected together with some additional edges corresponding to the inter
face logic. The resulting graph is called a “complete” graph, which shall be discussed fur
ther in the following section.
A procedure that automatically carries out the interface design is beyond the scope
o f this dissertation, although we believe that this is an important topic which demands fur
ther investigation. On another track, the implementation o f the interface logic that realizes
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the added delay edges in the complete graph was explored in [42]. We also leave this prob
lem for future work, although we believe that synthesis techniques that have been used for
signal transition graphs are good candidates [79, 97, 123]. In this work, the starting point
is a complete graph, and our goal is to investigate the temporal properties o f the complete
graph. These are the topics of Chapters 4 and 5.

3.2.2 Complete graphs
Two components can be interconnected if they share some capabilities (e.g., data transfer,
bus arbitration, etc.). The behavior o f each capability is given by a protocol, which in turn
can be formally described by an interface specification. In the previous section we intro
duced the interface design problem which arises when the protocols followed by two com
ponents to implement a capability are not “complementary” o f one another (e.g., there is
no one-to-one correspondence between the input ports of one component and the output
ports of the other component). If that is the case, interface logic is necessary to achieve the
interconnection. In the previous section we also hinted at the possibility that a system
composed o f the components to be interconnected and the interface logic can be described
using some sort of interface specification. In this section, we characterize such a represen
tation that we have called a complete graph.
First we shall discuss the issue o f describing the purpose of a protocol. This issue
has been investigated in the related area o f communication protocols where it has been
given the name of semantic seed [102]. A semantic seed is intended to capture the seman
tics (or purpose) of the protocol. For example, the purpose of a bus arbitration protocol is
to arbitrate the use o f a shared resource, the data transfer bus lines, among several masters
so that at most one master can take over the

dtb

at any given time. In [ 102] the semantic

seed is represented as an automaton. In this work, we use constraint rules, which are more
suitable to describe expected relationships (as discussed in Section 2.5.1), to specify the
semantics of the protocol; constraint rules can describe non-causal timing relationships
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such as a hold time of -1 nsec for the input data with respect to the negated transition o f
the clock in a latch. We call this additional piece o f information a semantic specification.
Definition

3.2.1.-

Given

two

Petri

nets

= (P^, 7^, F^, A/qq, t J

and

Nfj = (Pf,, Tf,, Ffj, Mjjf), r ^ , a semantic specification onN ^ and N/, is a set o f constraint rules
S = {sy}, where Sy =

tj. Ay, e>, such that

tj g

u Ty.

'dtEl

Figure 3.2.7 Bus arbitration semantic specification.

The two nets that Definition 3.2.1 refers to are the underlying Petri nets o f the
interface specifications that describe the protocols of two components that are to be inter
connected. Although a semantic specification defines relationships between pairs o f tran
sitions o f a Petri net, it can be extended to define relationships between pairs o f signal
transitions in the obvious way. Thus a semantic specification consists o f timing constraints
between selected signal transitions of the two protocols. As before, constraint rules can be
represented graphically. For example Figure 3.2.7 shows the semantic specification of a
bus arbitration protocol. It specifies that any consecutive uses o f resource
overlap given that the

and

m ust not

are [0,°o).

Before defining a complete graph, we need to define some basic concepts.
Definition 3.2.2.- An undirected path between two transitions
net N = {P, T, F, M q,T ) is a sequence o f transitions

and

o f a Petri

such that, for each
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/ = 0 ,..., «-1, there exists a possibly non-unique pj e P such that either
belongs to F and either (p„

or

belongs to F.
and t„ o f a Petri net

Definition 3.2.3.- A directed path between two transitions
N = {P, T, F, Mq,

or (p„ /,)

r) is a sequence o f transitions

■■■

such that, for each / = 0 , . . «-1,

there exists a possibly non-unique /?,• e P such that

and (pj, /,+,) e F.

Definition 3.2.4.- A Petri net N = {P, T, F, M q, F) is connected if there is an undi
rected path between any two transitions o f the net.
A complete graph is an interface specification (refer to Definition 2.5.3) which sat
isfies a set o f conditions as given in the following definition;
Definition

3.2.5.- Given two

interface specifications Tg =

Cyv„) and

'P* = (E*, C^i), with associated timed signal transition graphs E„ = {N^, Y^, X J and
= OV),, Yi,, X/), and a semantic specification S on

and

a complete graph is the

interface specification 'P^ = (E^, Qtc) with associated timed STG E^ =

and set o f

that satisfies the following conditions:

constraint rules
1. Na and
2.

(jVc, Y^, X^)

are subgraphs of N^,

C^i, and S are subsets of

3. Ag is connected, and for every t,- e

there exists a directed path from a differ

ent tj e
4. There does not exist a place p e f^ \ (f^ u

such that X f»p) is a signal tran

sition o f an output port, where \ denotes set difference; and
5. Nc is live.
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The first two conditions o f Definition 3.2.5 ensure that the sub-graphs contained in
the interface specifications are part o f the complete graph, and that the purpose o f the pro
tocols’ capability is achieved. Notice that

is not necessarily the union o f N^, Nf, and S

for the case that additional signal transitions are required for instance to achieve protocol
conversion. The third condition ensures that there are no dangling transitions and that each
signal transition is generated by other transition(s). Examples o f nets that do not satisfy
condition 3 are shown in Figure 3.2.8. The first net is disconnected but there is a directed
path that terminates in every transition. The second net is connected but there are no
directed paths that terminate in transitions a or b. Notice that connectivity is only checked
on the Petri net part o f the complete graph. The fourth condition disallows new delay
places which sink into an output transition: output signal transitions o f the interface speci
fications are generated internally by a component and should not be driven by the interface
logic. Finally the fifth condition guarantees that every signal transition is live, and thus
deadlock does not occur (refer to Section 2.2.1).

C

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2.8 Examples o f nets that do not satisfy condition 3 of
Definition 3.2.4.

Given two interface specifications for two components that are to be intercon
nected, there may be quite a few different ways of designing an interface. Some designs
may have nicer properties than others {e.g., a design may be faster or may occupy less sili
con area). Our definition o f a complete graph aims to describe a minimum set o f structural
properties that a graph representing an interface design should have. For example that
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input ports must not be disconnected. The term structural properties refers to properties
concerning the connectivity o f the graph, and not the behavior o f the underlying Petri net.
It may be the case that a valid complete graph may not exhibit a correct behavior (e.g.,
because it violates some o f the timing constraints). At the end o f this chapter we shall dis
cuss the concept o f feasibility o f an interface. Informally, an interface is feasible if it
implements the environment o f each o f the components correctly from the point o f view o f
timing. Thus feasibility shall be used to check the correctness o f the timing behavior o f the
interface.
A complete graph derived from the bus arbitration interface specifications shown
in Figure 3.2.5 and the semantic specification shown in Figure 3.2.7 is depicted in
Figure 3.2.9. The added delay edges are shown as thicker lines and are labeled with ran
dom variables S,-. One can check that the four conditions o f Definition 3.2.4 are satisfied:
the original interface specifications and the semantic specification are part o f the complete
graph; the underlying petri net is connected and every signal transition has an incoming
delay place; finally none of the added delay edges sinks into an output signal transition as
stated in Definition 3.2.5.
Let us recall that the intention of Definition 3.2.5 is to provide necessary, although
maybe not sufficient, conditions for a representation o f an interface design. Also notice
that if components share more than one capability then an interface design may consist o f
several complete graphs. A procedure to efficiently combine all the complete graphs is left
as fiature work.

3.3 Time-consistency of complete graphs
From our previous discussion, a complete graph, like an interface specification, consists o f
an STG and a set of constraint rules. The STG o f a complete graph is a connected net such
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bb sv+

B-

d tb i

àkkFigure 3.2.9 Bus arbitration interface design.
that every transition is generated by other transition(s); and the complete graph “contains”
two component interface specifications and a semantic specification. There are some addi
tional edges in the complete graph in addition to the ones corresponding to the component
interface specifications and the semantic specification: those edges describe the interface
circuit that realizes protocol conversion. In general the construction o f a complete graph
may result in an STG which is not AOC (refer to Section 2.4.2). As we already mentioned it
is not our aim to develop a theory to construct complete graphs. We shall assume in the
sequel that the STG part of a complete graph is AOC. How severe this assumption is we do
not know, although from our experience it seems reasonable. Moreover should this
assumption prove too limiting in some cases, our approach could provide a basic frame
work for future development.
In this section, we shall investigate the temporal behavior o f complete graphs. As
mentioned in the previous section, it is possible that a complete graph may not exhibit a
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correct temporal behavior. The question we are trying to answer is; Is it possible to deter
mine if all the possible temporal behaviors o f a complete graph satisfy all the given timing
constraints? We have found conditions under which the answer to the question is positive.
First we discuss the timed execution o f an AOC STG.

3.3.1 Stg unfolding
A key problem o f our verification and analysis techniques is to find the time separation
between two transitions, as it will be discussed in Section 3.3.2. This problem is not trivial
for live nets, even for sub-classes o f Petri nets using deterministic firing times [110, 117],
or using interval data [3, 67]. In this section we describe the execution o f a signal transi
tion graph using partial orders.
Partial orders have been used to describe the operational semantics of concurrent
systems [54, 12]. In contrast to the interleaving semantics o f reachability graphs (refer to
Section 2.2.1), partial orders avoid the state explosion that occurs in highly concurrent
systems by not having to represent all possible interleavings of a net. The

stg

unfolding

presented in this section is a partial order technique.
We shall need the following definitions adapted from [113] in subsequent sections:
Definition 3.3.1.- Let A b e a set. A binaiy relation p

q

A

x

A is called a similarity

relation if and only if V a,b e A :
1. a p a
2. a p b ^ b p a
Definition 3.3.2.- Let ^ be a set. A binary relation p c A x A is called a partial
order if and only i f V a , b e A :
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1. -i(<2 p a)
2. a p b / \ b p c = > a p c
Thus a similarity relation is reflexive and symmetric, and a partial order is irreflexive and transitive. Notice that conditions 1 and 2 o f a partial order imply anti-symmetry
(i.e., a p 6 => —i(b p a)). Let us denote a partial order by '<%
Definition 3.3.3.- Let .4 be a partially ordered set.
1. Let It ( ^ A x A h e given by a li b if and only \ f a < b o x b < a o r a = b
2. Let CO Ç, A x Ah& given hy a c o b if and only if -i(a li 6) or a = b.
Relations li and co stand for linear (precedence) and concurrent respectively. It can
be shown that li and co are similarity relations [113].
Definition 3.3.4.- A subset B c, A is called a region o f a similarity relation p if and
only if:
1.

a,b s B: a p b

2.
Definition 3.3.5.- Let

—i(a p b)
be a partially ordered set, and let B e ./I. R is called a line

if B is a region o f li. B is called a cut if B is a region o f co.
Figure 3.3.1 shows the graphical representation o f a partial ordered set, or poset,
where there is a directed edge from a to 6 if and only i f a < b and there is no c such that
a < c < b . The similarity relations li and co are also depicted (if p is a similarity relation,
then a graphical representation draws an undirected edge from a to 6 if and only if a p b).
The li relation formalizes the idea o f a path in a poset; that is, if a li b then there is an
directed path from a to 6 or from b to a. The cut relation describes events that are concur
rent; i f a CO b then a and b can occur simultaneously.
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-----------► / —►g
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.3.1 A poset (a) and its relations (b) //; and (c) co.
The connectedness and liveness properties o f the signal transition sub-graph o f a
complete graph imply the presence o f cycles {i.e., directed paths which start and end at the
same transition). Acyclic graphs, graphs without cycles, are easier to analyze [58]. The
unfolding o f a signal transition graph is an acyclic graph in which different occurrences o f
the transitions are considered as different nodes o f the graph. The notion of the unfolded
graph o f an

stg

corresponds to the notion o f processes and occurrence nets in Condition/

Event Systems [113].
So far we have represented the operational behavior of an interface specification,
or a complete graph, graphically using its AOC di-graph D. =
and we have used the equivalent STG Z =

Pq,

Ov, % X) with associated net A =

ctç^ Y,
(P, 7] F, Mq, F)

for the development o f the theory. The STG unfolding procedure that we shall describe
below is more easily understood in terms o f Q. Notice however that the translation o f the
results to the STG is straightforward (refer to Section 2.3.3). The left arrow <— is used to
denote assignment, and 0 is the special root transition o f the di-graph.
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Procedure 3.3.1.- The unfolding o f an AOC di-graph O is the di-graph
P^çl, r

ctuQf Y, X f j ^ constructed from Q according to the following steps:

{0}, P un <— {}
Define the index function idx : 7 ^ —> X
V r G Tjj, idx(t) <—0
U <r- {tj-. AfQo((^() tj)) = 1 ^ (4, t j) ^ PCl)
V ^ E U, idx{tj) <—idx{tj) 4-1
^

{^(«&((,]) • S' ^

^ ^

{(0 , S('ak((/1)) • S ^ ^

^ kP un ^
^
tj G U /\ (tj, tj) S Pçjf rt/n((0, S(iV3!r(//')))) tr- r^((^„
tj G U, CtyQ^(tj^iijc(iJ))) <y tj G U, 'kuni.tj{idx(tj))i <- ^n(/)
do forever
I f ^ {tj'.ti G t / A {tj, tj) S Pçi}

S '))

V tj G & , idx{tj) i— idx{tj) + 1
P ^

^ I^
^11

{tj(idx(tj)) • tj G

I f}

{(4(/ak(fO): SCakW))) '-tj^ I f A f, ?!: tj A (r„ /y) G P q )
{(S(/d[r(r/)-l)> ti(idx(ii))) : ( 4 , 4 ) G P ^ }

^ f u n '^

^ u n ^ ^ u n '^

^11

y tj G LT A (r,-, tj) G P q , r(/n((4(zak(f,)), tj(idx(tjy))

T o ((A ; S'))

VSG
^ ^^n(S')
V tj G I f , ')luci{tjgdx(lj))) ^ ^n(tj)
U<r- I f
end do
Procedure 3.3.1 constructs Q.y as follows: First it sets the root transition 0, which
represents time r = 0. The function idx keeps track o f the number o f occurrences o f each
transition. The transitions tj enabled by the initial marking of O are added to Tyç^ as nodes
that is the first occurrence of each transition, and idx{t^ is increased by 1; edges
(0, r,(|)) are added to Pyç^ The new nodes (edges) added to Q.y are labeled with the signal
transitions and causality type (random variables) of the original nodes (edges) in Q. The
same process is repeated indefinitely for transitions tj to which that transitions tj are con
nected.
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T=0

0

T,
&+(!)

îl

*+(1)

a-(i)
i"
u '"
^+(2) —lL_. ^
T ; ^ ,0)

4
*-(2)
Figure 3.3.2 Signal transition graph and a partial view o f its infinite
acyclic unfolding.
Consider for example the STG shown in Figure 3.3.2. The initial marking assigns
one token to each o f the edges labeled with random variables T4 and T5 . Those tokens are
assumed to arrive at the places at time T = 0. Thus from the root transition 0, two edges
labeled T4 and T5 are connected to two nodes labeled
a+(i), there is an edge t , to

and 6 +(|) respectively. From

there are two edges X2

and from

T3 connected to

g+(i) and è-(i) respectively. Thus from a+(\), edge t , is added to A+(i), and edges
are added to

and

and T3

respectively.

Notice that the unfolding o f the AOC STG is an infinite acyclic graph.
Lem m a 3.3.1.- Given an unfolding
?,(„,) p

if and only if (t,•(„,),

e

let p be a binaiy relation on T^ q such that

Then the transitive (but not reflexive) closure of

p, denoted by p*, is a partial order.

Proof.- From Definition 3.3.2, a partial order is a binary relation which is transitive
and irreflexive. Relation p* is by construction transitive. Then we shall show that p* is
irreflexive, that is (?,(„),

g

(^■(ot)> 4(m)) G Pan for a transition

for !,■(„,) e

To show this fact, suppose that

e TyQ. The set Pan is constructed in the step

P an ^ P un u IF, u W^^. By construction,

could only be added to PyQ, in
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which takes care o f the case that (t„ t,) e f ^ in the original AOC di-graph. But explicitly
the construction o f W guarantees that if

/,) e Pç^ then

Thus p* is a partial order on the infinite set

ti{m)) is added to Puq. □
and the AOC di-graph can be

thought o f as the graphical representation o f p*. In the sequel we shall call p* the prece
dence relation < o f the unfolding Q.y.

3.3.2 Time-consistency
From a timing perspective, a complete graph

describes two different

aspects: a net execution given by the signal transition graph

and a set o f timing con

straints

which specify a desired behavior. The connectivity properties o f the signal

transition graph Z^ o f a complete graph assure that; this is not the case with interface spec
ifications, whose input signal transitions are not generated by other signal transitions (/.e.,
there are no delay edges incoming to input signal transitions). Time-consistency is a prop
erty of a complete graph whose net execution satisfies its timing constraints. Notice that
time-consistency is not a property of the interface specifications.

time

A,

time

Figure 3.3.3 Constraint rule for transitions a and b.

As discussed in Section 2.5.1, a constraint rule

= (r„ tj, A,y, e) on two transitions

o f the net N = ip ,T ,F , M q, F) defines a time window A,y with respect to the /t-th occurrence
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o f the constraining transition r, during which the (A+e)-th occurrence o f the constrained
transition tj is allowed (refer to Figure 3.3.3).
Definition 3.3.6.- Given a complete graph
Cjj =

C%), a constraint rule

tj. Ay, e) o f Cfjc is said to be satisfied if for every possible execution o f the underly

ing Petri net

of

= {N^, Y^, A-g), it is true that:
= 4

(Eq. 3.3.1)

for all k>Q, where x,
is the time of the Ar-th occurrence o f transition
h{k)

Otherwise c, is
•'

said to be violated.
Eq. 3.3.1 is called the constraint equation for constraint rule Cy. The expression
X,
V(A+c)

- X,

denotes the time separation from the Æ-th occurrence o f transition

to the

‘/(*)

(t+e)-th occurrence o f transition tj (recall that e can be either 0 or 1).
Definition 3.3.7.- A complete graph

is said to be time-consistent if

every constraint rule Cy e Qfc is satisfied.
To compute the time separation o f Eq. 3.3.1, we can unfold the STG starting from
the initial marking, and then check that Eq. 3.3.1 applies. Notice that we have to do this for
an infinite number of occurrences {i.e., k > 0); moreover, because the occurrences x,
are
Uik)
not deterministic, we have to consider a possibly infinite ensemble o f occurrences x,

'iU>

(refer to Section 2.3.4).
One point to note is that in general if there is no trivial constraint {i.e., a constraint
with associated interval (-«», -H») ) between two transitions, they should have a common
ancestor, otherwise the constraint would not be satisfied because the time occurrence o f
the transitions would be independent of one another and their time separation can be arbi-
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time

—►
Lt6(*+e)
time

—►

Figure 3.3.4 Time separation between transitions a and b with respect to a
common ancestor transition.
trarily large. Suppose for the moment that such a common ancestor exists (refer to
Figure 3.3.4). If the common ancestor is within finite reach, then one does not have to
check an infinite number o f time separations.
In the following section we shall show that such a common ancestor does exist in
an unfolding o f an AOC STG. Rather than finding x,

and x,

'/(«

computing Eq. 3.3.1 for each possible x,

and x,

'i(«

separately and then
V(*+

e)

, we could determine Eq. 3.3.1

V(*+t)

with respect o f the common ancestor.
Consider for example the time separation

- T^a+(i) in Figure 3.3.2, The com

mon ancestor to both a+(|) and 6 +(,) is the root transition 0. Transition a+(|) occurs at time
Ta+(|) = X4 . Transition

occurs when there are visible tokens at both edges x, and with

X5 , that is at x^+^i) = max(X4 +x,, X5 ). Then x*+(,) - Xg+(,) = max(X4 -Hi,, X5 ) - X4 .

We shall discuss more thoroughly our algebraic approach to computing Eq. 3.3.1
in Section 3.3.4. Notice that we still have to deal with an infinite number o f occurrences.
In the following section we introduce a notable type of common ancestor, the cycle-invari
ant fork transition, that can solve this problem.
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3.3.3 Fork transitions
The satisfaction o f timing constraints plays an important role in our approach. As men
tioned in the previous section, the constraint equation must check that the constraint rule is
satisfied over all executions o f the net, that is, for all

> 0. In this section we investigate

under which circumstances the constraint equation becomes independent o f the occur
rence index k. First we formalize the concept of common ancestor o f two transitions.
A common ancestor o f two transitions a and b from which the left-hand side
expression T,
- x,
o f the constraint equation (Eq. 3.3.1) can be computed is called a
0'(*+c)
'((*)
fo rk transition.
Definition 3.3.8.- Given the unfolding Q y o f an AOC di-graph, a transition x is
called a fork transition o f transitions
unfolding, x <

andx <

and

if in the partial order < induced by the

and every line o f < containing either

(,(/t+e) contains

also X.

-*2
Xj

/

/

\

Figure 3.3.5 Fork transition x of transitions a and b.

According to Section 3.3.1, a line is a region o f the li relation generated by the pre
cedence relation < Thus a line o f < corresponds to a single path in the AOC di-graph. Con
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sider for example the di-graph shown in Figure 3.3.5. Transition s is not a fork transition
o f a and b, because there are lines of < containing a but not s [e.g., line {a, u, q, x^, X2 }).
Transition x, is a fork transition of a and b. Notice that a fork transition may not be unique.
For example, % 2 is also a fork transition of a and b.
Lemma 3.3.2.- Every pair of transitions of an unfolding Q.y have at least one fork
transition.
Proof.- From the construction o f Cly by Procedure 3.3.1, it is easy to see that the
root transition 0 precedes every transition. Also every path starts at transition 0, therefore
every line o f < contains transition 0 .

□

As mentioned in the previous section, we would like to compute x,
- x,
^
VU +t)
'<■(*)
with respect to a common ancestor of
X,

and X,

'/(A)

and

rather than computing each possible

. As shown in Figure 3.3.5, not every ancestor is suitable. For instance,

'/(A + c)

had transition s in Figure 3.3.5 been chosen as an ancestor, then the effect o f transition u
on the firing o f a would have been ignored, as it would have been the effect o f r on the fir
ing o f b.
Thus a fork transition is a synchronization point, or time origin, from which the
time separation x,

- x,

V ( A + c)

can be computed. From this point o f view, it should be clear

'/(A)

that the root transition 0 is a fork transition for every pair o f transitions. However we are
interested in the fork transition closest to the transitions
are interested in a fork transition that “moves” with
Definition 3.3.9.- A pair o f transitions

k > M.

and

and o f a complete graph

has a cycle-invariant fo rk transition if in the unfolding
and M, and a transition

and ty(i+g). Furthermore, we

of

= (Z^, C/v^)

there exist two integers. A,

such that x^k-\) is a fork transition of

and

for all
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Definition 3.3.10.- Given a complete graph
Cjj =

tj. Ay, e) such that Cy e

and a constraint rule

the ordered pair (t„ {,) is said to be a pair of transitions

constrained by Cy, written as (/, -> tj)cy.
Definition 3.3.11.- A complete graph

= (Z^,

is said to be cycle-invariant if

every pair o f transitions (t„ (,) o f Z^ such that (f, —> /y)c,y, where Cy e C^vc> has a cycleinvariant fork transition.
There must be a cycle-invariant fork transition for eveiy constrained pair o f transi
tions, which must be checked according to the interface and semantic specifications.
Definition 3.3.12.- A pair o f transitions

and

o f an unfolding Q.y are said

to be repeatable if there exist an integer M for which the probability density function o f the
time separation x,

+

- x,
is invariant for k > M.
'/(*)

Lemma 3.3.3.- If a pair o f constrained transitions (f, —>tj)Cy is repeatable, then
there is a finite procedure that can check if the constraint rule Cy is satisfied.
Proof.- First check the constraint equation for Cy for all 0 < k < M . According to
Definition 3.3.12, the left-hand side of the constraint equation for Cy is invariant for k > M ,
so that it is sufficient to check the constraint equation for k = M to determine if the con
straint is satisfied for k > M .

□

It is clear from the previous presentation that it is desirable to find if two con
strained transitions are repeatable. In the following section we shall show that a cycleinvariant fork transition is a necessary condition for repeatability.
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3.3.4 Computing constraint equations
In this section we give a procedure to express constraint equations in terms o f the random
variables associated with the edges o f the AOC di-graph.

%6

i’

Figure 3.3.6 Unfolding for transitions a and b from their fork transition.

The characterization of a fork transition x of two transitions a and b given by
Definition 3.3.8 makes it suitable to be considered as a time origin, because all the paths of
the unfolding o f the STG from the root transition 0 to either a o r b must pass through x. In
this section we try to compute the time separations

- Xj, from x to a, and x* - x^. from x

to b, in terms of the random variables associated with the edges (refer to Figure 3.3.6).
Because jc is a common reference point for both a and b, then the left-hand side of
Eq. 3.3.1 can be written as:
% - % = (^ 6 - y

(Eq. 3.3.2)

The computation o f x^ - x^, or x^ - x^, in term o f the random variables associated
with the edges must obey the firing semantics of
Section 2.4.1) that we reproduce below.

and

and OR causality (refer to
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a

b

c

d
(a)

Figure 3.3.7 (a) AND causality; (b) OR causality.
If transition d is AND-caused by transitions a, b, and c (refer to Figure 3.3.7a), then
the occurrence time of d is:
Xj = max(tg + X,, X* + Xg, x^ + Xj)

(Eq. 3.3.3)

where x^, x^, and x^ are the occurrence times of transitions a, b, and c respectively.
Similarly, if transition d is OR-caused by transitions a, b, and c (refer to
Figure 3.3.7b), then the occurrence time o f d is:
x^ = min(Xg + x,, x&+ X;, x^ + X3 )

(Eq. 3.3.4)

Finally if there is only one transition that causes d, say a, then:
'Trf = 'ïa + x,

(Eq. 3.3.5)

and the causality type is not important.
A procedure to compute the time separation, say x^ - x^, is as follows:
Procedure 3.3.2.1. Expand Xg according to the causality type o f transition a, by using Eq. 3.3.3,
Eq. 3.3.4, or Eq. 3.3.5.
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2. Recursively expand the occurrence times o f transitions that appear in the
expression for t, until the fork transition is reached.
At the end o f the procedure, the expression for
on the random variables t, and
form

contains min/max/linear terms

Moreover, each linear term that contains

+ ... +T,-.
Once Procedure 3.3.2 is applied to find an expression for

x^ and x^ - x^ are given by the expressions produced for

in which the terms

in terms o f T, and

can be computed from Eq. 3.3.2, where

the expression for the time separation
X[,

is o f the

and x^ by Procedure 3.3.2

corresponding to the reference point, have been removed.

For example, consider the di-graph shown in Figure 3.3.6. The expression for

is

min(x„ + Xg, x^ + x?), which is expanded into min(x^ + X3 + Xg, x^ + X4 + x?), and finally
into min(x^ + x, + X3 + Xg, x^ + X2 + X4 + x?). Similarly the final expression for Xg is
X2 + Xio + max(x^ + X4 + Xg, x^ + X5 + Xg). Then,
'^ 6

- 'Co = X2 + x,o + max(X4 + Xg, Xg + Xg) - min(X| + X3 + Xg, X2 + X4 + x?)

(Eq. 3.3.6)

In Chapter 4 we shall give a procedure to obtain the probability density function o f
Eq. 3.3.2. Now we can prove the following lemma.
Lem m a 3.3.4.- If a pair o f transitions t, and tj o f a complete graph 'P^ = (Z^,
has a cycle invariant fork transition then t, and tj are repeatable.
Proof.- Consider transitions /,• and tj. By Definition 3.3.9, transitions
o f the unfolding

have a transition

for each k > M (refer to Figure 3.3.8). We can

find equations for the time separations Xg(^) - x^(^_^), from
from

and tj^k+z)

to

and x,y(^+e) -

to tj(^k+e) using Procedure 3.3.2. These two time separations are invariant for

k > M , because by construction o f the unfolding Q y fi'om the AOC di-graph Q (refer to
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Figure 3.3.8 Fork transition for k > M.
Procedure 3.3.1) the same sub-graph must exist from

to

and tj(^k+Ey Thus a cycle-

invariant fork transition is a synchronization point for both transitions
T,
—T
= (t
V(*+E)
'(«
V(*+E)

t

and tj^k+ey Then

) —( ^
- T
)
'i(*)
•*(*->.)

(Eq. 3.3.7)

applies for all k > M . Eq. 3.3.7 implies that the probability density function of the time
separation

- x^^k) is invariant for k > M . Therefore t,- and (, are repeatable.

□

The existence o f a cycle-invariant fork transition is only a sufficient condition.
That means that a pair of transitions without a cycle-invariant fork transition may be
repeatable. This subject has been studied in the literature {cf. [6 ], and [67]). One example
is the STG shown in Figure 3.3.9. It can be shown that for any pair o f transitions there is no
cycle-invariant fork transition. Such type of nets may exhibit repeatable behavior, however
they may also exhibit non-repeatable periodic behavior with arbitrarily long transients by
just changing the delays, and thus they are difficult to analyze. In the interface specifica
tion o f components that we have studied, we have never found this type o f net. We conjec
ture that the reason is that their behavior is time-dependent, that is, by changing the timing
parameters, it is possible for the same system to exhibit radically different behaviors,
something that is not desirable in a protocol.
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T=0

Tt

2 - ( 2)

Figure 3.3.9 An STG whose transitions do not have a cycle-invariant fork
transition.
So far we have assumed that a (cycle-invariant) fork transition has been found. In
the following section we present an algorithm that can find a fork transition, if one exists,
o f two transitions in a finite unfolding o f an AOC STG.

3.3.5 Procedure to find fork transitions
The procedure that is discussed in this section finds a fork transition o f two transitions •(;;.)
and ty(/t+e) o f a finite unfolding o f an AOC STG, if one exists, otherwise flags that no fork
transition could be found. The finite unfolding is a finite graph Q-yf produced by
Procedure 3.3.1 by expanding the AOC STG until transitions ?,(;(.) and (,(/t+e) are added to
for a A:= M.
The fork transition procedure requires that the unfolding Q (^be sorted in topolog
ical order. A topological ordering or sort o f an acyclic di-graph assigns a level to each
node of the graph.
A di-graph can be represented as a pair G = (V,E), where F is a set o f nodes and
E Ç F X F is a set o f edges. A node a o f a directed graph is called a root node i f there does
not exist a node b such that (6, a) is an edge o f the graph. The in-degree of node b is the
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number o f edges (a,-, b) o f the graph. The topological level of a node a e K in G is com
puted as follows; the root node is assigned to level 0; then recursively if A is the set
{Cj I level of Cj is /}, the nodes in set {6 ^ | (uy,

e E and aj& A} are assigned to level /+1.

Notice that a topological level is defined only for acyclic di-graphs.
The following procedure computes the topological level o f the nodes o f a graph
G [73]. The jV= |F] nodes o f G are named 1 ,2 ,..., N. M = \E\ is the number o f edges.
Procedure 3 .3 3 .- Topological level o f the nodes o f an acyclic di-graph G = {V, É):
for y <— 1 to N, c\j] <- 0
for each edge (j,j) e E, c\j] <- c\j] + 1
Z,eve/[0]<- { /e V\c\j] = 0}
k<r-0
repeat
L <— Leve/[k], Z’ <—0
for each node / e Z do
for each edge (i,j) do
c(/)
cO) - 1
if c(/) = 0 then Z' <—Z' u {/}
k+ 1

Leve/[k] <—Z’
until Z = 0
return Level
The procedure first computes the in-degree c(/) o f node j . Level[0] is the set o f root
nodes. The level variable k is set to zero. Iteratively: set Z is set to Zeve/[0] and Z’ is set to
empty; the in-degrees o f the nodes to which the nodes in Z are connected are decreased by
one; if the in-degree o f a node becomes zero, the node is added to Z’; the level variable is
increased by one; and Leve/[k] is set to Z. The iterations continue until Z is empty.
The Procedure 3.3.3 finds a topological sort of G in running time 0 ( # + M) [73].
Consider for example the AOC STG shown in Figure 3.3.10. For the procedures
given in this section, the causality type and the time label o f an edge are not important, and
thus they are ignored. Notice that node e is not connected to other nodes.
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Figure 3.3.10 A oc signal transition graph.
A finite unfolding for k= 2, called 2-unfolding, o f the aoc

stg

o f Figure 3.3.10 is

shown in Figure 3.3.11. The corresponding topological sort is given in Table 3.3.1.
A topological sort has the following property:
Lem ma 3.3.5.- Let < be the partial order induced by a topological sorted di-graph
G = (V, É). If, for a, b e V, a < b and a is assigned to level ^ and b is assigned to level /^,
then Ig < /*.
Proof.- \ f a < b then there is a set o f nodes {e,-g V\ (a, e |), (g;,

62

), •••>

(g„, 6 ) e E]. From the computation o f topological level, if (g„ ej) e E and e, is assigned to
level i then ej is assigned to level / -t- 1. A topological sort is only defined for acyclic di
graphs, then /fl < Ijj.

□
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Figure 3.3.11 2-unfolding of the STG o f Figure 3.3.10.
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level

nodes

0

0

1

^{\y 6(1)

2
3

e(i)>/(i)

4

6(1)

5

4i)

6

7(1)’ 6(2)

7

"(2)

8

C(2)’ ^(2)’ g(2)

9
10

6(2)

11

i(2)

12

7(2)

Table 3.3.1. Topological sort of the 2-unfolding o f Figure 3.3.11.
Given a Ar-unfblding of an AOC STG, represented by the di-graph G = (V,E), where
V is the set o f transitions and E is the set o f edges o f the unfolding, the following proce
dure finds a fork transition o f a selected pair o f transitions a and b o f G. The procedure is
an application o f a best-first search, where the topological levels o f G are used as the cost
function [129].
Procedure 3.3.4.- Algorithm that finds a fork transition o f a pair o f transitions
a, b e E o f m acyclic di-graph G = {V,E), where G has been topologically sorted.
OPEN

{a, b}

while \o pen \ > 1 do
sort OPEN in descending order on the topological level
first(OfEAf)
OPEN
OPEN\{j) u { / 1{ i,j) € E)

J <r-

end while
return OPEN
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The procedure first initializes set

open

to contain the transitions a and b. Then

until the size of o p e n is less than two, it selects as j the highest element o f o pe n , removes
j from OPEN, and adds all the direct ancestor transitions of j to o pe n .

At termination o f Procedure 3.3.4,
show in Theorem 3.3.7 that

open

o pe n

has either one or zero elements. We shall

actually has always one element, and that such element

is a fork transition. In the case o f ^-unfoldings o f AOC STG’s, the root transition 0 will be
returned instead if there is no cycle-invariant fork transition.
We need the following lemma to prove the correctness o f Procedure 3.3.4.
Lem m a 3.3.6 - If x and y are two distinct fork transitions o f transitions a and b,
with topological level

and ly respectively, then

^ ly

Proof.- We have to show that distinct fork transitions x and y cannot have the same
level. Suppose they have the same level; by the definition o f fork transition (refer to
Definition 3.3.8) there exists a line containing sayx and a but not y otherwise that would
mean by Lemma 3.3.5 that

^ ly, this is a violation of Definition 3.3.8 which requires that

every line containing a also contains y. Then ifx and y are distinct either x < y or y < x. □
The following theorem proves the correctness of Procedure 3.3.4.
Theorem 3.3.7.- When applied to a t-unfblding of an AOC s t g . Procedure 3.3.4
terminates with a fork transition o f transitions a and b or the root transition 0.
Proof.- Suppose that Procedure 3.3.4 does not terminate; that implies that transi
tions are continuously being added to OPEN, because the k-unfolding has a finite set of
transitions, the only way o f continuously adding transitions to OPEN is to add transitions
previously removed; however when a transition is removed, it has the highest topological
level in

o pe n ,

that implies that none of the transitions left in

open

is preceded by the

removed transition; then it is not possible to add a removed transition again to

o pen .
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which is a contradiction, therefore Procedure 3.3.4 terminates. When Procedure 3.3.4 ter
minates the size o f OPEN is either 0 or 1. Suppose it is 0, then the size of OPEN changed
from 2 or greater to 0 in one iteration o f the while loop; however OPEN is decreased only
by removing one element, first(OPEA0, which is a contradiction. Therefore when
Procedure 3.3.4 terminates

open

has size 1. Now suppose that the unique element y of

OPEN when Procedure 3.3.4 terminates is not a fork transition; by Lemma 3.3.2 one knows

that there is at least one fork transition, let us call x the closest fork transition to a and b.
Firstly suppose that x > y , then by Lemma 3.3.6 the topological level of x is greater than
the topological level o f y; but OPEN is sorted in descending order so that x would be in
front o f y , furthermore x would be the only transition at topological level

otherwise there

would be a line containing either a or b but not x thus violating Definition 3.3.8; then
Procedure 3.3.4 would have returned x which is a contradiction, then x < y . Secondly con
sider the case that x < y (note that by both Lemma 3.3.6 and the definition o f fork transi
tion, if x and y are distinct, they cannot have the same topological order); note that then
there must exist a path from x to either a or b that does not include y (refer to
Figure 3.3.12); without loss o f generality, let us say that it is a path from x to a given by
X ... v w ... a\ let us choose v and w such that their topological levels

are l^< ly<

and

respectively

where ly is the topological level o f y; such an assignment always exist,

because there is also a path x ... y ... a, and together with path x ... v w ... a imply the fol
lowing relations between the topological levels o f the transitions on each path:
and 1^<1^<

< 4 ; because ly ^ l^ t

m ust have been in o p e n before the termination of

Procedure 3.3.4. But then when the direct ancestors of w were added to OPEN, v must have
been added to o pen , and because l ^ < l ^ v cannot be removed from OfÆVbefore y, which is
a contradiction. Therefore y must be a fork transition. Finally Lemma 3.3.2 states that the
root transition 0 is a fork transition for every pair o f transitions, then if the only fork tran
sition o f transitions a and b is 0, Procedure 3.3.4 retums {0}.

□
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Figure 3.3.12 Construction for Theorem 3.3.7.
Before we can determine the time complexity o f Procedure 3.3.4, we have to intro
duce the counting sort procedure adapted from [33]. The inputs o f counting sort is a posi
tive integer k, and a matrix A that contains \A\ (possibly repeated) integers in the range
[0, M \ to be sorted. The result o f counting sort is a matrix B o f the same size as A which
contains the elements of A sorted in descending order.
Procedure 3.3.5.- Counting sort
for z <—0 to M,
c[i\ <- 0
for y <— 1 to \A\,
c[AU]] < r- c[A\j]] + 1
for / <—M - \ to 0,
c[/] <—c[z+l] + c[z]
fory <— 1 to \A\,
B[c[AU ]]]^A[j]
c[A\j]] ^ c[A{j]] - 1
Procedure 3.3.5 uses a counting array o f size M+\ to store in c[/] the number of
integers in A which are greater than or equal to integer j. The first for loop initializes c.
The second for loop counts the number o f times integer j appears in A. The third for loop
places in c[j] the number o f integers in A which are greater than or equal to integer J. The
last for loop places the sorted integers o f A in B. Notice that multiple occurrences o f an
integer j are allowed in A. The running time o f counting sort is 0(|y4| +M ) [33]. We are
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going to use counting sort to sort OPENm topological descending order; then M is the max
imum topological level o f a ^-unfolding, and both M and \A\ are 0(|f^), where V is the set
o f transitions o f the /:-unfolding. Therefore counting sort has a running time 0 (| K|) to sort
in Procedure 3.3.5.
The following lemma determines the running time o f Procedure 3.3.4.
Lem m a 3.3.8.- Procedure 3.3.4 has a running time 0(|F|^).
Proof.- The operations inside the while loop o f Procedure 3.3.4 have the following
running times: We use counting sort to implement the sort operation and thus the sort
operation has a running time o f 0 (| V\). Selecting the first element o f OPEN can be done in
0(1). Removing^ from

open

and adding the direct ancestors o f j to OPEN can be done in

0(1) + 0(1 F|), because the number of direct ancestors o f a transition is 0(|F|). Thus the
running time o f one iteration o f the while loop is 0 (| V\). The while operation can be exe
cuted 0(1 V\) times, because a transition can be added only once to OPEN, and when it is
removed from

open,

it cannot be added to

open

again.

□

Now w e study under which conditions the fork transition returned by
Procedure 3.3.4 is a cycle-invariant fork transition.
Definition 3.3.13.- An AOC STG S = (A, ÎÇà) is called sim p le if every transition of
the net is associated either with a distinct signal transition a e A(Y) or the silent transition
e, where .,4(7) is the alphabet o f Y (refer to Section 2.3.3).
Theorem 3.3.9.- If Procedure 3.3.4 terminates with a fork transition different fi-om
the root transition 0 when applied to find the fork transition of transitions

and è(A-+g) of

a (t4-e)-unfblding o f a simple AOC STG, then the fork transition is cycle-invariant.
Proof.- Let us call

the fork transition o f

and

that is different fi-om

the root transition 0. Let paths(x^j^.-^, a^^)) be the set o f all transition paths
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^{k-X)

y(k-\l)^(k-X2)

•••

‘^(k)

^^^P^^^,i^(k-X)’ ^(k))

Similarly let paths(X(^x-xy ^(k+t)) be the set o f all paths from
path,{X(^x-xy

there

is

a

(possibly

not

simple [58])

^

paths(X(^/^.xy

< 3 (t))-

^{k+ey For each path
non-indexed

path

path,{x, a) = x ... y 2 ... a in the AOC STG. Now consider the (i+e+l)-unfolding, which is
constructed from the (A:+E)-unfolding by adding one cycle of the simple

ago

STG (i.e., one

set of transitions and edges; notice that the signal transitions are not repeated). Consider
first

0

(^+1); construct a path pathi(x^x_x+iy ‘^(/t+i)) by incrementing the indices k o f

pathj{X(^^_xy % )) by one. Path path,{xiy.x^iy

must appear in the (/r+E+l)-unfolding

because its corresponding non-indexed path x . . . y z . . . a i s a path o f the

ago stg .

Simi

larly constmct/7atA5(X(;t-X+i)’ ^(k+e+i)) ^ompaths(X(^x-xy ^(k+e))- Moreover x^^-X+i) must be a
fork transition for

and l>(/c+e+iy Suppose X(t.x+i) is not a fork transition o f a ^ ^ ^ and

6(t+e+t), then there is a line containing a^x+i) ° r ^(k+e+\) but not
imply that there is a line containing

or

but that would

but not x^^.xy which is a contradiction. If

x^k-x+i) is u fork transition then it is a cycle-invariant fork transition.

□

Theorem 3.3.9 suggests a simple procedure to find a fork transition. For a con
straint

rule

Cy = (t„ tj. Ay, e)

of a

complete

graph

(E+l)-unfolding, and apply Procedure 3.3.4 to find a fork transition of

C,^g),

obtain

the

und ty/c+ey i f fbe

root transition 0 is returned, then add one cycle to the unfolding, otherwise the returned
transition is the sought cycle-invariant fork transition. We have not found a tight upperbound on the number of cycles required to guarantee that a cycle-invariant fork transition
will be found. The number o f transitions in the AOC STG is an upper-bound but we believe
it is not tight. A more likely candidate, we conjecture, is the size o f the cuts o f the unfold
ing. A cut is a snapshot o f the unfolding, and thus gives an indication o f the degree o f con
currency. For instance all the cuts o f a sequential process (a total ordering) have size 1, and
the cycle-invariant fork transition of two transitions a and b, is a i f a < b, b otherwise,
which can be found in the (E-fl)-unfolding.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter we introduced the interface design problem, that arises when two compo
nents, that are to be interconnected to construct a system, require interface logic to be able
communicate. The case in which protocol conversion is necessary is particularly interest
ing. Protocols can be described by interface specifications (refer to Chapter 2) which
describe the internal operation and the desired environment o f a component.
We have shown that one can view the interface design as the “merging” o f two
interface specifications with additional delay edges that generate the input signal transi
tions (the environment) o f the interface specifications. This merged graph is called a com
plete graph. A complete graph consists o f a live net, and a set o f constraint rules. We
developed the concept o f time-consistency that checks if the set of constraints rules is sat
isfied by all possible executions o f a complete graph.
Typically there is an infinite number o f possible executions o f a net (we are dealing
with dense, or continuous, time). Thus it is important to find procedures that can deter
mine if a complete graph is time-consistent. The concept o f a cycle-invariant fork transi
tion established that it is possible to check all the net executions by analyzing a finite
unfolding o f the net. Not all nets have cycle-invariant fork transitions; however we have
found that all the interface specifications that we have studied possess that property. More
over, nets that do not have cycle-invariant fork transitions may exhibit fundamentally dif
ferent behavior i f the time (delay) parameters of the net are slightly modified.
In the next chapter we shall present our probabilistic interface timing verification
procedure which is heavily founded on the concepts developed in this and the previous
chapters.

Chapter 4
Probabilistic interface timing verification
4.1 Introduction
Once the implementation of a digital system has been completed, one would like to check
that the system operates correctly. One approach is to check one instance o f the system,
against a suite o f tests which are intended to detect any malfunctioning. This approach suf
fers two major drawbacks. Firstly the chosen instance o f the system m ay happen not to be
representative o f the production run. Secondly the suite of tests, unless exhaustive, may
fail to detect a problem. If a problem eluded the checking procedure, eventually it would
show up later on at a time when it would be very expensive to fix. Thus there is a market
force that is driving system checking towards formal techniques.
Formal verification attempts to prove mathematically that the implementations o f a
system are going to function correctly under all circumstances. In this sense, it is equiva
lent to exhaustive system checking. It is no surprise that usually formal verification is
computationally very expensive. And until recently [19, 31, 83], its application was lim
ited to toy systems. However due to the potential benefits, and the development o f efficient
formal verification techniques, industry has been more receptive and is adopting formal
verification techniques, at least in parallel with standard checking, in their design method
ology.
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The aim o f this dissertation is to develop formal timing verification techniques to
certify that a system composed o f sub-components and interface logic satisfies timing con
straints given in the interface specifications o f the components. In the previous chapter we
have presented a formal representation of the interface design, called a complete graph,
that is amenable to formal timing verification. In this chapter we shall present a procedure
that relies on probability theory which can be used to certify that an ensemble o f instantia
tions represented by the complete graph satisfies all the timing constraints.
An important remark is that our approach uses a probabilistic, rather than a statisti
cal, analysis, as differentiated in [100]. Statistical techniques are essentially Monte Carlo
methods that are based on statistical sampling, and thus are close in spirit to simulation. A
probabilistic technique propagates the probability measure directly through the system.
Clearly a probabilistic approach is preferable, although sometimes it is not feasible due to
the complexity o f the problem. The main contribution of this chapter is the development of
a probabilistic technique to compute time separation between transitions that propagate
the probability density functions o f the delays exactly.

4.2 Verification problem formulation
A complete graph is a formal description o f a system composed of two components and
interface logic (refer to Section 3.2.2). There are two parts o f that description: the specifi
cation of the operation of the components that make up the system, and the description of
the timing constraints that each component imposes on its environment for proper opera
tion.
In the previous chapter we characterized time-consistency of a complete graph as a
constraint satisfaction problem. A complete graph is time-consistent if and only i f the set
of all the timing constraints are satisfied by every possible execution o f the net describing
the operation o f the system. We pointed out the difficulty involved in checking time-con-
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sistency, namely the infinite number o f possible executions o f the net. To avoid that prob
lem we identified a sub-class of nets with a remarkable property whose behavior is
repeatable (refer to Definition 3.3.12). Moreover, the existence o f a cycle-invariant fork

transition for each constraint, being a structural property, implies that it can be easily veri
fied.
In this section we show that for repeatable nets there is a simple procedure to solve
the interface timing verification problem that we define below.

Definition 4.2.1.- Given a complete graph Y g= (Zg,

with associated timed

STG Zg = OVg, 7g, Ig) and set o f constraint rules C/^g, the interface timing verification prob

lem is the problem o f determining if every constraint rule Cjj e C,^g is satisfied by every
execution o f the STG.
In other words, the goal of the interface timing verification problem is to find if a
complete graph is time-consistent. From our discussion of Chapter 3, it is clear that the
interface timing verification problem for the general case may involve checking an infinite
number o f executions. Fortunately, as mentioned above, for repeatable nets it is possible
check if a constraint is satisfied in a finite number of steps.
Recall that a constraint rule c,y = (t„ tj, A^, e) defines a time window Ay with respect
to the A:-th occurrence of the constraining transition r, during which the (^+s)-th occurrence
o f the constrained transition tj is allowed. The constraint rule is satisfied if for all occur
rence indices k > 0 , the following constraint equation for Cy is true:
~ '^ii(k) S Ay
If a net is repeatable, then the time separation 'i,j(^k+e) ~ '^u(k)

(Eq. 4.2.1)
invariant for k > M .

Thus it is possible to check Eq. 4.2.1 for k > M b y checking Eq. 4.2.1 for k = M . In
Chapter 3, we identified a structural condition on the net, the presence o f a cycle-invariant
fo r k transition (refer to Definition 3.3.9), that guarantees repeatability. Furthermore, as
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discussed in Section 3.3.4, one can express the left-hand side o f Eq. 4.2.1 with respect to a
cycle-invariant fork transition x as:
'^lj(k+z)0x ~ '^li{k)Ox —^ij
where each o f '^ij(k+e)Ox

(Eq. 4.2.2)

%t+e)0% &re expressions containing linear/min/max terms on a

set o f random variables that defines the timing behavior o f the net.
The set o f random variables is characterized by a joint probability density function
(or pdf). Our goal is to propagate the probability information o f the random variables to
the constraint equation. Let us denote the constraint equation by

~

is

clear that Zy is a random variable. If the pdf o f Zy is known, then the constraint rule is satis
fied if and only if all the values of Zy lie within A,y.

2 = 1 * - "to

Figure 4.2.1 Checking if z =

satisfies the constraint A.

Consider for example Figure 4.2.1. There is a constraint mle from transition a to
transition b. Let us define z = T f,- x^. If the pdf of z,^(z), is given by the shaded area, and
the interval A of the constraint “covers” the pdf, then the constraint is satisfied because all
the values that the time separation z can take are within the allowed time window A. Let us
formalize these ideas.
Definition 4.2.2.- Given a constraint rule
= (Zg, C^g), the
x,yi^y

k - th

time separation from r,- to

for a positive integer k .

tj

Cy

=

tj.

Ay, e) o f a complete graph

is the random variable Z y { k )

=

x^y^+g) -
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Definition 4.2.3.- Given a constraint rule Cy =

tj. Ay, e) o f a complete graph

the cover o f the k-th time separation over Ay, denoted by fjik ), is given by:

Yg = (Zg,

4 /* )=

where / .

(E q.42.3)

(,Zjj(k)) is the probability density function o f the A:-th time separation.

The cover o f the time separation is the area of the p d f o f the time separation that is
within the interval Ay.
To understand the significance of a cover, let us briefly introduce pdf’s. The inter
pretation o f a probability density function is as follows: Let x be a random variable with
pdf given by/^(x). For a sufficiently small Ax,
7^(xo) Ax = Prob {xq < x < Xq + Ax}

(Eq. 4.2.4)

The equality is approached as Ax —> 0. Thus the probability that x takes a value in a
small interval is proportional to fx(x). Clearly if the Probability is zero, then f f x ) is also
zero. Thus the cover of the time separation is the probability that the time separation lies
within the window Ay. Thus if f f k ) = 1 it is certain that the constraint is satisfied.
Without the existence o f a cycle-invariant fork transition one would have to check
an infinite number o f covers.
Definition 4.2.4.- Given a constraint rule Cy = (t„ tj. Ay, e) o f a complete graph
Yg = (Z^, C ^X

a cycle-invariant fork transition of r, and tj for ^ > M, the invariant time

separation from t,- to tj is the random variable z,y =
Definition 4.2.5.- Given a constraint rule Cy =

“ '^ti{,n)i for any n > M .
tj. Ay, e) o f a complete graph

Yg = (Zg, Cjy^) o f transitions t,- and tj, the cover o f the invariant time separation over Ay,
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denoted by ly, is the integral o f the probability density function o f the invariant time sepa
ration, denoted by

(z^.), over the constraint interval A^:

4 -

(Eq. 4.2.5)

Theorem 4.2,1.- Given a constraint rule Cy = (t„ tp Ay, e) o f a complete graph
Yg = (Zg, Cjvc), and an invariant fork transition o f /, and tj for k > M , the constraint equation
is satisfied for k > M i f and only if the cover of the invariant time separation I y is I .
Proof.- If Iy= I, then all the values o f Zy are within Ay. It is easy to show that the
converse is also true.

□

The constraint satisfaction procedure that solves the interface timing verification
problem can be stated as follows:
Procedure 4.2.1.- Given a cycle-invariant complete graph, for every constraint
ndeCÿE

do:

1. Compute the cover o f the /c-th time separation Iy{k) for A:= 1,2, ..., M - 1.
2. Compute the cover o f the invariant time separation ly.
3. The complete graph is time-consistent if and only if,
= 1

(Eq. 4.2.6)

for A:= 1, 2, ...,M -1 , and
= 1

(Eq. 4.2.7)

Theorem 4.2.2.- Procedure 4.2.1 solves the interface timing verification problem.
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Proof.- In a cycle-invariant complete graph there is a cycle-invariant fork transition
for every pair o f transitions involved in a constraint rule (refer to Definition 3.3.11). Then
for each constraint rule there is an invariant time separation. According to Theorem 4.2.1,
checking the cover o f the invariant time separation

guarantees that the constraint rule is

satisfied for k > M . Using a similar argument, checking the cover of the A:-th time separa
for k= 1,2, ..., M - 1, guarantees that the constraint rule is satisfied for A: = 1, 2,

tion
..., M—1.

EH

Thus Procedure 4.2.2 checks a finite number of covers to find if a cycle-invariant
complete graph is time-consistent.
The rest o f the chapter presents the techniques that we have developed to deter
mine the p d fs o f the invariant time separation. We provide several examples to illustrate
our ideas. The chapter concludes with a discussion o f a reliability analysis for the case that
some o f the covers are less than 1.

4.3 Probability distribution of functions of random
variables
The time o f occurrence o f each transition in a complete graph is a random variable, as it is
the time separation between two transitions. In this section we state some results from
probability theory [105] that will be needed to compute the time separation between tran
sitions.

no
4.3.1 One function of two random variables
Given two random variables x and y and a scalar function g(a, b) o f two real variables a
and b, the random variable z = g(x, y) is formed. The probability density function o f z can
be expressed in terms o f the joint probability density function J^y(x, y ) o f the random vari
ables X and 7 , and the function g, as discussed below.
the region o f the ab

Let the random variable z be a given value Z. Denote by
plane such that g(a, b) < Z, Then:
{z < Z} =

{g (x , y )

Ig(x, y) < Z} = {(x, y) | (x, y ) s D^}

(Eq. 4.3.1)

The probability that the point (X, Y) of the pair o f random variables (x, y) is in a
o f the ab plane is given by the following integral:

region

P rob { (x ,y ) e D J = j L X / ^ , y ) 4 x dy

(Eq. 4.3.2)

The cumulative probability distribution function o f z is given by:
F /Z ) = Prob{z <Z} = Prob{(x,y) e D,}
Thus, to

(Eq. 4.3.3)

determine F^(z) one has to find the region

and evaluate the integral in

Eq. 4.3.2.
The probability density function can be determined similarly. Let AD^ be the
region of the ab

plane such that Z < g{a, b)< Z + dZ. Then,
{Z < z < Z + dZ\ = {(x, y) I (x, y) e AD^}

f ^ ( Z ) d z = P r o b { Z < z < Z + dz} =

(^ .z )

(Eq. 4.3.4)

4y

(Eq. 4.3.5)

I ll

4.3.2 Statistics of Imear/max/min functions

In Section 3.3.4 we have shown that the left-hand side o f the constraint equation
(Eq. 4.2.1) when computed with respect to the fork transition of transitions

and

is an expression on a subset o f the random variables containing min, max and linear terms
only. Thus, the constraint equation is an expression of the form E ^ - E 2 , where each o f the
El is recursively defined as follows in b n f notation:
E <— nil I
't/I
E+% i\
max(£, T,) I
min(E, x,)
where nil means that E is empty. This occurs if either

or (,(*+£) coincide with the fork

transition (only one o f them could be the fork transition, assuming that

and

distinct).
In this section we summarize the application o f Eqs. 4.2.3 and 4.2.6 to the special
functions that can appear in a constraint equation derived fi'om a fork transition.
Let X and y be two random variables with joint pdf^,(x, y).
1. z = x + y
The region

o f the ab plane such that a + b < Z , and the region AD^, given by

Z < a + b < Z + d Z a r e shown in Figure 4.3.1.
After integrating over the corresponding region, Eqs. 4.2.3 and 4.2.6 can be written
as:

F"z(z)

-rr
= J J

f^y {x,y )d x d y

(Eq. 4.3.6)
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D.

Figure 4.3.1 Probability regions fo rz = x + y .

/z ( ^ ) = I

f x y i ^ - y ’y)dy

(Eq. 4 .3 .7 )

If X and y are independent random variables, i.e., fxy(x,y)=fx(x)-Jy(y), then
Eq. 4.3.7 becomes the convolution of the individual pdf’s:

/z ( ^ ) = J

(Eq. 4.3.8)

fx^^-y)fp)dy

2. z = y - x
The region

of the ab plane such that b ~ a < Z , and the region AD^, given by

Z < b - a < Z + d Z a r e shown in Figure 4.3.2.
-AD,
b —a = z

Figure 4.3.2 Probability regions for z = x - y .
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After integrating over the corresponding region, Eqs. 4.2.3 and 4.2.6 can be written
as:
:+x

-

S_J_

fjcyix,y)dy dx

= J fxy(x,x + z)dx

(Eq. 4.3.9)

(Eq. 4.3.10)

If X and y are independent random variables then Eq. 4.3.10 becomes the cross-cor
relation o f the individual pdf’s:

AW

= I

fx ^ x )f

(x + z)dx

(Eq. 4.3.11)

3. z = m a\(x,y)
The region

o f the ab plane such that max(a, b) < Z, and the region AD^, given by

Z < max(a, b ) < Z + dZaxe shown in Figure 4.3.3.

AO:

Dj

Figure 4.3.3 Probability regions for z = max(x, y).
After integrating over the D^, Eq. 4.2.3 can be written as:

(Eq. 4.3.12)
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and fjiz) is obtained after differentiating Eq. 4.3.12:

(Eq. 4.3.13)

where

(Eq. 4.3.14)

is the cumulative joint distribution function of r and y.
I f r and J are independent random variables, Eqs. 4.3.13 becomes:
(Eq. 4.3.15)

The region

o f the ab plane such that min(a, b) < Z, and the region AZ)^, given by

Z < min(u, b )< Z + d Z a r e shown in Figure4.3.4.

D.-

AD,

Figure 4.3.4 Probability regions for z = min(x, y).
After integrating over the D^, Eq. 4.2.3 can be written as:
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F z\
/ z )J = *F ( z ) + F ( z )/ - F xy^
( z , z)

(Eq. 4.3.16)

and/^(z) is obtained after differentiating Eq. 4.3.16:

.^(Z) = ^

+ f},(z) - F ,/Z , z))

(Eq. 4.3.17)

If X and jx are independent random variables, ^ (z) is commonly expressed in terms
o f the reliability function R^(x) defined as:
R^(X) = Prob{x > ^

= 1 - F^{X)

(Eq. 4.3.18)

Then Eq. 4.3.17 becomes:

;;(z)=y;(z)F/z)+y;,(z)y;^(z)

(Eq. 4.3.19)

Notice that the expressions for the +, max, and min operators are commutative. It is
easy to show that they are also associative.

4.3.3 Point conditional probability
The results o f the previous section can be used directly to compute the time separations
i,j(k+e)Ox and T,i(^k)Ox with respect to a fork transition x. However to compute itj(k+t)Ox ~
'^iiik)Ox we have to address the issue o f the so-called reconvergence fan-out [28]. The effect
o f reconvergence fan-out is due to the presence o f common random variables in expres
sions Tÿ(t+e)0 %and 'iii(^k)Ox-

a correct analysis, the value used for a common random vari

able that appears in both expressions should be the same. As we shall discuss below, even
if the delay random variables are independent, the topology o f a net may introduce corre
lation.
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Figure 4.3.5 Two partial unfoldings (a) a and b independent; (b) a and b
correlated.
Consider for example the two imfoldings shown in Figure 4.3.5. For the sake o f
clarity, let us assume that the random variables t, associated to the edges o f the unfoldings
are independent. To check constraint A, one has to compute the time separation from tran
sition a to transition b with respect to the fork transition jc, given by:
- '^aOx Ç A
where both expressions

'^b’ix

(Eq. 4.3.20)

functions o f the T,-.

For the unfolding shown in Figure 4.3.5a, the time separation

- x^^^x is simply

z = {X2 + T4 } - {Tj + T3 }. Application o f Eqs. 4.3.8 and 4.3.11 obtains the pdf o f z from
the pd f’s o f the random variables T, to T4 . An interesting property of this unfolding is that
'^bOx -

{ '^ 2

+ '^4 }

'tflO.r = {t| + T3 } are two independent random variables.

For the unfolding shown in Figure 4.3.5b, the time separation z = Xi,ox ~ ‘^a(>x i®
given by the following expression:
z = max(x2 + T4 , Xg + Xg^J - max(x, + X3 , x? + Xg^J

(Eq. 4.3.21 )

where Xg^^^ = max(X; + X5 , X2 + Xg) is the occurrence time o f transition e with respect to the
fork transition x.
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Notice that

appears in both max terms. It is clear that to compute z for a partic

ular set o f values o f the random variables T,-, one has to make sure that the same value for
is used in both max terms. This implies that the two max terms in Eq. 4.3.21 are not
independent o f one another, even if the T,- are independent. Thus common random vari
ables t,- in expressions

and

introduce correlation in random variable z.

To take into account the dependency introduced by common terms we use point
conditional probability [106]. Let x and

be two vectors o f random variables x,- and let

fxy{x, y) be a function o f x and y. The point conditional probability o f fxy{x, y) provided
that x = X , written fy\^{x, y), is given by the following equation:

/y ,J x ,y ) =

(Eq. 4.3.22)

if/;(x);6 0.
Consider again the time separation z =
following paragraphs, let us denote a =

- x^Ox- To simplify the notation in the
and b = x^o^;. To compute z, one can use

Eq. 4.3.10, which necessitates the joint probability distribution fabifl, b).
To determine the joint pdffabia, b) we use the following procedure based on point
conditional probability (Eq. 4.3.22). Let us denote by

and xi, two vectors o f random

variables formed from the set o f random variables x,- on which random variables a and b
respectively depend. The dependency of random variables a and b on vectors

and x^, can

be explicitly written as a = a{x^, and b = 6 (a:^). Let us denote by x ^ the vector containing
all the variables common to both x^ and jc^.
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b, x^) describes the joint p d f o f a and b

The probability density function

for a given value o f x ^. For a fixed x^,f^^^{x^, x ^ a n d a r e
b, jc„) as:

another. Thus one can write
fab\xr\^^i

independent o f one

^n) ~ fa^crSfl^

fb\xr\^^^ ^n)

4.3.23)

In Section 4.5 we shall show that it is straightforward to compute fa\xnH^a'>

and

fb\xri^b^ jcx). Finally, the joint pdf of a and b is given by:

= J

j

/aiA:

(Eq. 4.3.24)

where (using Eq. 4.3.22):
^n) =

(^q. 4.3.25)

Thus point conditional probability allows us to take into account the reconvergence
fan-out due to common delays in the occurrence times o f transitions a and b with respect
to fork transition x. Once Eq. 4.3.24 has been obtained, the application o f Eq. 4.3.10 yields
the desired pdf o f the time separation from a to b.

4.4 Reliability analysis
In this section we take a look at the case when a complete graph is not time-consistent. As
we shall discuss, it is for this case that our procedure can provide invaluable insight.
In Section 4.2 we introduced the cover of the time separation, which computes for
a constraint c,y = (t„ tj, Ay, e) the area under the pdf o f the time separation between the tran
sitions over the interval A^. Our interface timing verification procedure checks that the
cover o f the time separation is 1, that means that every possible value that the time sépara-
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tion can take lies within the constraint window Ay. In this section we extend the yes/no
answer produced by Procedure 4.2.1 so that a designer can have, in case that the complete
graph is not time-consistent, a measure o f the deviation from time-consistency.
Definition 4.4.1.- The set o f reliability factors o f a constraint rule Cy = (/„ tj. Ay, e)
o f a cycle-invariant complete graph

is the set o f covers o f the time separa

tion {Ijjik) I k= 1, 2, ..., Af-1} u {/ÿ}.

ik

A

Figure 4.4.1 Reliability factor.
In essence, a cover o f a time separation associated to a constraint represents the
probability that the constraint is satisfied by the net. The verification procedure of
Section 4.2 requires that the constraint be satisfied 100%. By keeping the values o f the
covers, rather than just checking if they are 1 or not, it is possible to qualify a design. Con
sider for example two possible p d f’s of a time separation for the same constraint shown in
Figure 4.4.1. Neither o f the pdf’s satisfy the constraint. However, the probability that
would violate the constraint is significantly smaller than the probability that

(z)

would

violate the constraint.
This is particularly important when the joint pdf that characterizes the set o f delay
random variables describes an ensemble o f components. The reliability factor would pro
vide some indication about the reliability o f a design. For instance, an estimation o f the
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number o f finished boards that would be returned. Moreover, the

are likely

approximations of the actual ranges such that, say 99.5% o f the components show a delay
in that range.
The reliability factor o f a constraint is actually a set o f values. To determine a reli
ability figure o f a design, one may want to develop a strategy to combine the reliability
factors o f all constraints o f the complete graph into a single figure. A simple approach is to
use the minimum o f the values o f the reliability factor set to represent a constraint and then
choose the minimum o f the constraints’ values to represent the design. However different
applications may require different strategies and we have preferred to leave this decision to
the designer.

4.5 Examples
In this section we look at some examples to illustrate our probabilistic timing interface
verification procedure. Our first example considers the case in which all the delays are
independent. A second example considers the case in which some delays are not indepen
dent. Then we analyze a read interface design involving the SHARC DSP and an SRAM mem
ory chip (the interface specifications o f these two components, which contain correlation
data, were presented in Chapter 2). Finally we explore the relation between the traditional
interval representation of delays and our probabilistic representation by analyzing some
special cases.

4.5.1 Example with independent random variables
In this example we shall explore the effect of using different pdf’s. We have chosen uni
form and Gaussian functions as representative p d f’s. For the sake o f simplicity, the ran
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dom variables are assumed to be independent. In the following example we shall look into
the effect o f correlation.

a

e

Figure 4.5.1

Constraint satisfaction by a net unfolding.

Consider the net unfolding shown in Figure 4.5.1. The time separation from d \a e
with respect to the fork transition a is the random variable z =
= max(T|, T, + T3 ) + T4 , and

= T2 +

where

The delays are assumed to be independent, and

their projections (refer to Section 2.5.4) can be described by the following intervals: for x,,
[0, 90]; for X,, [0, 100]; and or Xj, X4 , and X5 , [10,20].
First we tackle the task o f finding the joint pdf that characterizes the delays o f the
unfolding. Because the delays are independent, the joint pdf has the following form:
-^It2x3t4t5(^1 >^ 2 ’ ^3> ^4; ^s) ~yxl(^l)/r2(^2)/t3(^3)/T4(^4)./T5(^5)

(Eq. 4.5.1)

where/[,(x,) is the pdf o f the independent random variable x,-.
As mentioned in Section 2.5.4, the projection o f a pdf describes an infinite number
of possible pdf’s. First let us assume that it is known that the pdf’s o f the x,’s are uniform.
That defines unequivocally the p d f’s given their projections. For example, the pdf o f x, is
shown in Figure 4.5.2.
The next step is to determine the pdf of the time separation z = Xg^^ - x^ç^ from d to
e with respect to a. The expressions for each o f the terms involved in z are
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0.011

90

Figure 4.5.2 Probability density f u n c t i o n o f t,.
TgOo = max(X], Z2 + T3 ) + T4 and

= X + X . The random variable X is common to both
2

5

2

terms, thus one must use point conditional probability as discussed in Section 4.3.3 to find
fxd 0 aix2 ( y 0 a’ "Cz)

fxeOaixiiT^eOa’ '^z)

Obtain the joint pdf f.^0axeOa(yoa’ '^eOa) required in

Eq. 4.3.10 to com pute^(z). Figure 4.5.3 shows the intermediate step to find the condi
tional pdf o f X given a fixed x, where x = max(x,, X; + X ).
3

'xH2

à/xtfl

0.1

0 .011

5

ë

90

(a)

(c)

Figure 4.5.3 Probability density function o f X

2

),

X = max(z^, Xi + X3 ), for: (a) 0 < X, < 70; (b) 70 < Xo < 80; (c) 80 < X; < 100.

The resulting pdf o f 2 is shown in Figure 4.5.4. The projection of/.(z) is the inter
val [0, 100] (not clearly shown in the plot due to resolution). Hence any constraint interval
A that includes [0, 100] is satisfied by the net unfolding.
Let us consider now the case in which the pdf’s o f the X,- are Gaussian distributions,
such that 99.7% o f their values lie within the above intervals, i.e., within three times the
standard deviation a to each side o f the mean. For example, the mean and standard devia
tion o f the Gaussian distribution corresponding to x, are 45 and 15 respectively. The
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f z ( z ) 0.05

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.01

-2 0

40

100

120

Figure 4.5.4 Probability density distribution o fz =
p df’s.

uniform

resulting pdf o f z is shown in Figure 4.5.5. Notice the similarities o f this p d f to the pdf
shown in Figure 4.5.4. This is due to the filtering effect of the operations performed on the
random variables (/.e., convolution, and correlation).

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

40

100

Figure 4.5.5 Probability density distribution o fz =
p df’s.
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~ '^Ma' Gaussian
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The area under f^{z) within the interval [0, 100] {i.e., F,(100) —F.(0)) is 0.997,
therefore a constraint interval A = [0,100] is satisfied by the unfolding in 99.7% o f its exe
cutions.
In both cases, for uniform and Gaussian pdf’s, it is clear that a tighter constraint
would be satisfied by the unfolding with a lower probability. To investigate the effect o f
the reliability factor r on a constraint for the time-separation distribution shown in
Figure 4.5.5, consider the variable constraint [0, £^„,„]. Figure 4.5.6 shows the plot of
r vs.

Note the two main regions in the plot: for low values o f

causes a noticeable change in r, starting from

a variation in

~ 25, the slope asymptotically dimin

ishes towards zero. For d„,^ > 80, r = 1.

r(% )
100

80

20

100

Figure 4.5.6 Reliability figure r.

4.5.2 Example with correlated random variables
In our second example we investigate the impact o f ignoring correlation data in the verifi
cation procedure.
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Figure 4.5.7 Partial unfolded graph with correlation between transitions b
and c.
Consider for example the partial unfolded graph shown in Figure 4.5.7. Transition
d will occur as soon as the first o f 6 or c occurs (OR causality). Suppose the delays have
projections with the following lower/upper bounds: -, and T? in [0,20]; Xj in [10,50]; x^ in
[0,60]; and X5 in [10,30]. Moreover x, and Xo are related by a correlation edge p, whose
range is [-5,5]. Correlation p, states that for all possible values o f x, and x,, x, - x, e p,,
which can be written as -5 < x, - x, < 5. Note that non-causality is not implied by p,, as
transitions b and c always occur after transition a. The other delays are assumed to be
independent. Finally let us assume that the pdf’s are uniformly distributed so that we can
reconstruct a joint pdf for the delays from the given projections. The joint probability den
sity function

is shown in Figure 4.5.8. The joint pdf that characterizes the delays

o f the unfolding is thus given by:
./t1x2t3t4t5(^1 ’ ^2’ ^3’ ^4’ ^5 ) “ ^ 11x2 ( ^ 1 5

4.5.2)

15 20 'tl

Figure 4.5.8 Joint probability density function of delays x, and Xg.
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To check constraint A one must find the time separation trom e to d, which is given
by the random variable z =

~

('ti+^3 >^ 2 + 1 :4 ), and x^^ = T, + X5 ,

where

relative to the fork transition a. Figure 4.5.9 shows the probability density function of z.
/-(z)
0.03

0.025

0.02

0.015

0,01

-45
0.005

-80

-40

•20
1

40

Figure 4.5.9 Probability density distribution o f z = x ^^ ~ '^dOa' continuous
line, with correlation; dashed line, without correlation.
The bounds on the time separation z fi'om

to g are [-45,30]. Therefore any con

straint A such that [-45,30] e A would be satisfied. If A is not satisfied, the probability that
the constraint can be violated by the interface circuit can be determined by computing the
cover o f the time separation. Suppose that A = [-30,30]; then / = 0.9703, that is A would be
violated in about 3% o f the executions.
If correlation p , is not taken into consideration, it can be found that the bounds on
z are [-50,40] (refer to Figure 4.5.9) thus yielding pessimistic results.
As a side remark, we comment on the simpler problem of obtaining just the bounds
on the time separation o f the events related by the constraint. One might think that it could
be possible to determine the constraint bounds by computing the time separation for every
combination o f the extreme (i.e. min/max) values of the delays x,. This in general does not
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hold. For instance in the previous example the -45 bound occurs only in the following
cases:
1. Ti +

X3

> l2 +

X 4 ,

and

X 4

= 55,

X 5

= 10.

2. X| + X3 < X2 + X4 , and x, = 5, X2 = 0, Xj = 50, X; = 10 or x, = 25, X2 = 5, X3 = 50,
X 5

=

1 0 .

In general taking correlation into consideration tightens up the bounds on the time
separation z - x^g -

To see that consider the linear projections shown in 4.5.10. If the

random variables are independent the linear projection is given by the rectangular projec
tion, indicating that the values that each r.v. can take does not depend on the values o f the
other one. If they are correlated, this is described by the hexagonal shape, indicating that
there is some depedency between the values of the two r.v.

Figure 4.5.10 Two linear projections of pdf’s o f two random variables: independent
(dotted boundary) and correlated (gray area).

Because the projection for the case o f independent r.v. properly contains the pro
jection for the case of correlated r.v., the possible values for the time separation z = x^ç^ XeOo for the latter case is always a subset o f the possible values for the time separation z
=

~

for foe former case.
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4.5.3 Memory read interface example
In our last example we shall examine a read interface design involving a DSP and a

ram

device. The interface specifications of these two components were covered in Chapter 2,
where it was shown that the operational part of the interface specification included time
correlation data, i.e., some o f the delays were not independent.
Consider a high-performance system comprising the SHARC DS? and some fast, no
wait state, RAM. The DSP’s clock cycle is 25 nanoseconds. The designer o f this system
would like to choose a ram chip that is not an overkill, because it will increase the cost of
the system, but at the same time she would like to certify that the system will not fail. Our
interface timing verification procedure is a tool that can help her in making the right
choices.

DSP

SRAM

Interface

ADD[0:31]

RD*

ADD[0:I1]

V
iC > p

WR*
ACK
DAT[0:31]

E*
W*

3
DAT[0:31]

CLK
CLK
Clock

Figure 4.5.11 Interface read design.
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Figure 4.5.11 shows a block diagram (a structural view) o f a system composed o f a
DSP, an SRAM component and interface logic. The interface logic consists o f a selector that

generates the enable signal o f the SRAM, and o f the generation o f the ack signal. Due to the
design requirements, the ack signal is generated as soon as possible to avoid incurring wait
states.

^

add+

e+

rd+

S£k+

addrd—

e.-

daL• ■ d a ti

DSP

RAM

Figure 4.5.12 Complete graph representing the interface read design.
The complete graph describing the read cycle of this design is shown in
Figure 4.5.12. Notice that the complete graph provides a behavioral view o f the design.
The complete graph contains the interface specifications for the read cycle o f the DSP and
the SRAM. The semantic specification that defines a data transfer, given by the sequence
dat+

dat+ —> dat

> dat- -> dat-\-, is already included in the interface specifications.

Finally there are some additional delay edges, shown as thick lines, which correspond to
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the interface logic. For example the two delays Ô2 and Ô3 represent the propagation delays
from the address lines and the address strobe signal rd in the DSP, through the selection
block in the interface block, to the enable signal e in the SRAM. Notice that those delays are
able to represent also interconnection delays; this is very important in the new sub-micron
technologies for which interconnection delays are comparable to gate delays, and thus not
negligible.
To certify the design one must check that each one o f the constraints is satisfied. In
this example we shall focus our attention on one constraint, which is usually overlooked;
the back-to-back cycle constraint that monitors that the data lines in the previous cycle are
tri-stated before a new piece o f data is placed in the data bus during the current cycle. The
interval associated with the constraint is A = [0, o°).

rd'add+

e-

dati
S.+

dan

Figure 4.5.13 Back-to-back cycle constraint A.
Figure 4.5.13 shows a partial net unfolding for constraint A. Notice that ck\+ of the
previous cycle coincides with ck\+ of the current cycle.
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The bounds o f the
to e [5, 7], Tj e [0, 8 ],

63

delays

areas

e [2, 5], Ô3 e [2, 4],

follows;T,e [0,8 ],X2 E [8 ,13],
6

T4 e [0, 5],

? e [3, 6 ], and 8 g g [1, 5]. Delays

T,, T;,

and T4 are correlated, according to the following inequalities:
T2 - T| > 5
- T4 > 8

%2

Moreover, the interface delays are also assumed to be correlated according to the
following inequalities:
-1 ^ ôg — Ô3 ^ 1

-1

^ ô j — Ô2 ^

1

We assume that the joint pdf is uniform. The joint pdf that characterizes the ran
Ô2 , S3 , Sy, 5g, t^, Tj ) is

dom variables o f the net unfolding /iix 2 T4 5 2 8 3 5 7 5 8 Toxrf('!^i>
given by:
f x \ z 2 z A ^ '^ U

"^4 ) ^5257%, S7 ) ^ 5 3 8 8 (8 3 , 5g)

2

/^/X ^)

(Eq. 4.5.3)

5

Figure 4.5.14 Projection o f ^ 2 6 7 (8 2 ,

8 7

).

The projection of 7 ^2 5 7 (8 2 »8 7 ) is shown in Figure 4.5.14. The projection of
(

75257 5 2 5 8 7

) can be similarly obtained. The projection o f ^iix 2 x4 ('^i>'^2 >'^4 ) 's shown in

Figure 4.5.15. To obtain the actual uniform pdf from its projection, one first must find the
hypervolume o f the projection. In this dissertation we consider projections described by
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set o f inequalities (i.e., polytopes [104]). The problem o f finding efficient algorithms to
compute the volume o f a polytope has received recently considerable attention in the
literature [32, 75, 59, 80, 18]. We have used to compute the volume of the polytopes in our
examples Prof. Fukuda’s cdd code [56], which we gratefully acknowledge.

Figure 4.5.15 Projection o

f

'

^

2

>'’^4 )-

The constraint equation for A can be written as:
'^dati ~

(Eq. 4.5.4)

^

which can be expressed in terms o f the delays with respect to the fork transition ckQ+ as
follows:
; max(T2 + 6 3 , Tj+Sj) +

} - { min(T4+5g, ti+ô?) +

}ç A

(Eq. 4.5.5)

We consider two cases: (a) the delays are assumed to be independent, which
implies that there is no correlation; and (b) the delays are correlated. For both cases we
have

to

compute

AdailxdaniyaiU'^dad)-

Figures 4.5.16

and 4.5.17

show

fuiailidaniyatU '^daiî) for cases (a) and (b) respectively. Notice the symmetry o f the p d f for
case (a), in contrast to the skewed pdf corresponding to case (b). This effect is due to the
phenomenon o f time correlation among the delays.
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0 .0 2 -

24

20

Figure 4.5.16 Joint p à f f ^ a t i zdat\ii'^dati^ '^dat\Ù without correlation.

0.04.

. .

002

24

20

Figure 4.5.17 Joint pdf/^a,j. ■^ai'A'^daiU '^dat\Ù with correlation.
The pdf o f the time separation z = Xjati ~ '^dait for both cases is shown in
Figure 4.5.18. The continuous curve in Figure 4.5.18 corresponds to case (a) and the
dashed curve corresponds to case (b). The projection o f the p d f for case (a) is the interval
[-3, 23], while for case (b) is the interval [4, 21]. The constraint A = [0, » ) is satisfied by
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Figure 4.5.18 Probability density function o f the time separation.
case (b) but not by case (a). Moreover, our procedure allows the designer to quantify the
probability that the timing constraint A would be violated in case (a), which turns out to be

2.3%.
Let us interpret the previous two cases as follows: case (a) corresponds to the anal
ysis o f a circuit for which correlation among delays is ignored, while in case (b) correla
tion is taken into consideration. Under this view, an analysis that neglects timing
correlation would yield an incorrect conclusion. In general, as discussed in Section 2.5.4,
timing correlation reduces the projection o f the delays (cf. Figure 4.5.14).
In the following section we present several examples that show the relationship
between the probabilistic analysis that we have developed in this chapter and traditional
interval analysis techniques.
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4.5.4 Special cases
In this section we present a suite o f special cases in order to show the relationship that
exists between an interval arithmetic (or bounded-delay) analysis [112] and our probabi
listic approach for the case that the p d fs are bounded (a bounded pdf is zero outside a
bounded interval).

X-,

Figure 4.5.19 Sequencing.
We start with the sequencing o f two transitions (refer to Figure 4.5.19): transition a
causes transition b which causes transition c. Let us find the time separation z fi-om a to c.
Clearly the fork transition is a itself, thus z = t , +X 2 - For the sake of simplicity let us
assume that x^ and tg are independent. Rather than using specific p d fs for x, and Xj, we
shall only assume that the pdf’s are bounded, i.e., that the p d fs are non-zero only in the
interval [dj,D,] (refer to Figure 4.5.19). Notice that a non-empty interval implies that

Using the above assumptions, it can be seen that f^(z) can be computed using
Eq. 4.3.8, which denotes convolution. Figure 4.5.20 shows the integrand o f Eq. 4.3.8 for a
particular z. We are not interested in the actual shape off,(z), but in its bounds. It is easy to
check that the integrand is non-zero for z e [d ,+ c?2 , D, 4 - 2 ) 2 ]. H ence^(z) is non-zero in
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/üO)

y;,{z-v)
y
■>

d]

z -D i D2

z -d |

Figure 4.5.20 Convolution.
that interval (refer to Figure 4.5.21). This coincides with the result o f the addition o f inter
vals [rf,, D{\ and [û?2 >D-^.

d|+d2

D1+D2

Figure 4.5.21 Sequencing pdf.

Figure 4.5.22 Time separation.
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The second special case is a simple time separation between two transitions (refer
to Figure 4.5.22): transition a causes both transitions b and c. Let us find the time separa
tion z from c to b. The fork transition is a, thus z = x, - T2 . Let us assume again that x, and
X2 are independent and that we only know that the p d fs are bounded.

/ t|(^+z)

Figure 4.5.23 Time separation construction.
Using the above assumptions, it can be seen that y^(z) can be computed using
Eq. 4.3.11, which denotes the operation o f correlation (not to be confused with the correla
tion data in our interface specifications). Figure 4.5.23 shows the integrand o f Eq. 4.3.11
for a particular z. The integrand is non-zero for z e [ d ^ - D j, D, - 6 ^2 ]- H ence^(z) is non
zero in that interval (refer to Figure 4.5.24). This coincides with the result o f the subtrac
tion o f intervals [dx,D\] and [d2 , D-2\.

Di—
do

Figure 4.5.24 Time separation pdf.
The third special case is simple a n d causality (refer to Figure 4.5.25): transition c
is caused by both transitions a and b. Let us assume that both transitions a and b occurred
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tim e = 0

D,

Figure 4.5.25 AND causality,
at exactly the same time Xg. Let us find the time occurrence z o f c with respect to Xg. Thus
z = max(X|, X2 ). As before, x, and x^ are independent and we only know that the p d f’s are
bounded.

d,

d,

D,

Figure 4.5.26 And causality construction.
Hence fj^z) is f^(z)Fy{z) + fy(z)F^{z) (refer to Eq. 4.3.15). Figure 4.5.26 shows F^(z)
and F}(z). It is easy to check that^(z) is non-zero fo rz e [max(ii,, dj), max(T>,, D 2 )] (refer
to Figure 4.5.27). This coincides with the result of the max operation on intervals [d^, D{\
and [<^2 , D 2 ].
The final special case is simple OR causality (refer to Figure 4.5.28): transition c is
OR-caused by both transitions a and b. Let us assume that both transitions a and b occurred
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max(di,d2)

max(D|,D2)

Figure 4.5.27 AND causality pdf.

tim e = 0

Figure 4.5.28 OR causality,
at Xq. The time occurrence z o f c with respect to Tq is z = min(x,, X2 ). As before, x, and X2
are independent and we only know that the pdf’s are bounded.

d2

d,

D:

Figure 4.5.29 OR causality construction.
H ence^(z) isy^(z)(l - Fy{z)) +fy{z)(\ - F^(z)) (refer to Eq. 4.3.19). Figure 4.5.29
shows

7\(z)

and

Fy{z).

It

can

be

shown

that

y^(z)

is

non-zero

for
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z e [min(û?|,

min(D,, D^)] (refer to Figure 4.5.30). This coincides with the result of

the min operation on intervals [d^, D(\ and [rfj,

min(d,,d2 )

min(D,,D2 )

Figure 4.5.30 OR causality pdf.
More complicated graphs cannot be expressed using plain interval arithmetic
alone, due to correlation either implied by the joint pdf o f the delays o f the net, or intro
duced by the topology o f the net (reconvergence fan-out). O f course the interval analysis
techniques can be extended to handle more complicated situations.

4.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented a probabilistic interface timing verification procedure
that not only can check if every constraint o f a cycle-invariant complete graph is satisfied,
but if a constraint is not satisfied, it returns a reliability factor which is a measure o f the
probability that a constraint will be satisfied.
Thus our verification procedure provides more information than traditional inter
face timing verification techniques, which can be invaluable when evaluating the trade
offs o f a design. Our verification procedure is based on a probabilistic framework that
gives a natural interpretation to the time correlation data that crop up in component data
sheets. We also show in this chapter that by ignoring time correlation, a pessimistic result
may be obtained. In high-speed designs, where every nanosecond counts, it is important to
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determine tighter bounds: a pessimistic result may seem to indicate a timing constraint
violation where none exists.
The verification procedure presented in this chapter requires that all the delays be
known. This is not the case prior to the interface logic synthesis. However it is possible to
adapt our procedure so that instead o f checking for constraint satisfaction, it determines
the values o f the delays that satisfy all the constraints. In the following chapter we shall
present this variation that we have called timing analysis for synthesis.

Chapter 5
Timing Analysis for Synthesis
5.1 Introduction
During the system integration phase of the design flow, interface logic may be required to
construct a system that uses off-the-shelf components. In Chapter 2 we presented a suit
able formal specification to describe the interface behavior o f the components, while in
Chapter 3 we addressed the issue of describing the glue, or interface, logic whose function
is to connect the components together, and in Chapter 4 we discussed a timing verification
procedure that, once the necessary logic has been implemented, not only checks if the new
circuitry meets the timing constraints given in the component specifications, but also gives
a measure o f the reliability o f the system in case some constraints are violated.
In this chapter we shall present an analysis procedure that can be used ahead o f the
interface logic implementation, or synthesis. The problem that we face is that prior to
interface synthesis, the values that the interface delays can take are unknown. One solution
is to apply a timing verification procedure for which conservative estimates for the inter
face delays are used [97, 98]. Our solution is to reformulate the timing interface verifica
tion problem as the problem of finding the set o f allowed values for the unknown delays so
that the constraints are satisfied, which we have called timing analysis for synthesis (tafs )
in [47]. Amon and Bordello [2] suggested a similar idea, that they call symbolic timing
verification; however they studied only the convex case for which a solution can be given
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using standard constraint satisfaction programming techniques [127,

6 8

, 122], and failed

to point out that in general “symbolic verification” results in a non-convex problem.

5.2 Timing analysis for synthesis problem formulation
Timing analysis for synthesis (tafs ) is a technique that can be used in advance of the
interface logic synthesis to determine the values that the interface delays can take if they
are to meet the timing constraints given in the interface specifications. The importance o f
TAFS is that it can break the series o f iterations between interface design and implementa

tion that usually occur during the design flow (i.e., a design is implemented, then checked
for timing constraint satisfaction, and if violations are encountered, the implementation
and/or the design of the interface logic must be redone), because it can be applied on a
description o f the interface design prior to implementation.
In Chapter 3 we suggested that the interface logic required to integrate off-theshelf components to build up a system can be described as the “merging” o f the interface
specifications describing the protocols followed by the components to implement certain
capability {e.g., a bus arbitration operation), where the “merging” consisted o f adding
delay edges, corresponding to the interface logic, to generate the input signal transitions o f
the specifications. The result o f the interface design was a complete graph. To clarify the
previous ideas we briefly present the bus arbitration interface design discussed in
Chapter 3.
Figure 5.2.1 shows a system comprising a DMA component and the VMEbus. The
bus arbitration interface block converts the request-acknowledge protocol used by the DMA
component to the more involved request-grant-done bus arbitration protocol defined in the
VMEbus

standard (refer to Figure 5.2.2).
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VMEbus

Interface

dtbus

Figure 5.2.1

aata transter bus

Structural view o f a bus arbitration interface.

DMA

• A.

‘BG-

BG-

BBSY.

Figure 5.2.2 Interface specifications o f the bus arbitration protocols
followed by the components o f the system shown in Figure 5.2.1.
The complete graph that describes the component protocols and the interface logic
is shown in Figure 5.2.3. The interface logic is represented by the interface delay edges
shown as thick lines. It is not possible to check if the complete graph is time-consistent
without knowing the interface delays 5. In this chapter we formulate timing analysis for
synthesis as the problem o f finding the tightest bounds on the interface delays 5 such that
the timing constraints are satisfied. If there is no such set o f values then the interface must
be redesigned {e.g. by modifying some or all o f the 5 links in the merged graph or by
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choosing different components). Otherwise those bounds can be used to select an appro
priate target technology and guide time-driven synthesis tools. Finally a correct realization
of the interface m ust not exceed the bounds computed by the analysis.

'BG-

BG-

Figure 5.2.3 Bus arbitration interface design.

Definition 5.2.1.- Given
1. a complete graph

= (Z^, C/^), where

underlying Petri net

= Ov^, Y^, X ) is a timed STG with

T^, F^, M ^, P) and

is a set o f constraint

rules,
2

. a partition on the set o f places
0-places

Pg,

P i G P t- }

and

into the set o f x-places P^ and the set of

with associated sets of random variables x = {x,-1 x, = T(p/),
Ô = {Ô, | Ô,- =

r(p,), jo,- g Pg},
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3. a joint pdf characterizing the set of random variables x = x u Ô that can be writ
ten as:
/ x W = / t ( t ) - / 5 (S)
where f^{x) an d ^ (ô ) are joint pdf’s of the random variables x and
4. a projection

(Eq. 5.2.1)
6

respectively.

ç R!^ o f the joint pdf /^(x), where m is the size o f P^, and

5. a region R^ ç R" o f allowed values for 5, where n is the size o f
the timing analysis for synthesis (tafs ) problem is the problem o f finding the largest pro
jection

Ç R^ o f the joint p d f^(S ) such that any possible execution o f net N^. satisfies all

the constraint rules Cy g
Let us compare

tafs

and interface timing verification. In timing verification, the

input is a complete graph, with a fully specified signal transition graph and the problem is
to check that every possible execution o f the net satisfies the constraints. In TAFS, the input
is also a complete graph, but some of the random variables are unspecified, and thus the
problem is to find a characterization of the set o f unspecified random variables 5 that satis
fies the constraints. Such characterization ofS is not a joint pdf but its projection. The sig
nificance o f this fact can be understood by realizing that the set Ô represents the delays of
the logic that is yet to be implemented, so that it makes sense to try to determine the pro
jection o f the pdf (which from the discussion o f Section 2.5.4, specifies only the domain o f
the delay values by neglecting the probability measure of the joint pdf) rather the pdf
itself, otherwise the solution o f TAFS would be too restrictive by yielding a specific joint
pdf that the interface logic must implement. In this sense, the result o f

tafs

is ideal to

guide the interface implementation because there exist many possible implementations
that can satisfy a projection. Notice however that, by dealing with a projection, the proba
bility measure, which was key for our reliability analysis discussed in Chapter 4, is lost.
This is not severe because at this phase of the design, the designer is more concerned with
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getting a broader picture o f the properties of a design that has not been fully carried out
down to silicon. Notice however that although tafs is an interval analysis, it solves a more
difScult problem than interval interface timing verification. Other comments regarding
Definition 5.2.1 are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Condition 3 o f the definition assumes that the joint pdf of the net is separable into
two p d f’s, that is the set o f t delays and the set o f Ô delays are independent; this assump
tion is not unrealistic, mainly because the interface block is implemented as a separate
entity from the components, and although the components and the interface will operate
under similar temperature conditions, this will amount to a weak correlation; stronger cor
relation results from, for example, sharing locality in silicon. (On the other hand, from the
discussion o f Chapter 4, correlation data improves the time separation calculation so that
by neglecting correlation one would expect conservative results.) In the sequel we shall
refer to the two components of the set o f random variables x, the set of 8 delays and the set
of T delays by the symbols

8

and t respectively for the sake o f conciseness.

The reader may find the presence o f Ra in step 5 o f Definition 5.2.1 superfluous,
because one seeks to find a solution region % , but

seems to be “constraining” /(§. Our

reasoning is that in some circumstances one may know up-fi-ont a characterization o f the
interface delays 8 . For instance, if just a known set of technologies is being considered, it
might be possible to put an upper bound on the maximum
assumed on the

8

8

values. If no knowledge is

values, the allowed region Ra turns out to be the non-negative hyper

octant {8 / > 0 } (notice that even in this “unconstrained” case, the values o f delays

8

are

required to be non-negative). Thus, if partial information is known about the values o f 8 ,
this can be specified in our general scheme by defining a suitable RaFinally R^ may turn out to be empty. This particular result signifies that there is no
possible assignment for the delays that satisfy the constraint rules o f the complete graph.
In other words, it is possible to check if an interface design is feasible, prior to implemen
tation, thus saving considerable design effort. Moreover, even if R^ is not empty, by study
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ing /?s it may be possible to detect potential problems that would arise during
implementation; for example, if the maximum value o f a given interface delay is too small,
then it may not be possible to implement it given a target technology.
In summary, the goal o f TAFS is to best characterize the set o f unknown delays 5 by
finding the largest projection o f the joint pdf that satisfies the timing constraints o f the
design. The TAFS problem for the case of protocol graphs with arbitrary underlying Petri
nets is an extremely difficult one. In this dissertation we solve TAFS for the same sub-class
that we studied in Chapters 3 and 4, namely the class o f complete graphs whose timed STG
is a cycle invariant AOC STG. We also restrict the projections o f p d f s y^(t) andy§(0) and the
allowed regions R^, to be convex polyhedra [30].

5.3 Solving TAFS
In this section we first present a general procedure that solves the timing analysis for syn
thesis problem, and then we develop algorithms that implement the procedure.

5.3.1

Ta

fs

procedure

By its formulation, one can see that

tafs

can be naturally cast as a constraint satisfaction

problem, namely one m ust find the largest set of values that the unknown delays Ô can take
such that the timing constraints are satisfied. In this section we present a procedure that
solves TAFS for complete graphs whose timed STG is a cycle-invariant AOC STG. Firstly we
present some concepts that will be necessary to describe the tafs procedure.
From Section 2.5.1, we know that a constraint rule Cy =

tp A^, e) defines a time

window A,y with respect to the Â:-th occurrence of the constraining transition r, during
which the (t-FE)-th occurrence of the constrained transition tj is allowed to occur. The con
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strain! rule is satisfied if for all occurrence indices A > 0 , the following constraint equation
for Cjj is true:
^(/(k+e) ~

^ ^ij

If a net is repeatable, then the time separation

(Eq- 5.3.1)
is invariant for k > M .

Thus it is possible to check Eq. 5.3.1 for k > M hy checking Eq. 5.3.1 for k = M. In
Chapter 3, we identified a structural condition on the net, the presence o f a cycle-invariant
fo r k transition (refer to Definition 3.3.9), that implies repeatability. Furthermore, as dis
cussed in Section 3.3.4, one can express the left-hand side o f Eq. 5.3.1 with respect to a
cycle-invariant fork transition x as:
^ ^ij
where each of

(Eq. 5.3.2)

'^tj(k-¥z)Ox ^re expressions containing linear/min/max terms on a

set o f random variables that defines the timing behavior o f the net.
With TAFS the probability measure o f the delays has been dropped. Moreover, the
characterization o f the random variables of the net is incomplete because one only knows
the projection o f the joint p d f of the x delays, which specifies the set o f possible values that
X can take. Then instead o f checking if the constraint equation (refer to Eq. 5.3.2) is satis

fied, one must find the projection of the joint pdf o f the 5 delays tbet satisfy the constraint
equation, for all possible values of the x delays. To understand this crucial point, consider
that there are some values o f 8 , say Sq, that satisfy the constraint equation for some values
o f X, say Xq. However if 5q together with another set o f values o f x does not satisfy the con
straint equation, then ôq is only a particular solution which does not hold in general. Thus
the set of values of 8 that satisfies the constraints must do so for all possible values of x.
To solve TAFS we shall proceed in two steps; first w e shall determine all the set o f
values o f 8 and x that satisfy the constraint equation; and then w e shall restrict such set to
the values that satisfy the constraint equation for all values o f x.
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Definition 5.3.1.- Given a TAFS problem, the allowed region for ( t, S) is
Rx+a = {(T, 5) e

IT G

and Ô G R J .

The allowed region R^^^ represents the set o f allowed values (t, ô) defined by the
projection of/^(x) and the allowed values o f 5. In this sense,

is the preliminary projec

tion o f the joint pdf describing the complete graph, where R^ is used as a first approxima
tion ofjg( 6 ).
Definition 5.3.2.- Given a constraint rule Cy = (r„ tj. Ay, e) o f a complete graph
'Fc = (Zg, C%), the Ar-th constraint separation of Cy is g d /k ) = x^(t+e) ~ V*)Notice that when g^jik) is calculated with respect to a fork transition, it is a func
tion of the X and Ô random variables.
Definition 5.3.3.- Given a constraint rule Cy = (/,, tj. Ay, e) o f a complete graph
Yc = (Zg, Q g),
^ A # ) =

the

{ (:, Ô ) G

region
I

of
G

the

Ar-th

time

separation

from

t,

to

tj

is

A ,y } .

Hence R^y{k) represents the set o f values (x, Ô) that satisfy the constraint equation
Scij(.k) ^ ^ij-

<

R.

>

Figure 5.3.1 Set of (x, Ô) values that satisfy a constraint A.
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Consider for the moment a single constraint equation g^jik) e A. Given the set of
allowed values

of Ô and the set o f values

that T can take, one can construct the

allowed region R^^.^ o f (x, 5). Thus the allowed values o f (x, 5) that satisfy gdjik) e A is
given by R^^^ n R^ij{/c). We call this region the feasible region o f the constraint. These
ideas are illustrated in Figure 5.3.1. The regions R^, and R^ define the box

Th^ inter

section o f R^jjik) with R^^a (the shaded area) are the allowed values (x, 5) that satisfy the
constraint equation.

▲

Figure 5.3.2 Set o f 5 values that satisfy a constraint A for all values o f x.

However TAFS asks for the values o f 5 that satisfy the constraint equation for all x,
which is /?g. To compute this area one can “cut” the region R^^^ n R^jjik) into vertical
infinitesimal “slices” in Figure 5.3.1, and the horizontal intersection over all the slices
would be /?g. We have called this procedure the reduction o f the feasible region R^
Figure 5.3.2 illustrates region /?g, o f the values of ô that satisfy the constraint equation for
all X. A formal treatment is presented in Section 5.3.4.
Without the existence o f a cycle-invariant fork transition (refer to Section 3.3) one
would have to check an infinite number o f constraint equations g^jik) e A^. The following
definitions specialize Definition 5.3.3 for the important case of cycle-invariant fork transi
tions.
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Definition 5.3.4.- Given a constraint rule Cy = (t„ tj. A,-,, e) o f a complete graph
= (Zg, Q,g) and a cycle-invariant fork transition o f t, and
straint separation o f c,y is

= 't,y(„+g) -

for ^ > A/, the invariant con

for any n > M .

Definition 5.3.5.- Given a constraint rule Cy = (r„ tj. Ay, e) o f a complete graph
Vg = (Zg, Q,g) and a cycle-invariant fork transition o f r,- and tp the region o f the invariant
constraint separation o f Cy is R^y = {(t, Ô) e R ’”'*''' | g^y g Ay}.
The definitions above refer to a particular region o f a constraint rule, either for a
particular cycle

or in the presence o f a cycle-invariant fork transition for an infinite

number o f cycles as discussed in Chapter 3. In general the region o f a constraint rule is the
intersection o f the regions for all cycles.
Definition 5.3.6.- Given a constraint rule Cy = (/„ tp Ay, e) o f a complete graph
'Fg = (Zg, Cf^X the total region o f constraint Cy is R j(c.p = O
k>o

•

The following lemma establishes that for a constraint rule associated with a cycleinvariant fork transition it is possible to compute the total region by a finite number of
intersections.

Lemma 5.3.1.- For a constraint rule Cy = {tj, tp Ay, e) with associated cycle-invari
ant fork transition from tj to tp the total region of constraint Cy is R-jS^c.p =

,
k

k=\,

Proof.- Direct from Definition 3.3.9 o f cycle-invariant fork transition.

□

According to our previous discussion {cf. Figure 5.3.1), the following definitions
capture the concept o f the feasible region of a constraint rule.
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= (t,-, tp Ay, e) o f a

Definition 5.3.7.- Given a TAFS problem and a constraint rule
complete

graph

the

feasible

region

of

constraint

Cy

is

/?/Cy) = R-iicij) n
C fj), the feasible region ofY ^

Definition 5.3.8.- Given a complete graph
R j.=

n

R/,c.p

.

Finally the important concept o f the 5-reduction o f a feasible region is defined.
Definition 5.3.9 - Given a TAFS problem and a complete graph
5-reduction o f the feasible region is /? ,.= {5 e

/?"

| Vx e

1?.^,

(x, 5)

C ^ X the

g Rj ) .

Theorem 5.3.2.- The 5-reduction o f the feasible region o f a complete graph is the
solution o f TAFS.
Proof.- From Definition 5.3.8, the feasible region R f of a complete graph
Yg = (Zg, Cyvc) clearly satisfies all the constraint equations g^jik) e Ay for all constraint
rules Cy G

Then R,. also satisfies the constraints. We have to show that R^ is the largest

sub-set o f {5 G R^j} that satisfies the constraints for all possible values o f x. This is guaran
teed by Definition 5.3.9. Therefore R^ is R^.

□

Theorem 5.3.2 links the 5-reduction operation to our original problem of finding
the solution o f the

tafs

problem. The following procedure summarizes the major steps

that one must follow to solve a TAFS problem.
Procedure 5.3.1.- Given a TAFS problem for a cycle-invariant complete graph
Yg = (Zg, Cf^X

1. For each constraint rule Cy g

obtain the total region Rj{cy).
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2. For the complete graph

Qr^), obtain the feasible region Rf.

3. Obtain the 0-reduction o f R f and return it as R^.
It is easy to prove using Theorem 5.3.2 that Procedure 5.3.1 solves TAFS. Using the
fact that the complete graph is cycle-invariant step I computes the total region o f a con
straint rule by considering a finite number of regions o f constraint equations gdjik) e Ay.
In the following sections we shall discuss how to implement the three steps o f
Procedure 5.3.1 for the case in which the projection R.^ of/j.(T) is a polyhedron (refer to
Section 2.5.4). It will be shown that even if R.^ is convex, in general R^ is not.

5.3.2 Linearization o f the constraint equations
In this section we shall discuss how to obtain the feasible region o f a complete graph. The
first step consists o f determining the region of a constraint equation. The complete graphs
that we consider have an underlying AOC STG, thus from the discussion o f Section 3.3.3,
the constraint equations contain only linear/min/max terms. We shall exploit the form of
the constraint equations to develop a procedure that, using standard techniques, can find
the feasible region of the complete graph.
As mentioned in the previous section, a constraint equation gdj{k) e A,j defines a
region of the values (t, ô) that satisfy the equation for a particular execution o f the net. The
problem we want to address in this section is how to compute such a region. The crucial
point is that a constraint equation is an expression on the random variables (x, 5) involving
only linear, min and max operators. We use a linearization technique that converts the non
linear expression of a constraint equation into a set o f linear expressions [82,

2 0

] which, as

we shall show below, have some nice properties. To make evident the dependency o f the
constraint separation g ^j on (x, 6 ) we shall denote gdj(k) by gdj(k, x, 5) in the sequel.
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Definition 5.3.10.- The / linear sub-case of a max

term m a x (a ,,... ,

a„),

for

a„),

for

replaces the max term with term a, and adds the set o f inequalities {a, > aj |
J = I, ... ,n and y # /}.
Definition 5.3.11.- The i linear sub-case of a min
z = 1 , ... ,n, replaces the min term with term a, and adds the

term m in (a i,... ,
set o f inequalities

{a, <

j = 1 , ... ,n
Definition 5.3.12.- The linearization o f a max, or a min, term is the set o f n linear
sub-cases o f the max, or min, term.
Definition 5.3.13.- A linear sub-case of a constraint equation gdjik, r, 5) e A,y is
formed by selecting a linear sub-case for each of the max and min terms that appear in

Thus to find a linear sub-case o f a constraint equation one must choose a “winner”
for each max and min term in

T, ô). The linearization o f a constraint equation com

prises all the linear sub-cases.
Definition 5.3.14.- The linearization o f a constraint equation

^

is

the set of all linear sub-cases o f the constraint equation.
For example, the linearization of the left-hand side o f the following constraint
equation g^jik, X, 5) e Ay given by
gdj{k, T, 6 ) = X, 4- max(min(X2 , 6 3 ) + X4 , Ô5 ) -

6 3

consists o f the following linear sub-cases:
1

. (linear sub-case

1

o f the max term, linear sub-case

+ " ^ 2 + ' ^ 4 “ ^3 ^ ^ij
X2 ^ 6 3
X2 + X4 > Ô5

1

of the min term):

aj |
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2

. (linear sub-case

1

o f the max term, linear sub-case 2 o f the min term):

T ,-I -T 4 e

%2

^ Ô3

Ô 3 -I- T 4 ^

8 3

3. (linear sub-case 2 of the max term, linear sub-case 1 of the min term):
t i + S 5 - Ô3 € A ÿ

X2 ^

83

T 2 -I- X4 <

8 5

4. (linear sub-case 2 o f the max term, linear sub-case 2 o f the min term):
X]

4 - 8 3

X2 ^
8 3

—8

3

E A,y

8 3

- f X4 ^

8 3

Lemma 5.3.3.- The maximum number of linear sub-cases o f a constraint equation
does not exceed the product o f the linear sub-cases of its different max and min terms.
Proof.- In the worst case, the selection of each different linear sub-case o f a max/
min term is independent o f the selection of linear sub-cases o f the other max/min terms
thus generating a maximum number o f linear sub-cases which is the product o f the terms
o f all the max/min terms.

□

In the previous example, the constraint equation generated four linear sub-cases
corresponding to two independent selections o f each o f its two min/max terms {i.e., the
number o f cases achieves the maximum o f Lemma 5.3.3). However if there are some com
mon terms to the min/max terms of a constraint equation, a fewer number o f linear sub
cases may be generated. For example, if the left-hand side o f a constraint equation is given
by
max{a, b) 4- min {a, b)
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one can notice that only two linear sub-cases belong to the linearization, namely for the
case that a > b and for the case that a < b due to the sharing o f common terms in the min
and max terms.
Lemma 5.3.4.- Each linear sub-case o f a constraint equation describes a polyhe
dron in R ”''*''', where m and n are the number o f x and Ô variables respectively.
Proof.- A linear sub-case o f a constraint equation consists o f the original constraint
equation in which each max/min terms has been replaced by a particular winner term, and
a set o f inequalities that have been added for each winner selection. Each added inequality
is linear according to Definitions 5.3.10 and 5.3.11. Also the new expression for the con
straint equation is linear by construction, due to the replacement o f the max/min terms (the
only non-linear terms in the constraint equation) with terms x,-. Notice that the expression
g e A, where A is a closed interval [d, D], can be replaced hy d < g <D. (If A is not a
closed interval, the corresponding lower/upper bound o f the interval that is not closed is
described using the strict inequality symbol '< '.) Finally a set o f linear inequalities on k
variables describes a convex polyhedron in

[30].

□

Before stating the property that the linear sub-cases of a constraint equation
describe non-overlapping regions, we need to give some basic definitions (adapted
from [60]). For a definition of a hyperplane, refer to Definition 2.5.5.
Definition 5.3.15.- A hyperplane H cuts a region A œ R ^ if both open spaces into
which R^ is divided by H contain points o f A.
Definition 5.3.16.- The Euclidean distance between two points X|,

^2

e R^, is

d(x^, X2 ) = ((x| - X2 , x^ - ^ 2 ))'^^, where ix\, ^ 2 ) denotes the dot product o f x, and %2 - The
Euclidean distance between regions A ,B c z R ^ is d{A,B) = \r\f{{d{x\,X 2) \ x \ e. A and
X2 e B }), where inf selects the minimum element of a set o f values.
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Definition 5J.17.- A hyperplane H supports a region A

i f H does not cut A

and d{A, H) = 0.
Definition 5.3.18.- Let

be a polyhedron in /?*. A set F c

is a face o f Pi^ if

there exists a hyperplane //th a t supports P* and P = P ^ r i / / .
Definition 5.3.19.- Two polyhedra in P* are non-overlapping if their intersection is
either empty or is a common face of the two polyhedra.
Lemma 5.3.5.- The polyhedron described by a linear sub-case of a constraint
equation is non-overlapping with any o f the polyhedra described by the other linear sub
cases o f the constraint equation.
Proof.- A linear sub-case i differs from the other linear sub-cases o f a constraint
equation by at least one selection o f a winner for a given max/min term. Without loss o f
generality, assume that for the given max term, term a, was chosen as the winner for linear
sub-case i, while ay was chosen as the winner, with y ^ i, for the other linear sub-case. Then
an added inequality a,- > Oj is one o f the inequalities that describe the polyhedron of sub
case i, while aj > a, is one o f the inequalities that describe the polyhedron of the other sub
case. Each of these inequalities represents a closed half-space [30]. Furthermore, the two
half-spaces define two regions that do not overlap, and only have the hyper-plane a,- = Oj in
common. A polyhedron is the intersection o f the half-spaces described by a set o f inequal
ities. Therefore the polyhedron corresponding to sub-case i does not overlap with any of
the polyhedra o f the other sub-cases.

□

Definition 5.3.20.- The region o f the linearization o f a constraint equation
gcijik, T, Ô) e A,y is L J P ^ , where P^ is the polyhedron described by the A:-th linear sub-case
k

of the constraint equation.
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Figure 5.3.3 Region o f the linearization o f a constraint equation.
Thus the geometric region corresponding to the linearization o f a constraint equa
tion can be described by a set of non-overlapping convex polyhedra. However the region
needs not be convex nor connected (refer to Figure 5.3.3).
Lem m a 5.3.6.- Given two regions A, B Q
non-overlapping polyhedra, denoted

and

each one described as the union of
respectively, their intersection

i
A n B is

where

= P^j n Pgj , and V ( i,j) # (k. I ) ,

n

^

■

ij
Proof.- Consider one polyhedron from each region, say P^intersection

, = Pj,- n P „ / , is clearly in ^ n 5 . Moreover
Vl

ping with any other
the sets

KJP^/

and

and P ^j^. Their
, is non-overlap‘K1

, and any other Fg, because of the non-overlapping property of
k j F ^ . . Then F'^^,-,

is non-overlapping with any other

F ^ ^ ^ = F^^ n P g i. Finally suppose that there is an element x ^ A n B but not in
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■But then x must belong to one component P^. o f A and one component P ^j of
iJ

B, and therefore x must be in one partial intersection P^. n P ^ j.

□

Lemma 5.3.6 states that the intersection of two (possibly non-convex and discon
nected) regions described as the union o f non-overlapping polyhedra can also be described
as the union o f non-overlapping polyhedra.
Lemma 5.3.7.- The region o f the linearization o f a constraint equation can be rep
resented as the union o f non-overlapping polyhedra.
Proof.- It follows from Lemma 5.3.5.

□

Lemma 5.3.8.- The region o f the linearization o f a constraint equation
gcijik,

T,

5) G Ajj is identical to the region R^ij{k) o f the /r-th time separation (refer to

Definition 5.3.3).
Proof.- We have to show that every point in the region o f the linearization belongs
to the region o f the A:-th time separation, and that there are no points belonging to the
region o f the W h time separation that do not belong to the region o f the linearization.
Assume that there is a point
(X g , Ô g )

(X g ,

5g ) which is in the region of the linearization. Then

is in the polyhedron of a linear sub-case, which corresponds to a specialization of

the constraint equation g^jiK x, 5) e Ay in which exactly one term o f each max/min term
has been chosen as a winner according to Definitions 5.3.10 and 5.3.11. Therefore
g c i/J c , X g , ô g ) G

A y

must hold. Now suppose that there is a point ( X g ,

o f the /r-th time separation. Then
and identify a winner. Then

g d j{ k , X g, ô g ) g

(X g , ô g )

Ay

Ô g)

that is in the region

holds. Evaluate every max/min term

must belong to the polyhedron o f the sub-case that

corresponds to the identified wirmer selection.

□
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The total region Rj(Cjj) o f a constraint rule Cy (refer to Definition 5.3.6) is the inter
section of the regions o f the constraint equations gdjiK Xg, Sg) e A,y for& > 0. The feasible
region o f a complete graph (refer to Definition 5.3.8) is the intersection o f all the total
regions of the constraint rules o f the complete graph with the allowed region for (x, 6 )
^x+a- From Lemma 5.3.6, the feasible region can be described as the union of non-overlap
ping polyhedra.
Theorem 5.3.9.- The feasible region of the linearization o f a constraint equation
can be represented as the union o f non-overlapping polyhedra.
Proof.- It follows from Definitions 5.3.6, 5.3.7, and 5.3.8, and Lemmas 5.3.6,
5.3.7, and 5.3.8.

□

Notice that from the previous discussion, the feasible region is not convex in gen
eral.
The final step to find the solution of taps is to perform a 5-reduction o f the feasi
ble region (refer to Definition 5.3.9). That is the topic o f Section 5.3.4. Before tackling the
reduction problem, we present a simple example in the following section to clarify the
ideas presented so far, and to motivate the basis o f our 5-reduction procedure.

5.3.3 An illustrative example
In this section w e use a cycle-invariant constraint to walk through the steps necessary to
solve a TAPS problem.

Consider for example the partial unfolding fi'om the cycle-invariant fork transition
o f transitions c and d shown in Figure 5.3.4. The constraint rule has associated interval
A = [0, 2]. There are three places (edges) labeled with random variables x ,,5 , and
pdf of random variable x, is known and its projection

52

- The

is the interval [0, 1]. The
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Figure 5.3.4 Computing the projection ofys, 5 2 (6 ,, Ô2 ).
allowed region

of the unknown random variables 5] and

rant, i.e.

62

= {(S|,

)e

62

is the non-negative quad

| 5], Ô2 > 0 }.

Assuming that the invariance of the constraint equation applies for all Æ> 0, the
region o f the invariant constraint separation is also the total region o f the constraint rule.
The feasible region is given by the intersection of the total regions o f the constraints (in
our example, only one) with the allowed region

= {(T|, 8 ,, Ô2 ) | t , e [0 , 1 ],

Ô], § 2 ^ 0}. The invariant constraint equation is:
5 ,+

5 2

- T, e [0,2]

(Eq. 5.3.3)

which does not contain non-linear terms. This fact simplifies the visualization o f the prob
lem by not having to draw a cluttered region. Recall that non-linear max/min terms can be
linearized so that the only difference is that we have to consider several linear sub-cases.
The constraint equation defines a region between the hyperplanes

8

; + Ô2 - t, = 0 and

5i + Ô2 - X| = 2. The feasible region is shown in Figure 5.3.5, which is a 3-D polyhedron
with its apex at the origin (the dashed lines are hidden lines).
We now introduce some important ideas informally that are the basis of our
5-reduction procedure. As discussed in Section 5.3.1, the feasible region contains some
values o f 5 that, although they satisfy the constraints, they do only for certain values o f x.

103

ô ) + 52 - X| = 0

Figure 5.3.5 The feasible region/?t-.
For example, 8 , = 0 and

82

= 0 satisfy A only for T, = 0. The solution region o f 8 must sat

isfy the constraints for all possible values o f x.
In Section 5.3.1 we suggested a procedure that “cuts” the feasible region in infini
tesimal “slices” o f Rg, and orthogonal to R^. In our example, the slices would be planes
parallel to plane

8

,- 8 2 . Then the region representing the 8 -reduction is computed as the

intersection of all such slices. Such a procedure is not practical because it involves an infi
nite number o f slices. However i f the feasible region is convex, then one needs only con
sider a finite number o f slices o f R^, namely the slices that intersect one or more of the
extreme points, or vertices, o f the feasible region, as we shall prove in the following sec
tion. For the moment notice that to find out the 8 -reduction of the feasible region shown in
Figure 5.3.5, one has to consider only the two slices of R^ that intersect hyperplanes x, = 0
and X, = 1. The intersection o f these two slices is the intersection o f all the slices between
X, = 0 and x, = 1. The

8

-reduction o f the feasible region in Figure 5.3.5 is shown in

Figure 5.3.6.
The ideas discussed above can be applied only to convex regions. From the discus
sion o f the previous section, one knows that the feasible region is not necessarily convex.
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1

3

2

Figure 5.3.6 Projection

o f ^ , 5 2 (8 1 , Ô2 ).

but it can be represented as the union o f non-overlapping convex polyhedra. And because
the intersection o f such non-convex regions can also be expressed as the union o f non
overlapping polyhedra, we shall apply those ideas to the convex components o f the feasi
ble region {i.e., the polyhedra that form the feasible region).

5.3.4 Reduction of the feasible region
In this section we present a procedure that obtains the

8

-reduction o f a feasible region.

From Section 5.3.1, the 8 -reduction o f the feasible region of an AOC cycle-invariant com
plete graph is the solution of the corresponding

taps

problem. We first present some basic

definitions. We start with a standard definition of an extreme point o f polyhedra {cf. [30]).
Definition 5.3.21.- Given a polyhedron P
X e P is an extreme point of P if x =

and two points y, z e P, a point

+ ( 1 ~X )z for all À such that 0 < A, <

1

implies that

x = y = z.
The set of extreme points o f a polyhedron are called vertices.
To describe our reduction procedure, we need to introduce the following defini
tions:
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Definition 5.3.22.- Given a polyhedron P ç i?'”'*’”, and a point Tq g R"', the slice of
P at Tq is denoted by P{X(^ =

g /?" | (Tq, 8 ) g P ).

{8

Definition 5.3.23.- Given a point x = (t, 8) o f a polyhedron P c
T G R"' and

8

g

where

are x's components, the x-projection of x into R'" is x ’s x component.

Definition 5.3.24.- Given a polyhedron PœR"''^'', its x-region is the region
= {x G /?'" i 8 G /?” and (x, 8 ) g P } .
Notice that the region described by P^ is the projection of region P in (m+n)dimensional space onto the /«-dimensional space o f x. (In our application, x represents the
set o f known delays, and P^ corresponds to the given projection o f the joint pdf off^{x).)
The following definition corresponds to Definition 5.3.9 for the case that the feasible
region is a convex region (i.e., for the case that the feasible region can be described by a
single convex polyhedron):
Definition 5.3.25.- The
Pg =

{8

8

-reduction o f a polyhedron P ç

is the region

G P" I Vx G Pt;, (x, 8 ) g P}, where P^. is the x-region o f P.
Please refer to Figure 5.3.2. One can see that the 8 -reduction is the set of 8 values

that satisfy a given constraint A for all values o f x. The following lemma gives a general,
although not practical, procedure to obtain the 8 -reduction o f a polyhedron.
Lemma 5.3.10.- Let P ç

be a polyhedron, then the 8 -reduction of P is given

by:

Pg = n P ( T ,)

(Eq. 5.3.4)

i

where x,- g P, x,- is the x-projections o f x„ P(x,) is the slice o f P at x,-, and the intersection is
carried out over all x,- g P.
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Proof.- Let Ô, g P^, then according to Definition 5.3.25 8 , must belong to Pg
because it must appear in every slice o f P. Let Ô2 e Pg. According to Definition 5.3.25
(x, Ô2 ) belongs to P for every x-projection x of P. Then

82

must be a point o f the intersec

tion.

□
We will need the following lemma later on:
Lemma 5.3.11.- Given a polyhedron P ç P'"'*'” and a point Xg e P, the slice P(Xq),

where Xg is the x-projection o f Xg, is a polyhedron in R".
Proof.x e R"' and 5

g

P

can be represented by a set of inequalities on variables (x, 8), where

R ”. P ( X g ) is represented by the same set of inequalities on variables

substituting x by

X g,

which describes a polyhedron in P".

8

by

□

The following Lemma states that the polyhedron reduction can be computed by
considering only the extreme points o f the polyhedron. Fortunately the number o f extreme
points of a polyhedron described by a finite set of linear inequalities is finite [109].
Lemma 5.3.12.- Let P ç P'”+” be a bounded polyhedron and let T be the set
{X; G R!"\
is an extreme point o f P} with N elements, then the 8 -reduction o f P is
given by:
N

Pg = P | = n ./> (x ,.)

(Eq. 5.3.5)

where P(x,) is the slice o f P at x,-.
Proof.- Notice that T is the set o f x-projections of the extreme points o f P. We
want to show that the slice o f P at the x-projection o f any point x ^ e P contains P g . This is
clearly true if P | = (}) or if x^ is an extreme point of P. We need to prove that this is also
the case when P | is not empty and x„ is not an extreme point of P. For a x,

g

'F, let us
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define the set o f points ex/(x,) = {(x,, ÔJ) | 5y is an extreme point o f P | }. A point x e exf(z,)
is in P because its x component is an extreme point of P and its 5 component belongs to
P | which is included in P(x,). Let us construct P' as the convex hull o f the set of points
N

X' = W ;

(Xy) over all x,- 6 'P. Notice that the x-projection set {x | (x,5) E P"} is the

convex hull o f Y because the x-projection set o f
vex hull of Y. Thus for any

is Y But (x | (x,S) e P} is also the con

= (XQ,8 o) e P there exists at least one point x'^ = (to’S'o) e P",

therefore P'(Xq) ç P(Zo). Since by contruction P'(Zo) = f g , then P§ ç / ’(Tq).

□

To illustrate Lemma 5.3.12, consider the 2-dimensional polyhedron shown in
Figure 5.3.6. The polyhedron has five vertices v,, Vj, V3 , V4 and V5 . The procedure stated in
the lemma finds the 8 -reduction as the intersection of the slices at each o f the vertices,
which are shown in the figure as vertical dashed lines. For this example the 8 -reduction
consists o f point 8 q.

2

Figure 5.3.7 Projection

3

of/gi 5 2 (8 ,,

82

).

Thus far we have considered the case o f a convex feasible region Rj-. However R fis
not convex in general, but by Theorem 5.3.9 it can be described as the union o f non-over
lapping convex polyhedra. Since we know how to obtain the 8 -reduction o f a polyhedron,
we now shall proceed to extend the 8 -reduction procedure to handle the more general fea
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sible region. In the sequel we consider the feasible region R f o f a t a p s problem for a cycleinvariant AOC complete graph.
Definition 5.3.26.- Given the feasible region R fC , R"''^" o f a

ta p s

problem, the

ta p s

problem, the

T-projection o f Rj-is R^= { t e R"' \ 5 e R", (t, ô) e Rj}.
Definition 5.3.27.- Given the feasible region Rj-œ ^'"+" o f a
ô-reduction o f Rj-is /?g = {5 e 7?” | V t e R^, (t, 5) e Rj}.
Definition 5.3.28.- The slice of a feasible region R f ^ R "'*" at Xq, where x, e R ^, is
= {5 e /?” I (Xq, Ô) e R j ] .

Lemma 5.3.13.- The slice of R f ü t Xq is /Î^Xq) =

.
/■

Proof.- From Lemma 5.3.9, R f can be represented as the union o f non-overlapping
polyhedra P f.
Lemma 5.3.14.- The 5-reduction of a feasible region R f of a

□
ta p s

problem is

^8 = n ^/To) •
VT q e

Proof - If point Sq belongs to the intersection, then it belongs to every slice o f Rf.
Thus 5o satisfies Definition 5.3.27. Conversely if 5q belongs to the reduction o f Rf, then it
must belong to every slice o f Rf.

□

Definition 5.3.29.- Given a feasible region R f = K j P f o f a T A PS problem, the set
/
{xj} o f extreme points o f R fis the union o f all extreme points o f the non-overlapping poly
hedra P f that form Rf.
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Definition 5.3.30.- Given a feasible region Rj- = L J/y j o f a

t a p s

problem, and

i

the //x-projections Xy o f the set of extreme points of R f, a selection S( / | , , ij,

, /^) of

/?y^is a set o f slices {Pyj (x ,)..., P y j ( X y ) , / ’y. (x^^)} in which an arbitrary polyhedron
Pf. is selected for each

X y.

Thus in a selection o f R f, there is exactly one slice o f R f at each x-projection Xy of an
extreme point. Notice that the same polyhedron Pjj can be selected for different X y.
Lemma 5.3.15.- Given a feasible region of a

t a p s

overlapping polyhedra P f which has N x-projections
are

Xy

problem represented by M non

o f its set o f extreme points, there

different possible selections.
Proof.- For each x-projection

Xy

any non-overlapping polyhedra P f can be chosen

(/. e., the same P f can be chosen for different Xy’s).

□

In the following definition, we use the shorthand S/ to denote a selection.
Definition 5.3.31- The region o f a selection S/ =

..., if^) o f a feasible region is

N

j= 1

Lemma 5.3.16.- Given the intersections o f two different selections

and

5

/2 ,

/Î5/J Pi /(5/2 —0 .

Proof.- Selections 5/, and

5 /2

contain at least one different P f for a given

Pr. (x. ) and Pf, (x, ) , k ^ l , which are non-overlapping.
J'j,.

Jk

J 'j ,

Jl

Xy,

say
□
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Theorem 5.3.17.- Let R fhe the feasible region o f a ta p s problem. The 5-reduction
= ^ S i , where the union is over the

o f /^ is

selections o f iRy.

A
Proof.- Each S/ corresponds to the 5-reduction of the portion of i? y corresponding
to the selection of non-overlapping polyhedra Pjj o f R^, therefore each Sj belongs to the
5-reduction o f /?y . Now we show that all the points o f R^ also belong to the union. Suppose
there is such a point Ôq, that is in R^ but not in the union. Then for all x e R^, (x, 5q) e Rf.
In particular, if

Xy

is the x-projection o f an extreme point o f R f

(X y ,

5q)

g

R f But

5q G P fi'ij) . Because 5q is not in the union {i.e., there is no region o f a selection involving
/ y j (X y )

which contains 5q), then there must exist a Xq

g

R.^ such that ( X

q

,

5q)

ë

R f which is

a contradiction.

O

Theorem 5.3.17 suggests a procedure to obtain the reduction o f the feasible region
of a

TA PS

problem, thus yielding the solution of T A P S .

Procedure 5.3.2.- Given the feasible region R f of a

TA PS

problem for a cycle-

invariant A O C complete graph, to find the 5-reduction of Rf.
1. Find the set {xj} o f extreme points o f R f
2. Find the slices R/.'ij) of Rf&\ the x-projections

{X y}

of the extreme points.

3. Obtain all the selections o f R f
4. The

8

-reduction /?§ o f R f is the union o f the non-overlapping regions o f the

selections o f R f
Consider for example the feasible region shown in Figure 5.3.8, which consists of
two convex non-overlapping polygons P f and Pyj. Polygon P f has four extreme points
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ô

T:,
Figure 5.3.8 A feasible region.
and Pj2 has five, while the feasible region has eight (one is common to both Pj^ and Pp).
However there are only three T-projections o f the extreme points because some extreme
points have the same x-component.
Because there are three x-projections o f the extreme points and two polygons
forming Rj-, the number o f possible selection is 2^ = 8 . One selection is { /^ (x ,), /^(Xg),
/^(Xg)} whose region is the shaded interval o f ô values shown in Figure 5.3.8 (an interval
or line segment is a 1-dimensional polyhedron). The other selections whose regions are
non-empty are {Fyi(x,}, /^(Xg), /^(X;)} and { /^(x ,), /^(X ;), /^(T ])}.

Figure 5.3.9 The 5-reduction of the feasible region shown in Figure 5.3.8.
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The Ô-reduction o f the feasible region, shown in Figure 5.3.9, is the union o f the
regions o f the three non-empty selections. It consists o f two disconnected intervals o f Ô
values.
Procedure 5.3.2 is correct based upon the results o f this section, particularly
Theorem 5.3.17. However the miming complexity of Procedure 5.3.2 is proportional to the
number o f selections o f Rf, which can be worst-case exponential in the number o f extreme
points o f Rf, although in the examples that we have worked out most o f the regions of
selections are empty. The number o f extreme points of a polyhedron can also be exponen
tial on the dimension o f the polyhedron [89]. However the T-projection reduces the num 
ber o f slices that need be considered. At the moment we do not have empirical results to be
able to estimate the mnning time for the average case. Thus it is important for future work
to conduct analysis o f the mnning complexity of our Procedure for average cases and also
to develop a more efficient ô-reduction algorithms.
Although different algorithms to find the extreme points o f a polyhedron exist in
the literature [7, 27, 109, 40, 8 , 5], we have used Prof. Fukuda’s cdd algorithm, which is
discussed in [55]. We are very grateful to Prof. Fukuda for making his code available to us
and for providing us with important pointers on this topic.

5.4 Bus arbitration interface example
In this section we apply the concepts developed in the previous sections o f this chapter to
analyze the bus arbitration interface design described in Chapter 3. We show that

t a p s

can

be used to determine the feasibility of an interface design before the interface is even
implemented.
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Let us consider again the bus arbitration interface design shown in Figure 5.2.3.
The complete graph contains some interface delays, labeled as 5„ which are unknown
prior to the interface implementation. The purpose o f t a

p s

is to determine in the first place

if there is a possible assignment o f non-negative values for the interface delays, and if so,
to determine all possible assignments. All but two constraints (A3 and A4 ) are labeled with
the interval [ 0,

0 0 ).

Although for t a

one would have to consider all the constraints, to be

p s

able to visualize the solution we shall concentrate on studying the effect o f constraints
labeled with intervals A3 and A4 , which are the two critical timing constraints given in the
VMEbus specification.
First we write the constraint equations (refer to Section 3.3.4) corresponding to A3
and A4 . The cycle-invariant fork transition, for k > 0 , associated with both constraints is
signal transition GA+. The constraint equations are given by the following expressions:
{max ( 6 4 +
{max (Ô4 +

63
65

-Ptg + t j, Sg + T2 )} - {Ô3 } Ç A3
-P + X/,, -t- Xj)} ç A4

We proceed to apply the

t a p s

procedure discussed in the previous section. We lin

earize the max term (common to both equations) by considering two cases:
1

.

S4

+

Ô5 +

{84 +
{84

2.

Ô4

+

Ô5 +

{85

Xq +

>

S g -P X 2

X g}

-

{Ô 3}

Ç

A 3

+ XQ+ Xg} Ç A 4

05

-P 8 5 -P

{Sg +

Xq -P x ^

Xq +

^2}

~

Xg

<

{83}

8g

+

S

A 3

X2

+ X2 } Ç A 3

Using the following values for the projections of the known delays: X2 e [15, 30],
Xq e [20, 80],

Xg

G [40, 100], and the constraint windows A3

one can write the following two sets of linear inequalities:

=

[30,

00

), and A4

=

[90,

« « ),
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Case 1:
T2 -

~
-

- Tft - Ô4 - §5 +

5g <

0

~ + S3 - Ô4 - S5 < -30
- T* - Ô4 - Ô5 < -90

1 5 < X 2 < 3 0

20<x„<80
4 0 < x ^ < 100
§,• > 0, for i = 3 to

6

Case 2;
X -I- Xq -Hx^ +
-1- Ô
—X2 + Ô3 —5g ^ -30
—X2 ~ Sg < -90
15<X2<30
2 0 < X q < 80
-

2

8 4

5

-

5g <

0

4 0 < X g < 100
8

, > 0, for i = 3 to

6

Because the delays Xq and Xg are independent, it is possible to combine them into a
single delay Xgg, such that 60 < Xgg < 180, to simplify our analysis. One can obtain the
extreme points o f the polyhedra described by the two set o f inequalities using cdd [56],
The x-projections (X2 , Xgg) of the extreme points are; (15, 60), (15, 90), (15, 180), (30, 60),
(30, 90), and (30, 180). Hence there are 2® selections, but only 7 are non-empty:
{ f,(I5 , 60), f,(1 5 ,
{F,(15, 60), F,(15,
{^2(15, 6 0 ),/’,(15,
{/’2(15, 60), / ’,(15,
{/’2(15, 60), ^2(15,
{/’2(15, 60), ^2(15,
{/’2(15, 60), ^2(15,

90), f,(1 5 ,
90), f,(1 5 ,
9 0 ),/’,(15,
90), / ’,(15,
90), / ’,(15,
90), P,(15,
90), ^2(15,

180), f,(3 0 , 60), F,(30, 90), F,(30,
180), ^2(30, 60), f,(3 0 , 90), P,(30,
180),P,(30, 6 0 ),/’,(30, 9 0 ),/’,(30,
180), ^2(30, 60), ^2(30, 90), P,(30,
180), ?2(30, 60), ^2(30, 90), / ’,(30,
180), ^2(30, 60), ^2(30, 90), ^2(30,
180), ?2(30, 60), / ’2 OO, 90), ^2(30,

where /*, and F 2 are the polyhedra described by cases

1

and

2

above respectively.

ISO)}
180)}
180)}
180)}
180)}
180)}
180)}
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Figure 5.4.1 shows the union o f the regions o f the non-empty selections, which is a
(non-convex) region in the {S3 , 6 4 , Ô5 , Sg} space (one o f the axis is labeled

64

+ Ô5 to make

possible to display the solution in three dimensions), which is the solution o f taps . The Ôreduction is the volume bounded by planes that extend to infinity in the directions shown
by the five pointers, reflecting the fact that arbitrary large delays are accommodated by the
handshakes in the VMEbus and DMA bus arbitration protocols. Small values for the inter
face delays however can cause violations o f the timing constraints. The relation between
the 5 ’s is shown in the polytope. For instance, the plane below the pointer starting at (Ô3 ,
84

+8 3 ,

85

) = (30, 60, 0) is the region where the path through

respect to the

83

84

and

85

is too fast with

path, which causes a violation o f A3 .

Figure 5.4.1 T afs solution for A3 = [30, <») and A4 = [90, °o).
Informally a delay-insensitive circuit is defined as a circuit whose correct opera
tion is independent o f circuit delays. The bus arbitration interface is clearly not delayinsensitive, otherwise its solution would consist o f the whole positive octant.
If constraints A3 and A4 are narrowed to intervals [30, 100] and [90, 200], the solu
tion is shown in Figure 5.4.2. In this case the 8 -reduction is a convex region. One can see
that the solution region in Figure 5.4.2 is inside the solution region shown in Figure 5.4.1
as expected.
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20

-

95

150 170

100,
155,

Figure 5.4.2 T afs solution for A3 = [30, 100] and A4 = [90, 200].

5.5 Summary
In this chapter we formulated the timing analysis for synthesis problem o f an interface
design described by a complete graph. The underlying net o f the complete graph is par
tially specified: only the projection of the joint pdf o f a sub-set o f the delays is known, and
the task is to determine the maximal (i.e. largest) projection o f a joint p d f that can charac
terize the rest o f the delays so that all the constraint rules o f the complete graph are satis
fied.
We have shown that TAFS problem is complex because it involves non-convex pro
gramming due to the presence of non-linearities in the constraint equations that describe
the conditions that m ust hold for the constraints to be satisfied. Our main contribution is to
have developed a strategy that describes the non-convex regions by the union o f non-over
lapping convex regions, so that standard techniques fi-om convex programming can be
applied.
We have also shown that for such a representation, the solution o f

tafs ,

called

Ô-reduction, for cycle-invariant AOC complete graphs amounts to finding the union of a
finite number o f intersections o f convex regions. Although our proposed procedure that
obtains the 5-reduction is not computationally efficient, we believe that the development
o f more efficient algorithms is a promising area o f future research.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Overview of the main contributions
In this dissertation we have presented some results on the topic o f timing specification,
timing verification and timing analysis for synthesis o f hardware interface circuits.
Firstly, we have proposed an interface specification graph suitable to specify inter
face specifications. Our interface specification graphs include two types o f timing rela
tionships with different semantics: timing delays and timing constraints. The operational
aspect o f an interface specification, timing delays, is captured using a timed signal transi
tion graph (STG). Other timed STG’s have been proposed previously in the literature, how
ever our STG model, which has an underlying probabilistic timed Petri net, is more general
in the sense that a delay is represented by a random variable while in previous efforts it is
characterized by an interval

d^ax\- One important feature o f our timed STG’s is that

they allow us to describe delay correlation. Moreover the probabilistic view o f delays pro
vides us with a statistical view of the timed behavior that proves essential for a reliability
analysis.
Secondly we have developed a formal timing verification technique that can check
if a system satisfies a set o f given timing constraints. The technique is applicable to closed
systems, that is systems that are self-contained and do not require to interact with an envi
ronment, represented by complete graphs. The type o f closed systems that so far we are
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able to verify are the sub-class of AOC complete graphs, in which only a n d and

or

causal

ity are allowed, such that each pair of transitions associated with a timing constraint has a
cycle-invariant fork transition. This is not a very serious restriction. On the one hand the
presence o f a cycle-invariant fork transition guarantees that the timed behavior of the cir
cuit is repeatable and thus predictable which is a desirable property o f a circuit (although
as was mentioned in this dissertation, the converse is not in general true; that is, the
absence o f a cycle-invariant fork transition does not imply that the timed behavior is not
repeatable). On the other hand more complex behaviors, for instance behaviors with free
choice, can be transformed into a collection o f simple behaviors with only

and

and OR

causality by using the idea o f processes (although there is potentially the problem of
obtaining a large number o f such simple behaviors). This restriction has been met by the
components that we have modeled so far. Extending our timing verification technique is of
course a valuable direction to pursue in future work. It is important to note two major fea
tures;
1. First, in contrast with previous interface timing verification techniques, for the
case that some o f the timing constraints are not satisfied, our technique can
determine the probability that such constraints would be violated. This infor
mation can be used to support a design for manufacturability methodology.
2. Second the probabilistic treatment admits taking timing correlation into con
sideration, thus delivering a more accurate analysis as was illustrated in this
dissertation.
Finally, we developed a technique that we have called timing analysis for synthesis
(tafs ). With TAPS it is possible to investigate the feasibility of an interface design prior to

interface synthesis by finding the tightest bounds o f the interface delays such that all the
timing constraints are satisfied. The solution (interface delay) space is not convex in gen
eral which makes this problem very difficult. A key result o f our work is that we express
the solution space as the union of non-overlapping convex regions thus allowing us to use
convex techniques. TAFS facilitates the exploration o f interface designs without having to
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go through the expensive process o f producing a corresponding implementation to be able
to ascertain that the interface circuit will satisfy the given timing constraints.

6.2 Future work
In this section we present some directions that we consider worth pursuing as future
research. Some o f our contributions, due to their novelty, are in an early stage o f develop
ment and therefore more work is needed to achieve maturity. Predicting the future is
always a risky business, and thus we do not claim to hold the truth and we encourage the
reader to explore the directions he or she considers important.
A first direction, as hinted in the previous section, is to extend our techniques so
that they can handle richer timed behaviors. A clear candidate is the class o f AND/OR cau
sality with free choice. Another interesting problem is to extend the techniques so they can
handle constrained transitions for which there is no cycle-invariant fork transition;
although we think that maintaining repeatibility of the behavior is highly desirable.
Improving the efficiency o f our techniques is another important direction other
wise our techniques cannot directly be applied to large-scale problems. The general prob
lem is NP-complete. One can attack this difficulty using two different strategies:
1. By developing heuristics that although tliey may not guarantee an exact solu
tion they should not find a wrong solution; in the probabilistic timing verifica
tion, a wrong solution is to underestimate the probability that a timing
constraint would be violated; in the timing analysis for synthesis a wrong solu
tion is to determine that there is a solution space for an infeasible interface
design.
2. By identifying special cases for which the time complexity of the techniques is
significantly reduced. As a simple example, if only single causality is allowed
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TAFS can be solved by a linear program. Another example is to restrict the type

o f probability density functions that characterize the circuit delays (e.g. Gauss
ian pdf’s).
We also believe that our probabilistic timed Petri nets can be used in related areas
such as real-time systems, distributed systems, computer networks, etc. As an example, we
show in Appendix A the modelling and analysis o f a Seitz arbiter using our probabilistic
timed

stg ’s .

A final direction we suggest is to investigate if our techniques can be used in a
hierarchical methodology. In such a methodology one can use the fact that a set o f mod
ules has been verified to work correctly to prove that a system composed o f such modules
also works correctly. This is a powerful mechanism to contain the ever-increasing com
plexity o f hardware systems. An example is a delay-insensitive methodology that uses cir
cuits which behave correctly in the presence of arbitrary delay variations. (Notice that
TAPS can determine if an interface design is delay-insensitive, namely when the solution

space does not restrict any o f the interface delays.)
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Appendix A
Performance analysis of an arbiter
A.l Introduction
Interval timing analysis has been used to determine the worst-case scenario of the perfor
mance of asynchronous circuits modeled by timed signal transition graphs [3], There are
some situations in which a worst-case analysis is not very appropriate. For instance if
some of the involved delays are unbounded.
In this appendix we consider the problem o f modeling the performance o f an arbi
ter. An ideal 2-way arbiter controls access to a shared resource that can only service one
client at a time. Such an arbiter can accept up to two requests at any time, but it will pro
duce at most one grant even if the requests arrive simultaneously.
A typical circuit that implements an arbiter is the Seitz arbiter shown in
Figure A. 1.1. If only one o f the requests is generated, the corresponding grant is produced
after some delay. However if both requests arrive at (about) the same time, the NAND
latch may enter a metastable state, and the resolution time t,„, after which only one o f the
grants is generated, can be arbitrarily long. The probability density function that describes
the time

when a circuit that has entered a metastable behavior leaves such state is given

by (cf. [116]):
/p ^ ( T j = C e - ^ ^

(E q .A .I.I)
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where C and K are constants that depend on properties o f the circuit elements. Notice
that in the Seitz’ arbiter, the differential detection circuit after the NAND latch always
exhibits a well defined binary output, not being affected by the metastable behavior
that may take place in the SR latch.

Figure A. 1.1 Seitz’ arbiter.
If one wants to determine the worst delay of a grant fi-om a request for the
Seitz’ arbiter, the answer would be “arbitrarily long”, which lacks a quantitative
notion. Instead of using a timed Petri net with intervals associated with its places
which has the limitation that can only characterize a worst-case scenario, we propose
to model the metastable behavior using a probabilistic Petri net in which random vari
ables are associated with its places [48,49] because it allows us to quantify a possibly
unbounded delay by obtaining its probability density function (pdf).
Figure A. 1.2 shows a partial timed Petri net [117, 51] that represents the timed
behavior of an ideal arbiter. In interval timed Petri nets, a compact non-empty time
interval is associated with each place [51]. A transition fires immediately when all its
input places have a visible token. When a transition fires, it consumes the tokens on its
input places, and sends tokens to its output places. A place labeled with interval A,- that
receives a token at time x, will make the token visible at time x + x,-, where x,- e A,-.
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S,

Figure A. 1.2 Arbiter.
To understand the net shown in Figure A. 1.2, let us assume that the token
shown in the common input place to transitions g, and g 2 is already visible. Suppose
that a token is made visible at the input place o f r , . Then transition r, fires and sends a
token to placep i labeled with interval Aj. When the token matures (i.e., becomes visi
ble) in place p \, and if there is no visible token at place P 2 (labeled with interval A2 ),
then transition g, fires. Thus the grant enabled by the the first visible token (at placep^
or placep^) is the only one that fires. If tokens at both places p^ and P 2 mature exactly
at the same time, one o f the grant transitions g, or g 2 is chosen to fire non-deterministically.
Clearly this Petri net cannot model the richer behavior o f the Seitz’ arbiter,
since it does not distinguish between meta-stability and normal (digital) behavior. In
the next section we will propose a more accurate model that takes meta-stability into
account. In order to do so, we have to consider probabilistic Petri nets [49]. In such
nets, each place is associated with a random variable which is characterized by a prob
ability density function. This variable represents the random maturing time o f the
token, relative to the time when the token arrives in the place.
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A.2 Model of the Seitz’ arbiter
In this section we introduce our probabilistic approach to the timing analysis o f asyn
chronous circuits by working out a case example: the Seitz’ arbiter.
Throughout this appendix we will make the following assumptions: (i) the cir
cuit responds with a fixed delay if the separation between the requests is greater than
T„\ (ii) if the requests arrive within T„ of each other, the probability that a grant is gen
erated after delay

is given by Eq. A. 1.1; (iii) strictly speaking K depends on the time

of arrival o f the requests but in this appendix we assume that K is invariant.
We propose to model the Seitz’ arbiter with the Petri net shown in
Figure A .2.1. This Petri net models only the grant phase of the arbiter in which only
one grant is generated to a given request or requests. To understand the behavior o f the
Petri net shown in Figure A.2.1, consider first the case in which a request arrives and
the other request is not issued during the window
Due to symmetry, it suffices to consider only request r,. When transition r,
fires after a token matures at its input place, it puts tokens into places p\ and pj. Unla
beled places such as p^ make tokens visible immediately (i.e., the pdf%(x) o f the corre
sponding associated random variable x is the Dirac’s impulse function 8 (x)). Place p 2 is
labeled with random variable x„, with pdf shown in Figure A.3.1. Thus transition pro
ceed will fire after

and transition g, will fire after D,. The total delay from the

occurrence o f r, to the issuance o f the respective grant is T„ + D ,.
However if request

^2

fires within window

after r, has fired, then transition

meta will fire and either g| or g 2 (as selected by the free choice place p ^ will be gener
ated after a delay x„. Random variable x„, obeys an exponential pdf as given by
Fq. A.1.1.
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Figure A.2.1 Modeling metastability.
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Figure A.2.2 Probability distributions of the random variables
associated with labeled places of the Petri net shown in Figure A .2.1.
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A 3 Analysis
In this section we discuss how to analyze the Petri net shown in Figure A.2.1. We
assume that the pdf’s o f the time of occurrence for requests r^ and rj, x^i and 1 ^2 , are
known and given by

and

(refer to Figure A.3.2). (In [49] we show how

to find the pd f o f a given transition for a sub-class of probabilistic timed Petri nets.)
Our goal is to determine the probabilistic profile (i.e., pdf) o f the grant transitions g,
and g,-

/u

Figure A .3.1 Probability distributions o f the random variables
associated with labeled places o f the Petri net shown in Figure A .2.1.

In this section we discuss how to analyze the Petri net shown in Figure A.2.1. We
assume that the pdf’s o f the time o f occurrence for requests r, and

^2

are known (refer

to Figure A.3.2). (In [49] we show how to find the pdf o f a given transition for a sub
class o f probabilistic timed Petri nets.) Our goal is to determine the probabilistic pro
file (i.e., pdf) o f the grant transitions g, and g 2 .
From the previous analysis it is clear that the firing o f transitions meta and pro
ceed are mutually exclusive (i.e. there is a single token in placep ^ .
Let us find the time of occurrence of transition g,. First we introduce some
basic concepts fi-om [105]. Let x be a random variable with probability density func
tion (pdf)^(x). The probability that variable x takes a value in range [x,,X2 ) is given by:
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Figure A.3.2 Probability of the time occurrence o f requests /"i and rj.
Prob{x, < a: < ^ 2 } =

(Eq. A.3.1 )

where FJi^x) is the accumulative distribution function of random variable x, related to
fjix) by the following equation:

(Eq. A.3.2)

Using Eqs. A .3.1 and A.3.2, it can be shown that:
(Eq. A.3.3)

Prob {xq < X < Xo + û6 c} =f,(x) dx
The random variable

assoeiated with place p^, represents a metastable state

and thus it is described by the exponential pdf/i,„(T,„) given by Eq. A. 1.1. The probabil
ity density functions

describe the firing of transitions r, at time

for/ = 1 , 2 .

From the discussion in Section A.2, the probability that transition meta will
fire at time a (blocking the firing o f proceed) is:
Prob {a <

< a+da} =

Prob {a < Tri < CL+da} ■?roh{a-T„ < z ^2 < «} +
Prob {a-T„ <

< ot} • Prob {a <

Prob {a < Th < a+da) ■Prob {a <

< ct+da} +

< OL+da.)

(Eq. A.3.4)
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Similarly the probability that transition proceed fires at time a given that tran
sition r^ has occurred is given by:
< CtÆdo.) =

Prob {a <

P ro b { a -r„ < Th < a-T„+da) • [1 - Prob {1 ^ 2 < a}

(Eq. A.3.5)

Thus the p d fs o f the occurrence time for transitions meta and proceed are
given by:
fm e tÂ ^ ~

[F,,2 (a) -

-/,H(a)
fpwceed\rA^ ~

[1

[F,„(a) - F „ , ( a - r j ] -/,, 2 (a)

~ F

'f x r \ { ^ ~ T ^

(Eq. A.3.6)
(Eq. A.3.7)

Let us assume for the sake of illustration that bothX, i andXr2 are uniform in the
interval [O^D] and that D = 2QT^ Substituting the parameters of the p d f’s into
Eqs. A.3.6 and A.3.7, one can obtain the following expressions:

D -a
if Z ; ^ < a < Z )
fproceed 1r\

<

0,

otherwise

2a
D -'

if 0 < a < T;,

\ïT,,< a< D
0,

otherwise

Ifproceed has occurred due to r,, the grant g, will be issued at time
where T, is the random variable associated with place p^. To compute the firing time o f
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g, we shall use the fact that the pdf o f random variable x = y + z \ s f ^ = f y * f , i î y and z
are independent random variables, where the * operator denotes convolution [105].
If meta has occurred, place

selects either g, or gj, with a 50% chance. (Note:

in a first approximation, a non-deterministic choice event can be considered a ran
domly selected event; an extension o f the model could assign a probability to each o f
the choices o f a free choice place). The pdf of random variable
= C e-^™, for T„>0, and g,, if selected, will fire at time

associated with

is

+ T,„.

Thus the probability that g, will be issued at time a is given by:
/gi(a) =/proceed| r i ( a ) * /ti(a ) + 0.5/„„„(a) */„,(«)

(Eq. A.3.8)

The first term corresponds to the generation o f g, via proceed (which is fp„.
ceed\r\i<^~Ddi 3 transpoft delay) and the second term corresponds to the generation o f
g, via meta. Figure A.3.3 shows the pdf o f the occurrence of grant g, for the uniform
case. One can observe a “triangular” shape that corresponds to g| generated via pro
ceed, and a tail that corresponds to g, generated via meta. The area under the curve is
0.5 which represents the 50% probability o f occurrence o f g, (g, and gj being equally
likely to occur). The probability that g, is generated after a delay > 15 diminishes
exponentially. For example the probability that g, will be generated after 15time units
is approximately 1.9%. Moreover, the probability that g, will be generated after 40
time units is under 0.15%.

A.4 Summary
We have introduced a probabilistic model capable o f representing with more accuracy
the complex behavior o f the Seitz’ arbiter, including metastability. The advantage of
our approach is twofold: first our analysis procedure relies upon a formal model for
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Figure A.3.3 Probability density function o f the occurrence time of
forZ)= 1 0 , Di=5, and A==0 .l.
circuit specification (a probabilistic timed Petri net), and secondly our model is an
extension of signal transition graphs (STG’s) [29, 79] which are widely used to
describe asynchronous circuits.
We believe that a probabilistic analysis is essential in the qualitative study of
the impact of metastable behavior in the timing performance of asynchi'onous circuits
which can exhibit this phenomenon.

